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Van die redakteur:
Prof. Das Steÿn 2019

Vanaf die begin van die mensdom 
was daar verskillende tipes 
ongelykhede tussen mense. Party 
kon vinniger hardloop as ander, 
sommige vinniger dink as ander, of 
ander was net groter en sterker as 
die res. Die menslike samestelling 
is van so ’n aard dat die kombinasie 
van menslike eienskappe nie altyd 
dit was wat elkeen sou verkies 
nie. Die mooi reus met die fyn 
stemmetjie, die kreupel dowe 
genie, die doodgoeie arbeider of 
enige ander kombinasie. 

Om weg te kom van die 
“oorlewing van die sterkste” is 
daar groepe en gemeenskappe 
gevorm wat met verloop van 
tyd elk ’n eie kultuur ontwikkel 
het. Bogenoemde menslike 
verskille, eienskappe en soms 
gebreke is deur verskillende 
kulture verskillend hanteer. By 
kulture waar oorlewing elke dag 
’n stryd was, is ’n persoon met 
’n gebrek of ander hindernis 
byvoorbeeld ouderdom, wat 
die groep se oorlewing in 
gevaar stel, doodeenvoudig die 
kans gegun om te sterf. Soos 
beskawings ontwikkel het, het 
verskillende waardesisteme 
ontwikkel vir verskillende 
gemeenskappe met ’n eiesoortige 
godsdiensbeskouing wat hierdie 
ongelykhede tussen mense 
verklaar. Dit het ook berusting 
gebring in elke gemeenskap 
waar mense hul plek en rol in die 
gemeenskap aanvaar het as deel 
van ’n groter orde.

In meeste kulture was daar ’n 
definitiewe klasseverskil tussen 
landvolk (Engels ‘peasants’) 
en die verskillende groepe met 
sogenaamde “blou bloed” (adel, 
stamhoofde en geestelikes). Die 
Renaissance het ’n gees van 
vrywording in die Weste losgelaat 
op verskillende lewensterreine. 
Die mens en sy werke is nou 
al belangriker en vorm nou die 
middelpunt van menslike denke. 
Die mens poog om alles te 
verander wat nie na sy smaak is 
nie, gehelp deur die ontwikkeling 
van die moderne wetenskap en 

From the editor:
Prof. Das Steÿn 2019

Since the beginning of mankind, 
human beings have always been 
subjected to different kinds of 
inequalities. Some could run faster 
than others; some could think faster 
than others, and some were simply 
bigger and stronger than others. 
The human being’s character is 
such that the combination of human 
characteristics was not always what 
s/he would prefer: the gentle giant 
with an excellent voice; the crippled 
deaf genius, the good-to-a-fault 
labourer, or any other combination.

To do away with the “survival 
of the fittest”, groups and 
communities were formed 
which, in time, developed their 
own culture. Different cultures 
dealt differently with human 
differences, characteristics and 
impairments. In cultures where 
survival was a daily struggle, a 
person with an impairment or other 
impediment (for example, old 
age), who jeopardised the group’s 
survival, was simply afforded the 
opportunity to die. As civilisations 
developed, different values 
systems developed for different 
communities with their own view 
on religion that explained the 
inequalities between people. Every 
community came to terms with its 
situation: people accepted their 
place and role in the community as 
part of a larger order.

Most of the cultures presented a 
definite class difference between 
peasants and those groups with 
so-called ‘blue blood’ (nobility, 
tribal chiefs and the clergy). 
In the West, the Renaissance 
instigated a spirit of liberation in 
various walks of life. The individual 
and his work now become more 
important and form the centre of 
human thought. S/he attempts 
to change everything that is not 
to his/her liking, with the help 
of the development of modern 
science and rational thinking. The 
individual becomes important and 
believes that his/her fate is now 
in his/her own hands. In terms of 
religion, the Reformation ended 
the church’s control of society in 

Ho tswa ho mohlopholli:
Prof. Das Steÿn 2019

Ho tloha qalehong ya botho, batho 
esale ba anngwa ke mefuta e 
fapaneng ya ho se lekalekane. Ba 
bang ba ne ba kgona ho matha ka 
pele ho feta ba bang, ba bang ba 
ne ba kgona ho nahana ka pele 
ho feta ba bang, hape ba bang ba 
ne ba le baholo le matla ho feta 
ba bang. Semelo sa motho se ka 
mokgwa wa hore ke kopano ya 
dintlha tse fapaneng tsa motho, 
ka mokgwa oo yena a ka se se 
thabeleng ka mehla: senatla se 
bonolo ka lentswe le kgabane; ya 
holofetseng a le bohlale haholo a 
sa utlwe ditsebeng, the-good –to- 
a-fault-labourer, kapa kopano e 
nngwe le e nngwe.

Ho tlosa “ho phela ha ba matla ka 
ho fetisisa”, dihlopha le ditjhaba 
di ile tsa botjwa/etswa, ka nako, 
di ile tsa ba le botjhaba ba tsona. 
Mefuta e fapaneng ya botjhaba 
e sebetsana le ho se tshwane ha 
batho, dimelo tse sa tshwaneng, 
le bofokodi, ka ditsela tse sa 
tshwaneng. Botjhabeng boo ho 
bona tsela ya ho phela e neng e 
le tshokolo ya letsatsi le letsatsi, 
motho ya neng a e na le bofokodi 
kapa tshito e itseng (mohlala, 
botsofadi/botsofe), ya senyang 
kgonahalo ya ho phela ho ba 
habo, o ne a fuwa monyetla wa 
ho shwa. Ha tlhaboloho e ba teng, 
mekgwa e fapaneng ya dintho tsa 
bohlokwa e ile ya hlaha ditjhabeng 
tse fapaneng ka lebaka la pono 
ya bona ya tumelo, e ileng ya 
hlalosa ho se lekalekane dipakeng 
tsa batho. Batho bohle ba ile ba 
amohela maemo a bona: batho ba 
ile ba amohela sebaka sa bona le 
seabo sa bona setjhabeng jwalo 
ka karolo ya taelo e kgolo.

Bongata ba botjhaba bo bontshitse 
phapang e hlakileng ya dihlopha 
pakeng tsa balemi le dihlopha 
tseo ho thweng ke tsa batho ba 
maemo a itseng “blue-blood” 
(seriti, marenana a merabe le 
boruti). Ka Bophirima, Tsosoloso 
e tlisitse moya wa tokoloho 
mahlakoreng a itseng a bophelo. 
Jwale motho le mosebetsi wa hae 
di se di le bohlokwa le ho feta, 
mme di bopa karolo e bohlokwa 



ii

rasionele denke. Die individu 
word belangrik en glo sy 
lewenslot is nou in sy eie hande. 
So het daar op godsdienstige 
vlak die Hervorming plaasgevind 
wat die beheer van die 
samelewing deur die kerk in 
Noord-Europa beëindig het. Die 
nuwe denke het ook op politieke 
gebied tot die sogenaamde 
“Glorious Revolution” van 1688 
gelei, waardeur Engeland ’n 
demokratiese regeringsvorm 
gekry het wat in die volgende 
eeu deur die Amerikaners en 
die Franse nagevolg sou word. 
Hierna volg die negentiende eeu 
wat as die Eeu van Revolusies 
bekend was en tot politieke 
demokratisering van meeste 
Westerse lande lei. 

In hierdie tyd word aan die 
een kant die ou orde, die 
Tradisionaliste, gevind, waar 
kultuur en tradisie sentraal 
staan. Kultuur en geloof leer 
die mens dat elke persoon 
verantwoordelikheid vir sy eie 
lewe moet aanvaar. Die groep 
ag dit belangrik om beheer oor 
die eie sake uit te oefen. Aan 
die ander kant, die Moderniste, 
is dit die mens se vryheid wat 
alle denke oorheers. Vir hul 
het die mens ’n reg tot iets. 
Laasgenoemde groep, ook 
humanisme genoem weens hul 
klem op die mens, gee geboorte 
aan twee uiteenlopende “kinders”, 
wat elk weer ’n eie siening van 
vryheid en geregtigheid het. Vir 
die een “kind” is die individu en 
sy vryheid die belangrikste en is 
die staat se rol beperk. Dit is die 
kapitalisme waar die vrye mark 
vir alle mense die reg verleen 
om bates te besit, daarmee te 
woeker, gelyke toegang tot die 
mark te verkry en op eie krag bo 
uit te kom. Die ander “kind”, die 
kommunisme, glo weer dat die 
staat die instrument is wat gebruik 
moet word om gelykheid en alle 
menseregte soos die reg op 
behuising, gesondheid, onderwys, 
werk en gelyke behandeling te 
verseker. Die staat moet alle 
terreine van die samelewing 
oorheers en sal deur die 
effektiewe beheer tot ’n utopia lei, 
die werkersparadys. Beide hierdie 

Northern Europe. As for politics, 
the new thinking also led to the 
so-called “glorious revolution” of 
1688, whereby England obtained a 
democratic government that would 
be pursued in the next century by 
the Americans and the French. 
The nineteenth century, known as 
the century of revolutions, led to 
the political democratisation of the 
majority of the Western countries.

At this time, there were two 
orders. On the one hand, the 
Traditionalists focus on culture and 
tradition. Culture and faith teach 
man that every individual must be 
responsible for his/her own life. 
This group deems it important 
to exercise control over its own 
affairs. On the other hand, the 
Modernists focus on man’s freedom 
that dominates all thinking. The 
individual has a right to something. 
This group, also called humanism, 
gave birth to two diverse “children”, 
each with their own view of 
freedom and justice. On the one 
hand, the individual and his/her 
freedom are crucial, and the state’s 
role is restricted. This is capitalism, 
where the free market grants all 
people the right to possess and 
make the most of their assets, to 
gain equal access to the market, 
and to come out on top on their 
own steam. On the other hand, 
communism believes that the state 
must be used to ensure equality 
and all human rights such as the 
right to housing, health, education, 
employment and equal treatment. 
The state must control all spheres 
of society, thus leading to utopia, 
the worker’s paradise. Both 
these groups are internationally 
predisposed and attempt to expand 
their own ideas globally. 

Yet history has shown that both 
these approaches ultimately 
lead to poverty and oppression. 
Under capitalism, the uncontrolled 
markets lead to monopolies where 
the rich become wealthier and 
the gap between the rich and the 
poor increases. In the majority 
of communist or ex-communist 
countries, the state could only 
survive under a one-party system. 
Human nature shows that all 
people do not work equally hard to 
realise the communist ideal. Some 

ya kgopolo ya motho. O leka ho 
fetola dintho tsohle tseo a sa di 
rateng, ka thuso ya ntshetsopele 
ya saense ya mehleng ya hajwale 
le ka monahano o nang le kelello. 
Motho o ba bohlokwa, mme o 
dumela hore jwale bokamoso 
ba hae bo matsohong a hae. 
Bakeng sa bodumedi, Ntjhafatso 
e ile ya fedisa taolo ya kereke 
hodima setjhaba Yuropa e 
Leboya. Tabeng ya dipolotiki, 
kgopolo e ntjha le yona e ile ya 
etsa ntho e bitswang ka hore 
ke “phetoho e kgolo e nang le 
tlotliso” (“glorious revolution”) ya 
1688, moo Enyelane (England) 
e ileng ya fumana mmuso wa 
batho bohle/demokrasi, oo o 
neng o tla ntshetswapele ke 
MaAmerika le MaFora nakong ya 
dilemo tse lekgolo tse tla latela. 
Mongwahakgolo wa boleshome 
le metso e robong (19th 
century), o tsebahalang jwalo ka 
mongwahakgolo wa diphetoho tse 
kgolo, o ile wa etsa hore ho be le 
demokrasi ya polotiki boholong ba 
dinaha tse ka Bophirima.

Ka nako ena, ho ne ho na le 
ditaelo tse pedi. Ka lehlakoreng 
le leng, ba dumelang ho moetlo/
ho tsa setho (Traditionalists) ba 
tsepamisitse maikutlo hodima 
botjhaba le setso. Botjhaba le 
tumelo di ruta motho hore motho 
e mong le e mong o tlamehile ho 
jara maikarabelo a bophelo ba 
hae. Sehlopha sena se dumela 
hore ho bohlokwa hore ba be le 
taolo hodima ditaba tsa bona. Ka 
lehlakoreng le leng, ba dumelang 
ho tsa sejwalejwale (Modernists) 
ba tsepamisa maikutlo hodima 
tokoloho ya motho, e fetang 
kutlwisiso yohle. Motho o na le 
tokelo ya ntho e itseng. Sehlopha 
sena, sa batho ba sa dumeleng 
tumelong efe kapa efe, se 
bitswang “humanism”, se tswetse 
“bana” ba babedi ba fapaneng, e 
mong le e mong ka pono ya hae 
ya tokoloho le toka. Ka letsohong 
le leng, motho le tokoloho ya hae 
o bohlokwa haholo, mme seabo 
sa mmuso se thibetswe. Bona 
ke bokapitale, moo mmaraka o 
lokolohileng o fang batho kaofela 
tokelo ya ho ba le ho hong, le ho 
etsa ka mokgwa oo ba ka kgonang 
ka teng ka thepa ya bona, bakeng 
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groepe is internasionaal ingestel 
en poog om hul eie idees globaal 
uit te brei.

Tog het die geskiedenis bewys 
dat beide die twee benaderings 
uiteindelik tot armoede en 
onderdrukking lei. By kapitalisme 
is gevind dat die onbeheerde 
markte lei tot monopolistiese 
toestande waar die rykes al 
ryker word en die gaping tussen 
ryk en arm al groter word. In 
meeste kommunistiese of oud-
kommunistiese lande kon die 
staat net voortbestaan as daar ’n 
eenparty stelsel is. Die menslike 
aard wys dat alle mense nie ewe 
hard werk om die kommunistiese 
ideaal te verwesentlik nie. Party is 
bloot lui, onbekwaam, leuenaars, 
kansvatters of diewe. Die stelsel 
werk dan nie. Die staat as die 
enjin wat alles moet dryf, is dan 
ondoeltreffend, nie in staat om dit 
te doen nie en word toestande 
meestal slegter as beter. In plaas 
van ’n samelewing waar almal 
alles wat hul nodig het, sou hê, 
is bevind dat die meeste mense 
baie swaar kry weens tekorte aan 
noodsaaklike goedere en dienste. 

Die humanisme het egter 
meeste van die teorieë ontwikkel 
in lande wat redelik kultureel 
homogeen was en hierdie feit 
word nie altyd in ag geneem 
nie. Hier in Suid-Afrika is daar 
nie net klasseverskille nie, 
maar ook etniese verskille, 
magsverskille, godsdiensverskille, 
verskille tussen die mense 
wat een of ander vorm van 
modernisme aanhang teenoor 
die tradisionaliste wat weer die 
eie kultuur wil bevorder en onder 
andere ook mense met werk en 
mense sonder werk.

Die land het slegs vir ’n klein 
periode van sy geskiedenis 
positiewe ekonomiese groei 
beleef. Van 1954 tot 1974 is ’n 
groeikoers van 5% beleef en 
van 1994 tot 2012 ’n groeikoers 
van 3.5% gehandhaaf, wat 
beteken het dat gedurende 
hierdie tydperke die ekonomiese 
groeikoers hoër was as die 
natuurlike bevolkingsgroei. In 
die eerste tydperk het almal nie 
eweveel in die groei gedeel nie, 

are simply lazy, incompetent, liars, 
chancers, or thieves. This system 
does not work. The state as the 
engine that must drive everything, 
is not efficient, and most of the 
time conditions deteriorate rather 
than improve. Instead of a society 
in which all individuals have 
everything they need, the majority 
of the people find it difficult to 
survive, due to shortages in 
essential goods and services. 

Humanism has developed most 
of the theories in countries 
that were reasonably culturally 
homogeneous. This fact is not 
always considered. In South Africa, 
there are not only differences in 
class, but also ethnic, power and 
religious differences. There are 
also differences between those 
who support one or other form of 
modernism and those who want 
to promote their own culture, and 
between those who are employed 
and those who have no job.

South Africa experienced a positive 
economic growth for only a short 
period in its history. The country 
had a growth rate of 5% from 1954 
to 1974, during which time not 
everyone shared equally in the 
growth, but the country developed 
into a modern industrial state. It 
had a growth rate of 3.5% from 
1994 to 2012, during which time the 
money was mostly in the hands of 
the corporate sector and the profits 
were taken out of the country. 
This implies that, during these two 
periods, the economic growth was 
higher than the natural population 
growth. In addition, an unproductive 
and inefficient government, 
corruption and state capture have 
caused that the greatest part of the 
taxes was not used to improve the 
condition of the poor.

The present dilemma: How to 
solve the problem? There is a 
fair amount of trust in democracy 
and the constitution to solve the 
problem. But it is not all plain 
sailing. First, the South African 
democracy is modelled to rule on 
a 50%-plus-one system. Voters 
must now be persuaded to vote 
for a party. The problem is: “You 
can’t outpromise a socialist”. 
Expectations that cannot be met 

sa ho fumana tumello e lekanang 
ya ho kena mmarakeng; le ho 
tswa pele tshebedisong ya matla 
a bona. Ka letsohong le leng, 
bokomonisi bo dumela hore 
mmuso o tlamehile ho sebediswa 
ho netefatsa tekatekano le ditokelo 
tsa batho kaofela; jwalo ka tokelo 
ya ho ba le bodulo, bophelo bo 
botle, thuto, mesebetsi le ho 
tshwarwa ka ho lekana. Mmuso o 
tlameha ho laola dikarolo tsohle 
tsa setjhaba; ka hoo, seo se etsa 
hore ho be le lefatshe la ditoro 
(utopia), paradeisi ya basebetsi. 
Ka bobedi dihlopha tsena, di tlile 
ka matjhabatjhaba, mme di leka 
ho phatlalatsa mehopolo ya tsona 
lefatsheng ka bophara.

Le ha ho le jwalo, nalane/
histori e bontsha hore mekgwa 
ena e qetella e entse hore ho 
be le bofuma le kgatello. Tlasa 
bokapitale, dimmaraka tse sa 
laolweng di qetella di entse hore 
ho be le dimonopoli/kgwebanotshi, 
moo teng batho ba ruileng ba 
ruwang le ho feta, mme sekgeo se 
dipakeng tsa barui le bafumanehi 
se a eketseha. Boholong ba 
dinaha tsa bokomonisi kapa tseo e 
neng e le tsa bokomonisi, mmuso 
o ne o kgona ho phela feela tlasa 
tsamaiso ya mokgatlo o le mong. 
Tlhaho ya botho e bontsha hore 
batho kaofela ha ba sebetse ka 
thata ka ho lekana ho fumana 
maemo a bokomonisi. Ba bang ba 
botswa, ha ba tsebe mosebetsi, 
ba leshano, ba nka menyetla 
kapa ke mashodu. Mokgwa ona 
wa tshebetso (system) ha o 
sebetse. Mmuso jwalo ka engene 
e tshwanetseng ho kganna dintho 
tsohle, ha o sebetse hantle; mme 
boholong ba nako, maemo a a 
theoha ho ena le hore a ntlafale. 
Ho e na le hore ho be le setjhaba 
moo batho kaofela ba nang le 
dintho tsohle tse ba di hlokang, 
bongata ba batho ba fumana 
ho le thata ho phela, ka lebaka 
la kgaello ya disebediswa le 
ditshebeletso tsa bohlokwa.

Ho se dumele tumelong efe kapa 
efe “Humanism” ho hlahisitse 
ditheori tse ngata dinaheng tse 
neng di tshwana ka mokgwa 
wa tsa botjhaba (culturally 
homogenous). Ntlha ena ha se 
hangata e elwang hloko. Afrika 
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Borwa, ha se feela maemong a 
itseng moo ho nang le diphapang, 
empa ho na le diphapang tsa 
merabe, le tsa matla le tsa tumelo. 
Hape ho na le diphapang pakeng 
tsa ba tshehetsang mofuta ona 
kapa o mong wa tumelo ya ho 
tsa sejwalejwale (modernism) 
le ba batlang ho nyolla botjhaba 
ba bona, le ba hirilweng le ba 
senang mesebetsi.

Afrika Borwa e fumane kgolo e ntle 
ya moruo nakong e kgutshwane 
nalaneng/historing ya yona. Naha 
ena e bile le sekgahla sa kgolo 
sa diphesente tse 5 (5%) ho tloha 
1954 ho ya ho 1974, ka nako eo 
batho ba ne ba sa fumane karolo 
e lekanang kgolong, empa naha 
e ile ya fetohela ho ba naha ya 
industeri ya sejwalejwale (modern 
industrial state). E bile le sekgahla 
sa kgolo sa 3.5% ho tloha ka 1994 
ho fihlella ka 2012, ka nako eo 
tjhelete e ne e le matsohong a 
sektoro ya dikgwebo (corporate 
sector) haholo, mme diphahello 
di ne di ntshuwa naheng. Sena 
se hlalosa hore, dinakong tsena 
tse pedi, kgolo ya moruo e ne e 
feta kgolo ya tlhaho ya batho. Ho 
tlatselletsa, mmuso o se nang 
tlhahiso, hape o sa sebetseng, 
bobodu le ho haptjwa ha mmuso di 
entse hore boholo ba lekgetho bo 
se ke ba sebediswa ho ntlafatsa 
maemo a bafumanehi.

Bothata ba hajwale: Ho lokiswa 
bothata jwang? Ho na le tshepo 
e lekaneng demokrasing le 
molaotheong ho lokisa bothata. 
Empa tsohle ha di tsamaye ka 
thello. Taba ya pele, demokrasi 
ya Afrika Borwa e bopilwe 
ka tsamaiso ya hore ho laole 
50%-plus-one. Hona jwale 
Bakgethi ba tlameha ho kgannwa 
hore ba voutele mokgatlo wa bona. 
Bothata ke hore: Mohlomong 
nako e fihlile ya ho nahana botjha 
ka tsela eo batho le ditjhaba di 
tshwerweng ka teng naheng ena. 
Dinaha tse kopaneng tsa Amerika 
le tsona di ipiletsa hore ho be 
le mmuso o nang le molaotheo 
(constitutional state) oo e leng 
rephaboliki (republic) ya di naha 
tse fapaneng, moo tse boletsweng 
mona pele di serelleditsweng 
matleng a ho laolwa ke bongata, 
demokrasi. Afrika Borwa, hangata 

maar is die land ontwikkel tot ’n 
moderne industriële staat. Met 
die tweede tydperk van groei, het 
die geld meestal in die hande van 
die korporatiewe sektor beland en 
is die winste grotendeels landuit. 
Verder het ’n onproduktiewe 
en oneffektiewe staatsdiens, 
korrupsie en staatskaping daartoe 
gelei dat ’n groot deel van die 
belasting nie gebruik is om armes 
se toestande te verbeter nie. 

Die huidige dilemma is: Hoe word 
die saak opgelos? Daar is ’n 
groot vertroue in die demokrasie 
en die grondwet om dit op te los. 
Maar dit is nie so eenvoudig nie. 
Eerstens is die Suid-Afrikaanse 
demokratiese model geskoei 
op ’n 50%-plus-een stelsel om 
te regeer. Kiesers moet nou 
oorgehaal word om vir ’n party 
te stem en die probleem is: “You 
can’t outpromise a socialist”. 
Verwagtinge waaraan nie voldoen 
kan word nie, word nou geskep 
en hoe meer die regering geld 
spandeer wat hy nie het nie, hoe 
meer moet van die wat het, gevat 
word, totdat almal ewe arm is en 
die stelsel in duie stort. Rykdom 
kan alleen versprei word as die 
ekonomie groei en die groei 
gebruik word om die behoeftiges 
op te help. Tweedens is in die 
grondwet die fout gemaak om in 
naam van menseregte sekere 
sosiaal-ekonomiese regte in 
die grondwet in te skryf. Verder 
kies die staat welke regte vanuit 
die grondwet toegepas word en 
welkes nie (taalregte vir al 11 
amptelike tale het verval tot enkel 
Engels). Daarby het grondwette 
wêreldwyd ’n gemiddelde leeftyd 
van 20 jaar waarna ’n nuwe geslag 
dit verander of anders vertolk 
in die grondwethof. Huidiglik is 
eiendomsreg in die kalklig en word 
net ’n twee derde meerderheid 
benodig om dit te verander. 

Miskien is dit nou tyd om 
te herbesin oor hoe die 
verskeidenheid van mense 
en volke binne hierdie land 
geakkommodeer word? Die 
Verenigde State van Amerika 
beroep hul ook op ’n regstaat, 
’n regstaat wat ’n republiek van 
verskillende state is en waar die 
verskillende state beskerm word 

are now created and the more 
money (which it has not) the 
government is spending, the more 
must be taken from those who 
have, until all are equally poor and 
the system collapses. Wealth can 
only be distributed if the economy 
grows and the growth is used to 
help those in need. Secondly, an 
error was made in the constitution: 
certain social-economic rights 
were written in the constitution 
in the name of human rights. In 
addition, the government chooses 
which rights from the constitution 
are applied and which are not 
(language rights for all 11 official 
languages are down to only 
English). Besides, constitutions 
worldwide have an average 
lifespan of 20 years, whereafter 
a new generation changes 
the constitution or interprets it 
differently in the constitutional 
court. Currently, the focus is on the 
right of ownership; only a two-third 
majority is required to change this.

Perhaps time has come to 
reconsider how people and nations 
are accommodated in this country. 
The United States of America also 
appeals to a constitutional state 
that is a republic of different states 
where the latter are protected 
against the power of domination 
of the masses, democracy. 
In South Africa, people are 
increasingly classified as those 
who are employed and those 
who are not. This can give rise 
to a conflict between those who 
have and those who do not have. 
South Africans may be under the 
impression that this is a wealthy 
country; in fact, the South African 
gross domestic product (GDP) 
is less than that of the city of 
Amsterdam.1 What can be done in 
South Africa to protect it against an 
ochlogracy?

One way is to create space for 
different choices of existence 
in the country. The differences 
as to how a society is made up 
create different expectations. 

1 For 2018, the GDP of Amsterdam is given as 
US$350 billion and that of South Africa as US$349 
billion. The population of Amsterdam stands at 
less than one million, whereas South Africa’s 
population stands at 57 million, without taking 
into account the illegal immigrants.
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teen die mag van oorheersing van 
die massas, die demokrasie. In 
Suid-Afrika word mense al meer 
op grond van die met werk en die 
sonder werk verdeel. Dit kan lei 
tot ’n konflik tussen die wat het en 
die wat nie het nie. Suid-Afrikaners 
is waarskynlik onder die indruk 
dat hierdie ’n ryk land is, maar 
in werklikheid is die SA bruto 
nasionale produk (BNP) kleiner 
as die van die stad Amsterdam.1 
Wat kan in Suid-Afrika gedoen 
word om die land te beskerm teen 
’n oglokrasie? 

Een manier is om ruimte te maak 
vir verskillende keuses van 
bestaan in die land. Die verskille 
oor hoe ’n samelewing saamgestel 
word, skep verskillende 
verwagtinge. Vir tradisionaliste is 
dit om kinders groot te maak in ’n 
gemeenskap wat die eie waardes 
hoog ag. Vir die moderniste is dit 
’n wêreld wat of deur kapitalisme 
of deur sosialisme oorheers 
word. Kan daar in plaas van een 
groot gemeenskap wat tot ’n 
vrugtesap saamgepers word, ’n 
kaleidoskoop van moontlikhede 
wees, soos ’n vrugteslaai 
waarin die verskillende vrugte 
elk herkenbaar is en elk sy 
eie bestaansreg het? Kan 
daar plek vir die verskillende 
soorte tradisionaliste in Suid-
Afrika wees, soos die Zoeloe, 
die Venda, die Xhosa, die 
Afrikaner en ander tradisionele 
gemeenskappe, met ruimte om 
hulself te wees? Kan daar dele 
van Suid-Afrika wees wat die vrye 
mark aanhang en die skeppers 
van werk en groei wees? 
Vrystede soos Singapoer en 
Hong Kong wat kan werk verskaf 
vir omliggende gemeenskappe? 
Kan daar dele wees waar mense 
toegelaat word om die sosialisme 
of kommunisme te beoefen as dit 
hul keuse is? 

Klosterman (1978) het in ’n 
artikel “Foundations for normative 
planning” getoon dat die Westerse 
beplanning deur twee belangrike 
intellektuele tradisies ontwikkel 

1 Vir 2018 word die BNP van Amsterdam as US$350 
biljoen aangegee en die van Suid-Afrika as US$349 
biljoen. Die bevolking van Amsterdam is minder 
as een miljoen teenoor SA se 57 miljoen sonder 
onwettige immigrante.

batho ba kgethwa ka tsela ya 
hore ke ba sebetsang le ba sa 
sebetseng. Sena se tsosa ntwa 
dipakeng tsa batho ba nang le 
dintho le ba se nang tsona. E ka 
nna ya ba hore MaAfrika Borwa 
a tlasa monahano wa hore naha 
ena e ruile, hantlentle, moputso 
wa Afrika Borwa ha o kopantswe 
kaofela (GDP) o tlase ho wa 
toropo ya Amsterdam.1 Ho ka 
etswa eng Afrika Borwa ho e 
sirelletsa kgahlahong le mmuso 
wa matswallwa kapa batho ba 
bangata (ochlocracy)? 

Tsela e nngwe ke ho etsa sebaka 
bakeng sa dikgetho tse fapaneng 
tsa ho ba teng naheng. Diphapang 
tsa hore naha e bopehile jwang 
di etsa ditebello tse fapaneng. 
Batho ba dumelang moetlong 
kapa setsong (Traditionalists) 
ba hodisa bana ba bona 
setjhabeng se hlomphang dintho 
tse bohlokwa ho sona haholo. 
Bakeng sa batho ba dumelang 
ho tsa sejwalejwale (modernists), 
lefatshe le phahametswe ke 
bokapitale kapa socialism. Ntle le 
hore re be setjhaba se leng seng 
se seholo se kopaneng jwalo ka 
lero la ditholwana (fruit juice), na 
ho ka ba le moo teng ditholwana 
tse fapaneng di bonahalang jwalo 
ka salateng ya ditholwana, moo 
tholwana e nngwe le e nngwe e 
bonahalang ka tokelo ya yona ya 
ho ba teng? Na ho ka ba le sebaka 
bakeng sa batho ba fapaneng 
ba dumelang ho tsa meetlo/
setso (different Traditionalists) 
Afrika borwa, jwalo ka Mazulu, 
Mavenda, Maxhosa, Maburu le 
ditjhaba tse ding tse dumelang 
setsong; ka dibaka tsa hore ba be 
le bobona? Na dikarolo tse itseng 
tsa Afrika Borwa di ka tshehetsa 
mmaraka o lokolohileng, mme 
tsa thea mesebetsi, le kgolo? 
Metse-setoropo e kang Singapore 
le Hong Kong di kgona ho fana 
ka mesebetsi ditjhabeng tseo ba 
ahisaneng le tsona. Na ho ka ba 
le dikarolo tse itseng moo batho 
ba dumelletsweng ho etsahatsa 

1 For 2018, the GDP of Amsterdam is given as 
US$350 billion and that of South Africa as US$349 
billion. The population of Amsterdam stands at 
less than one million, whereas South Africa’s 
population stands at 57 million, without taking 
into account the illegal immigrants.

Traditionalists raise their children 
in a community that respects its 
own values highly. For modernists, 
the world is dominated by either 
capitalism or socialism. Instead 
of one large community that 
is compressed like fruit juice, 
can there be a kaleidoscope of 
possibilities such as a fruit salad, 
in which the various fruits are 
recognisable, each with their 
own right to exist? Can there be 
a place for the different kinds of 
traditionalists in South Africa such 
as the Zulu, the Venda, the Xhosa, 
the Afrikaner and other traditional 
communities, with the space to 
be themselves? Can parts of 
South Africa support a free market 
and create jobs and growth? 
City states such as Singapore 
and Hong Kong can provide 
employment to neighbouring 
communities. Can there be parts 
where people are allowed to 
exercise socialism or communism, 
if that is their choice? 

In an article entitled “Foundations 
for normative planning”, 
Klosterman (1978) shows that 
Western planning has developed 
through two important intellectual 
traditions: the rational tradition 
and the reformation tradition. 
These have contributed towards 
making the West a better 
place. All attempts must thus 
be economically viable in the 
endeavour towards helping people 
improve their position, without 
a revolutionary breaking with 
the past. Klosterman concludes 
that value-free planning is, in 
principle, impossible, as planning 
is, in fact, of a political nature. 
The differences between the 
traditionalists and the modernists 
entail different political approaches 
or ideologies to solve a problem. 
If democracy causes only one 
ideology to dominate, then there 
are many losers in planning. 
Rather, there should be a variety 
of possibilities from which the 
population can choose. People 
can then join whichever solution 
they support or earn money in 
one area and live in another. 
A South Africa consisting of 
different cantons or federations 
or city councils, each being 
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het, naamlik die rasionele tradisie 
en die hervormingstradisie, wat 
bygedra het om van die Weste ’n 
beter plek te maak. Alle pogings 
moet dus ekonomies haalbaar 
wees in die strewe om mense 
te help om in ’n beter posisie te 
kom, sonder om revolusionêr met 
die verlede te breek. Klosterman 
het tot die gevolgtrekking gekom 
dat waardevrye beplanning in 
beginsel onmoontlik is aangesien 
beplanning wesentlik polities van 
aard is. Die verskille tussen die 
tradisionaliste en die moderniste 
behels verskillende politieke 
benaderings of ideologieë om 
’n probleem op te los. As die 
demokrasie daartoe lei dat 
slegs een ideologie oorheers, 
dan is daar baie verloorders in 
die spel van beplanning. Daar 
moet waarskynlik eerder ’n 
verskeidenheid van moontlikhede 
toegelaat word, waartussen die 
bevolking kan kies. Mense kan 
dan inskakel by welke een van 
die oplossings hulle ondersteun, 
of geld verdien in een en woon 
in ’n ander gebied. ’n Suid-Afrika 
wat uit verskillende kantonne of 
federasies of stadsrade bestaan 
wat elk outonoom is om self te kies 
welke ideologie vir die betrokke 
groep van belang is. Beplanners 
sal moet help om die limiete van 
moontlikhede hier bloot te lê. 

autonomous to choose which 
ideology is important for the group 
concerned. Planners need to help 
expose the limits of possibilities in 
this instance.

socialism le bokomonisi, ha e ba 
ke kgetho ya bona eo?

Atikeleng e bitswang “Foundations 
for normative planning”, Klosterman 
(1978) o bontsha hore thero 
ya ka Bophirima e hlahile ka 
ditso tse pedi tsa bohlokwa tsa 
mohlalefi: setso sa motheo (rational 
tradition) le setso sa ketso botjha 
(reformation tradition). Ditso tsena 
di nkile karolo bakeng sa ho etsa 
Bophirima sebaka se betere. Ka 
hoo, diteko tsohle di tlamehile di 
kgonahale lehlakoreng la moruo 
(economically viable) tekong ya ho 
thusa batho ho ntlafatsa boemo 
ba bona; ntle le ho thulana ho 
hotjha le dintho tse fetileng/tsa 
kgale. Klosterman o qetela ka hore 
“value-free planning” e, motheong 
wa yona, ha e kgonahale ho ya 
ka moo morero o leng ka teng, 
bonneteng e na le sepolotiki ka 
tlhaho. Diphapang dipakeng tsa 
batho ba dumelang moetlong/
setsong (Traditionalists) le batho 
ba dumelang dinthong tsa hajwale 
(modernists) di hloka mekgwa kapa 
mehopolo e fapaneng ya dipolotiki 
bakeng sa ho rarolla bothata. Haeba 
demokrasi e etsa hore mohopolo 
o le mong feela o buse, e tla ba 
hore ba bangata ba hlotswe tabeng 
ya ho etsa ditlhophiso/merero. Ho 
e na le hoo, ho tlamehile ho be le 
dikgonahalo tse fapaneng moo teng 
batho ba ka kgethang. Batho ba 
ka kenela tharollo efe kapa efe eo 
ba e tshehetsang kapa ba fumane 
tjhelete sebakeng se seng, mme 
ba phele ho se seng. Afrika Borwa 
e nang le dibaka kapa mekgatlo/
dihlopha kapa makgotla a toropo 
a fapaneng , e nngwe le e nngwe 
e ikemetse bakeng sa ho kgetha 
hore ke kgopolo (ideology) efeng e 
bohlokwa bakeng sa sehlopha se 
amehang. Batho ba etsang meralo 
ba tlameha ho thusa ho hlahisa 
meedi ya dikgonahalo bakeng sena.
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Abstract
This article explores how universities can contribute to the economy of the area 
within which they are situated, focusing on the University of the Free State QwaQwa 
campus. This topic was investigated by analysing the local economy within which the 
QwaQwa campus is located, a spatial analysis of the campus itself, and interviews 
with local business owners. First, the article demonstrates how an analysis of the local 
economy could assist in aligning the university offerings with the dynamics of the local 
area. It specifically argues for a focus on agricultural and wider commerce-related 
course offerings. Secondly, an argument is made for leasing or developing the vacant 
land on campus for non-university-related functions such as middle-income housing 
or a low- to medium-fee private school. The purpose of such an initiative would be 
to cross-subsidize the development costs of expanding and improving the QwaQwa 
campus. Thirdly, through interviews with local business owners, various arguments 
are made for how the university could better engage with local businesses. These 
ranged from providing training, disseminating research, increased procurement, and 
making space for local businesses on campus. Through these arguments, a narrative 
shows that part of being an engaged university is being aware of, and responding to 
the needs of the economy within which a campus is located. 
Keywords: Entrepreneurship, higher education, local economic development, 
third mission

DIE POTENSIAAL VAN DIE UNIVERSITEIT VAN DIE VRYSTAAT 
QWAQWA-KAMPUS OM DIE GROEI VAN DIE QWAQWA EKONOMIE AAN 
TE HELP
Hierdie studie ondersoek hoe universiteite tot die ekonomie van hul omliggende 
areas kan bydra, spesifiek die Universiteit van die Vrystaat se QwaQwa-kampus. 
Die kwessie is benader deur die analise van die plaaslike ekonomie van die 
QwaQwa-kampus, die ruimtelike analise van die kampus, asook onderhoude met 
plaaslike besigheidsbestuurders. Die het tot drie gevolgtrekkings gelei. Eerstens, die 
artikel toon hoe analise van die plaaslike ekonomie kan help om die universiteit se 
aanbiedinge met die dinamika van die omliggende area te vereenselwig. Meer klem 
moet veral op landbou en handelskursusse gelê word. Tweedens, is daar gevind 
dat die verhuring van die vakante land op kampus vir universiteits-onverbonde 
funksies kan bydra tot die verbetering en ontwikkeling van QwaQwa. Voorbeelde 
van ontwikkelings is middelinkomste behuising of ’n lae- tot middelfooi private 

skool. Derdens, deur onderhoude met 
plaaslike besigheidseienaars, is daar 
geleenthede geïdentifiseer vir verdere 
samewerking met die Universiteit. Dit 
sluit in die voorsiening van opleiding, 
verspreiding van navorsing, verhoogde 
verkope aan die Universiteit, en die 
stigting van plaaslike besighede op 
die kampus self. Die gevolgtrekkings 
toon dat ’n betrokke universiteit een is 
wat bewus is van, en kan reageer op 
die benodighede van sy omliggende 
gemeenskap.
Sleutelwoorde: Derde missie, entrepre-
neurskap, hoër onderwys, plaaslike 
ekonomiese ontwikkeling

BOKGONI BA YUNIVESITHI 
YA FREISTATA KHEMPASENG 
YA QWAQWA BA HO 
KGONTSHAHATSA KGOLO YA 
MORUO WA QWAQWA
Atikele ena e lekola hore diyunivesithi 
di ka nehela jwang moruong wa sebaka 
seo di leng ho sona, e tsepamisitse 
maikutlo Yunivesithing ya Freistata 
khempaseng ya Qwaqwa. Sehlooho 
sena se ile sa batlisiswa ka ho hlahloba 
moruo wa selehae moo khempase ya 
Qwaqwa e leng teng, le hlahlobo ya 
sepakapaka sa khempase ka bo yona, le 
ho etsa diinthaviu ho beng ba dikgwebo 
tsa selehae. Taba ya pele, atikele e 
bontsha hore hlahlobo ya moruo wa 
selehae e ka thusa jwang bakeng sa 
ho nyalanya kabelo kapa dinyehelo 
tsa yunivesithi le diphetoho tsa sebaka 
sa selehae. Ka ho qoolla, e buella 
tsepamiso ya maikutlo ho thuto ya tsa 
temo-thuo le dinyehelo tse itshetlehileng 
ho tsa kgwebo ka bobatsi. Ya bobedi, 
ngangisano e entswe bakeng sa ho 
hirisa kapa ho etsa lefatshe/sebaka se 
senang letho khempaseng bakeng sa 
mesebetsi e sa amaneng le yunivesithi, 
jwalo ka malapa a fumanang moputso 
o mahareng kapa sekolo sa poraefete 
se patadisang tefo e tlase ho ya ho e 
mahareng. Sepheo sa mohopolo o tjena 
e tla ba ho fokotsa (cross-subsidize) 
ditjeho tsa ntshetsopele ya ho eketsa 
le ho ntlafatsa khempase ya Qwaqwa. 
Ya boraro, ka ho etsa diinthaviu le beng 
ba dikgwebo tsa selehae, dingangisano 
tse mmalwa di ka etswa bakeng sa 
hore yunivesithi e ka sebedisana jwang 
hantle le dikgwebo tsa selehae. Tsena 
di tloha ho faneng ka thupello, ho 
phatlalatsa diphuphutso, ho eketsa tse 
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ka fihlellwang, le ho etsetsa dikgebo 
tsa selehae sebaka khempaseng. Ka 
dingangisano tsena, tlhaloso ya ditaba e 
bontsha hore karolo ya ho ba yunivesithi 
e nang le seabo ke ho ela hloko, le 
ho arabela ditlhoko tsa moruo moo 
khempase e leng teng.

1. INTRODUCTION
In 2016, the University of the 
Free State (UFS) received 
48 970 applications, based on 
which 20 000 students were made 
offers, of which 8 045 students 
were registered as first entering 
undergraduates in 2016 (UFS, 2017). 
This situation is worsening. In 2019, 
52 000 applications were made for 
only 8 900 first-year spaces (The 
Citizen, 2018). As such, the UFS 
is nearing the full extent of its 
ability to accept new students. 
The physical expansion of the 
campuses will alter this situation. 
It is also important to note that 
this is a reversal of past trends as, 
historically, enrolment numbers at the 
UFS were declining (UFS, 2016a).

In South Africa and abroad, 
researchers are increasingly 
considering the role universities 
should play in supporting the local 
and regional economy and society 
at large (Cloete, Bailey, Pillay, 
Bunting & Maassen, 2011; Pouris & 
Inglesi-Lotz, 2014). In addition, there 
is a growing concern regarding the 
financing of universities, and whether 
government grants, student fees 
and traditional academic research 
will provide an adequate capital 
basis for universities (Commission 
of Inquiry into Higher Education and 
Training, 2017). This joint question of 
diversifying funding and how better 
to engage with industry and society 
has resulted in a number of scholarly 
debates focusing on issues such as 
the ‘third mission’ of universities, the 
‘triple helix’ of industry, government 
and universities, universities’ 
‘social contract’, and the notion 
of ‘engaged scholarship’ (Keeler, 
Chaplin-Kramer, Guerry, Addison 
et al., 2017; Pinheiro, Langa & 
Pausits, 2015; Etzkowitz, 2002). 
Practically, issues such as cross-
subsidization and a desire to expand 
the physical footprint of a campus 

are possible through engagement 
with industry. Some of the costs of 
these expansions could be financed 
through leasing or selling off a 
portion of the campus land, without 
compromising the future ability of the 
university to expand its campus. 

This article investigates the potential 
of the QwaQwa campus of the UFS 
to engage with the local and regional 
economy. The main argument and 
academic contribution of this article 
is to move the understanding of this 
concept beyond simpler models of 
industry and university collaborating 
commercially, or examining the role of 
universities in supporting community-
development initiatives. This article 
investigates how the university can 
better align itself with local and 
regional economic trends; how the 
university can forge relationships 
with local businesses, and how 
under-utilised university land can 
be used as a means of diversifying 
university funding, while contributing 
to local economic development. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Universities and society
The notion of how universities should 
relate to society, and the economic 
value that they offer to the area 
and nation within which they are 
situated, can be traced back to the 
beginning of universities. Specifically, 
the earliest universities and similar 
institutions were founded with the 
goal of both educating professionals 
and developing scholarship 
(Dmitrishin, 2013). The approach 
of what type of students should 
be created, specifically whether 
the universities’ role is to create 
students who can think but have 
limited vocational skills, or whether 
the focus should be on training 
professionals, has been heavily 
contested over the past few 
centuries. Despite this, it has always 
been the case that one of the core 
functions of a university is to produce 
graduates who can contribute to 
the local and regional economy 
(Martin, 2012). The educating of 
professionals is clearly of relevance 
to local and regional economic 

development. This symbiotic 
relationship is extensively evident 
in academic literature (Bradley & 
Taylor, 1996; Gennaioli, La Porta, 
Lopez-de-Silanes & Shleifer, 2012). 
Since the 19th century, universities 
have always focused on creating 
knowledge that contributes towards 
addressing societal needs, either 
directly or indirectly (Martin, 2012).

2.2 New thoughts on the roles of 
universities in society

More recently, a growing body of 
scholarship is investigating the 
wider role that universities play 
in society. Trippl, Sinozic and 
Lawton-Smith (2015) classify this 
literature into four schools of thought. 
First, the entrepreneurial university 
is closely linked to the notion of 
universities adopting a ‘third mission’. 
Mollas-Gallart, Salter, Patel, Scott 
and Duran (2002: 2) define the third 
mission as relating to activities that 
are “concerned with the generation, 
use, application and exploitation 
of knowledge and other university 
capabilities outside academic 
environments”. Martin (2012) 
argues that the ‘third mission’ is 
not new; it has been a feature of 
universities since medieval times.

The second school of thought 
detailed by Trippl et al. (2015) 
is that of a regional innovation 
systems (RIS) approach. Doloreux 
and Parto (2004: 9) note that 
there is no clear definition of 
RIS. In general, it refers to “a set 
of interacting private and public 
interests, formal institutions and other 
organisations that function according 
to organisational and institutional 
arrangements and relationships 
conducive to the generation, use 
and dissemination of knowledge”. 
Trippl et al. (2015) differentiate this 
from the entrepreneurial university 
by classifying this as a broader idea, 
encompassing the same activities 
referred to in the entrepreneurial 
university, but also including a 
wider set of knowledge transfer 
mechanisms, including providing 
graduates to the local workforce, 
and informal relations between 
the university and local institutions 
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and businesses. The most popular 
expression of the RIS model is 
the idea of the ‘triple-helix’, to 
which Etzkowitz (2002) refers as a 
system of regional innovation where 
industry, academia and the state 
collaborate to further mutual goals.

Trippl et al. (2015) refer to the third 
school of thought as that of the Mode 
2 University Model. According to 
Gibbons (1997: 2), Mode 1 “refers to 
a form of knowledge production – a 
complex of ideas, methods, values, 
norms – that has grown up to control 
the diffusion of the Newtonian 
model to more and more fields of 
inquiry and ensure its compliance 
with what is considered sound 
scientific practice”. By contrast, 
Mode 2, according to Gibbons 
(1997), focuses on knowledge 
production in universities that is 
useful to government, industry or 
society at large. Mode 2 knowledge 
emerges from a transdisciplinary 
process, which is a combination of 
interdisciplinarity and participatory 
action research. Of the schools 
of thought, this is probably the 
most aspirational, focusing on 
what ‘should be’ as opposed to 
what is already happening. 

The final school of thought described 
by Trippl et al. (2015) is that of the 
engaged university model, described 
by some as ‘engaged scholarship’. 
This is the broadest school of 
thought on the wider role that 
universities play in society, covering 
all of the above ideas and more. 
The Kellogg Commission (1999: 10) 
defines ‘engagement’ as referring 
to “institutions that have redesigned 
their teaching, research, and 
extension and service functions to 
become even more sympathetically 
and productively involved with their 
communities, however community 
may be defined”. The Commission 
emphasises that this differs from 
the traditional one-way transfer of 
knowledge and focuses instead on 
partnerships and sharing. This school 
of thought has the greatest emphasis 
on the ‘social contract’ between 
universities and society. It is of 
greatest relevance to this article. 

Drawing on these wider international 
debates, this article focuses on the 
dimensions of a university; local 
engagement has been considered 
far less in these broader academic 
debates. Specifically, using the 
example of the QwaQwa campus, 
the article will consider how the 
course offerings of universities can 
be brought into alignment with local 
economic dynamics in order to aid 
development. Secondly, the article 
considers how the specific nature of 
the university campus concerning 
land and buildings creates 
opportunities and constraints for 
local engagement with the university. 
Thirdly, the article investigates a 
number of simple actions regarding 
how universities can engage with 
and assist local businesses. 

3. STUDY AREA
To understand the potential of the 
QwaQwa campus of the UFS to 
engage with the local and regional 
economy in QwaQwa, it is neccesary 
to have an understanding of how 
this region came to be, and, in 
particular, the legacy of oppression 
it has experienced. The trajectory 
of QwaQwa from precolonial 
times to the present day sets 
the scene for understanding the 
current dynamics in the area. 

3.1 Colonalism 
According to the history books, 
the Basotho (also known as 
Makholokoe), led by Lephatsoana 
Oetsi (otherwise known as Witsie), 
one of King Moshoeshoe’s 
subordinates, made their way 
into the QwaQwa area. QwaQwa, 
sometimes represented as Qwa-
Qwa, Qwaqwa and/or Qwa Qwa, is a 
San name meaning whiter-than-white 
(Ross, 1930). The Voortrekkers 
later settled in QwaQwa on the land 
surrounding Oetsi. The two lived 
peacefully side-by-side for some time, 
until the Boers started suspecting 
that Oetsi’s people were responsible 
for stock theft (Ross, 1930). 

The Second Orange Free State 
(OFS)-Basotho war started in 1856. 
The Basotho were defeated and 
subsequently lost two-thirds of their 

land (Maylam, 1986). Among the 
affected Basotho was Chief Paulus 
Howell Mopeli who owned land in the 
territory that had to be surrendered 
to the OFS. Mopeli approached the 
OFS President J.H. Brand to request 
premission to reoccupy the land. 
Mopeli indicated to Brand that he 
wished to withdraw his people from 
Lesotho and re-settle in Witsieshoek. 
Mopeli’s request was granted and 
an agreement of 1866 allowed him 
to resettle in QwaQwa with the 
following conditions (Theal, 1883):

• The land was not personal 
property and could only be used 
for occupation by his people.

• He had to recognise the 
Republic as Supreme.

• A superior was appointed 
to ensure he kept to 
the agreement.

• The Basotho were allowed to 
perfom their cultural practices as 
long as they remained civilized. 

As such, this established an early 
legacy of a ‘homeland’ dynamic, 
specifically a confining of Black 
South Africans to a smaller territority 
than they had previously occupied, 
and subjugating the area to White 
rule. It also established the region 
as being different to the White farms 
and towns, specifically that of being 
an enclave for the Basotho people.

3.2 Apartheid
The biggest impact of the apartheid 
government on the QwaQwa 
region was the policy of creating 
‘homelands’. This intensified the 
enclave dynamics started in the 
colonial era. By 1960, resettlement of 
the African urban population to self-
governing homelands was central to 
the apartheid strategy of reducing 
the amount of African people. 
Industries were developed on the 
periphery of the homelands to restrict 
urbanisation and were designed to 
complement the White South African 
economies. This strategy saw the 
eviction of millions of people into 
the homelands (Durand-Lasserve & 
Royston, 2002: 165). This process 
led to QwaQwa becoming a self-
governing territory for the Southern 
Sotho people, with approximately 
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176 000 people being relocated to 
this area between 1970 and 1980 
(Muthien, 1991; Slater, 2001).

In the 1980s, the policies allowed 
more people to move to the cities, 
due to the demand for human 
capital. The restrictive policies were 
abolished, urbanisation declined 
and was lower than during the 
apartheid era (Todes, Kok, Wentzel, 
Van Zyl & Cross, 2010: 332). 

3.3 Post-apartheid 
By 1989, the relocation of 
Sotho individuals to QwaQwa 
had resulted in a population of 
450 000 people. Furthermore, by 
1990, only a few factories were 
still subsidized by the RIDP during 
the process of decentralisation, 
which saw theclosure of others. 
The closure of factories went 
hand-in-hand with deregulation 
that resulted in an explosion of the 
informal sector (Slater, 2002).

In the 1970s, there was a clear divide 
between urban and rural patterns. 
By the 1990s, this became less 
evident, due to the socio-economic 
change of the town (Slater, 2002). 
From the early 1990s to 2000, the 
population of QwaQwa decreased, 
but started to increase again in 
2001. MaP’s (Maluti-a-Phofoung, 
municipality within which QwaQwa 
is located) total population stood 
at 400 000 people in 2001, with 
QwaQwa accounting for 81% 
of the total (Leripa, 2010). 

Currently, MaP is the most poverty-
stricken region of the Free State, with 
60% of the households earning less 
than R1 633 per month. Furthermore, 
only 15% of the total population is 
employed, compared to the national 
rate of 25% (StatsSA, 2012). 

3.4 The history and geography 
of the QwaQwa campus

The UniQwa university was 
established as part of the broader 
agenda of creating a self-governing 
nation state for the Sotho population, 
with the opening of the university 
occuring in 1982, albeit on a different 
site to the university’s current 
location. The current university 

campus was completed in 1988, 
by which time the university had 
1 400 students. Notably, even in the 
1980s, space was an issue, with 
5 000 students applying in 1989, 
of which only 1 200 students were 
accepted, due to space issues. 
By 1995, 2 395 students were 
studying on the campus, with the 
majority of students enrolling in 
education programmes. Between 
1995 and 2001, the university faced 
a number of protests and periods 
of unrest. In 2001, it was annouced 
that UniQwa would amalgamate with 
the UFS, with the merger starting 
from the beginning of 2003. From 
2003 to 2006, there was substanial 
uncertainity as to the future of the 
university (Moffett, 2013). In 2011, 
a revitilisation programme was 
announced, setting the university 
on a new course. As of 2015, 
the university accomodates 
3 170 students, a figure more than 
double that of student registrations 
in 2003 (UFS, 2016b).

The geography of the campus is also 
important. The campus is currently 
located in a central location with easy 
access to Gauteng, the Free State 
and KwaZulu-Natal provinces.1 While 
students will need to find residence 
in QwaQwa, this means that this 
campus is still relatively accessible 
to these three provinces, which 
cumulatively account for 49% of the 
country’s population (StatsSA, 2012). 

It must be noted that there are 
distinct advantages to having a 
university campus in a former 
homeland. It is much cheaper for 
students, due to their living in the 
township which is within walking 
distance of the university, with the 
cost of rental being a few hundred 
rand, as opposed to paying a few 
thousand rand if they studied in a 
formal town. This cost difference 
can mean the difference between 
being able to go to university or 
not. Having a university in a former 
homeland area also makes it easier 
for matriculants living in the area to 
access tertiary education. This will 

1 For example, the QwaQwa campus is 3 hours 
54 minutes, 3 hours 19 minutes, and 3 hours 
24 minutes from Durban, Johannesburg and 
Bloemfontein, respectively.

equip them with the skills to work 
in the area and boost the local 
economy, or to move out of the area. 

4. METHODOLOGY
This study uses a parallel convergent 
mixed methods design. A convergent 
parallel design entails that the 
researcher concurrently conducts 
the quantitative and the qualitative 
elements in the same phase of 
the research process, weighs the 
methods equally, analyses the 
two components independently, 
and interprets the results together 
(Creswell & Plano-Clark, 2011). 
This approach allowed the authors 
to bring together a series of separate 
datasets, including quantitative, 
qualitative and spatial data. Each 
dataset provided a different insight 
into the focus of this article, and 
together they provided a far richer 
picture than any one of the datasets 
would have been able to provide. 

4.1 Data and sampling 
Three main datasets were used. 
First, the quantitative component 
relies on secondary economic 
data, specifically estimates of the 
Municipal GVA as estimated by 
Quantec, a local economic data 
supplier in South Africa. Quantec 
and Global Insight are the only 
two sources of local economic 
data on GVA in South Africa. 
While the method whereby Quantec 
generates its estimates is not 
disclosed (De Klerk, 2012), 
the components of the dataset 
indicate that the estimates are 
generated based on employee 
compensation and tax data. 

The one significant limitation that 
needs to be noted is that the lowest 
unit of analysis is the municipal 
scale. This means that economic 
analysis is of the entire MaP 
municipality, including QwaQwa, 
but also the rural land and other 
towns (such as Harrismith) that 
fall within this jurisdiction. 

Secondly, the spatial component 
relied on a number of standardized 
datasets, including OpenStreet Map 
data for roads, Surveyor General 
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data for cadastral boundaries, and 
standard datasets such as contours, 
powerlines, and so on from the Chief 
Directorate: National Geo-Spatial 
Information. Using these base 
datasets, certain new datasets were 
able to be created. For example, by 
using the Digital Elevation Model 
(DEM), the slope steepness was 
derived; by buffering the power lines, 
a power line buffer was created.

Thirdly, the qualitative component, 
which involved interviewing local 
business owners, was chosen using 
convenience sampling, using local 
connections that fieldworkers had 
to identify interviewees. Noting the 
risk of bias that occurs with this type 
of approach (Bhattacherjee, 2012), 
we attempted to counter this by 
interviewing business owners 
from a range of different types of 
businesses so as to get a diversity 
of views. In total, 34 interviews 
were undertaken. The majority 
of these interviews occurred in 
Sotho and were translated into 
English by the fieldworker. 

4.2 Analysis and interpretation 
of findings

The quantitative data was analysed 
using two standard regional 
economic analysis techniques: 
shift-share analysis and location 
quotient. Shift-share is a standard 
model for regional analysis that 
attempts to determine how much of 
a region’s growth can be attributed 
to national economic growth 
trends and how much can be 
attributed to unique regional growth 
factors (Goodwin, 2018: online). 
Location quotient provides an 
indication if a region is producing 
more or less than it needs for 
its own use (Meintjies, 2001). 

These two techniques were chosen 
as they allow for comparison 
between the local economy 
and the national South African 
economy. This comparison 
allowed for identification of which 
sectors were performing better, 
worse or on equal level as the 
national South African economy. 

In terms of the spatial data, using 
ArcMap (a geospatial processing 

program), an estimation was made 
of the total vacant developable 
areas on the campus. Overlaying 
these layers allowed for a (simple) 
spatial multi-criteria decision 
analysis (see, for example, Brennan 
& Venigalla, 2016). In particular, 
this analysis took account of which 
portions of the site are difficult or 
hazardous to develop, due to steep 
slopes, falling within a power line 
servitude, or within the floodplain, 
and which portions of the site were 
already developed. Once these areas 
were identified, the remaining land 
portions were the areas of land that 
could, with ease, be developed. 

In terms of the qualitative data 
analysis approach, open coding was 
used (Bhattacherjee, 2012). Each 
transcript was reviewed to identify 
how each interviewee perceived 
the level and nature of the UFS 
QwaQwa campus in engaging in 
the local economy, and how they 
believed this could be improved. 
Once these quotes had been 
identified, each was assigned a code, 
which resulted in five themes that 
universities should address in order 
to strengthen the local economy.

5. FINDINGS AND 
DISCUSSION

This section shows the findings from 
the analysis and interpretation of the 
data to understand the potential and 
possible future development options 
for the UFS QwaQwa campus to 
act as an agent of socio-economic 
change in QwaQwa. Table 1 shows 
the general information of the 
shift-share analysis on the wider 
QwaQwa economy used for the 
study. Figures 1 and 2 depict the 
spatial nature of the campus site.

Table 2 presents the data analysis 
from the report of interviews 
conducted with local businesses 
on the role universities can play in 
strengthening the QwaQwa economy.

5.1 The nature of the wider 
economy in the QwaQwa 
municipality

Table 1 provides a shift-share and 
location quotient analysis of the 

municipal economy within which 
QwaQwa area falls. The shift-share 
analysis indicates three aspects. 
First, the performance of the local 
economy in comparison to the 
national economy (the national 
growth share). Secondly, whether 
growth in the municipality occurred 
in sectors that were, at a national 
level, lagging or growing (the industry 
mix share). Thirdly, the local shift – 
increase (or decrease) in employment 
in the local economy in a sector that 
is growing faster (or slower) than 
the same sector at a national level 
(the local share shift) (Smith, 2015). 
This is summarized by the shift-share 
formula: Actual Growth = National 
Growth + Industry Mix + Regional 
Shift (Goodwin, 2018: online).

Location quotient provides an index 
of comparative advantage, with a 
value of greater than one for a sector 
indicating that the local economy 
has a greater sectoral share of its 
economy being generated in that 
sector than in the wider economy. 
A value of less than one represents 
the opposite, a comparative 
disadvantage (Meintjies, 2001). 
The formula for location quotient 
is: Local quotient for a sector = 
(GVA for that sector in the regional 
economy / total local GVA) / (GVA 
for that sector in the national 
economy / total national GVA). 

Table 1 shows the results of this 
shift-share analysis and location 
quotient analysis. The national 
growth share calculation estimated 
that the local economy would have 
increased by ZAR 5.33 billion if 
its growth had followed the same 
trends as the national growth. 
In fact, the local economy had 
increased by ZAR 3.62 billion. 
This indicates that from 1993 
to 2015, the MaP municipality 
substantially underperformed in 
comparison to the national economy. 

The industry mix share calculation 
estimated a score of 929, with the 
largest positive results occurring 
in the tertiary sectors. Notably, 
in the MaP economy, the largest 
value with a negative result was 
general government at -536. 
Equally telling was the sectoral 
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contribution of government 
services at 23.05%, which was only 
exceeded by wholesale and retail 
trade, catering and accommodation 
at 23.35% (this sector industry 
mix was also high at 376).

The dominance of these two sectors 
is cause for concern as this would 
be expected in an economy that 
is reliant on state intervention. 
Specifically, a retail sector with a high 
location quotient, without an equally 
high quotient for manufacturing 
and/or for the finance, insurance, 
real estate and business services 
sector, in an area of high poverty, 
could be driven by a high reliance 
on social grants. Similarly, when 
government contribution to the GVA 
has a high location quotient, this is 
a direct indicator of the economy 
relying on state intervention.

The local share shift is -2 632, 
showing that sectoral growth in the 
MaP economy was below that of the 
national sectoral growth. The two 
sectors that outperformed national 
sectoral growth were Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries, and Mining, 
noting that the sectoral contribution 
of mining is small. This indicates 
that, despite these sectors having 

a smaller role in terms of sectoral 
contribution to GVA, MaP still has 
a comparative advantage in these 
sectors. It should also be noted 
that, in terms of employment, 
Agriculture accounted for 5.3% of 
all formal employment opportunities 
in the municipality (MaP, 2012).

Given that the UFS has a substantial 
course offering in Agricultural 
Sciences that is only taught on the 
Bloemfontein campus, this might 
represent an area where the UFS 
can extend its course offerings 
on the QwaQwa campus, in order 
to respond to a local economic 
advantage. This could also include 
offering courses in Food Science 
in order to provide the region with 
graduates who are equipped to 
work in the agro-processing sector. 
This would link well with the recently 
proclaimed Special Economic Zone in 
Harrismith (±46 km from the QwaQwa 
campus), which is specifically 
focusing on agro-processing 
industries (The Weekly, 2015). 

A focus on agriculture would also 
tie in with the survival practices of 
the poor. Due to the history of the 
area, namely first becoming an 
enclave of Basotho culture, whose 

traditional livelihoods are typically 
agricultural in nature, and secondly, 
due to the underdevelopment of the 
area, as a result of the apartheid 
homeland policy, a substantial 
number of poor households are 
involved in agriculture. Specifically, 
from Community Survey 2016 
(StatsSA, 2016), we know that, in 
the wider municipality, 38% of the 
households are involved in some 
form of agricultural practice. 

This emphasis on agriculture would 
also be in line with national strategies 
for job creation. While the agricultural 
sector has, in recent decades, shed a 
number of jobs, this trend appears to 
be reversing, with an overall trend of 
modest growth (albeit with significant 
volatility) between Q2 2011 and Q4 
2018 (StatsSA, 2019). Furthermore, 
agriculture and agri-processing 
have each been identified as a key 
focus of national government for 
creating labour-intensive employment 
(Ramaphosa, 2019; DTI, 2018).

With regard to finance, insurance, 
real estate and business services, 
despite having a low location 
quotient, this is still the sector with 
the third highest sectoral contribution 
to the local economy in terms 

Table 1:  Shift-share analysis and location quotient of MaP – 1993 to 2015 

National growth share Industry mix share Local share

Industry
Sectoral 

contribution 
2015 (%)

Location 
quotient 

2015

National 
growth rate 

(%)
Net

National industry 
growth rate – 

national growth 
rate (%)

Net

Local industry 
growth rate – 

national industry 
growth rate (%)

Agriculture, forestry and 
fishing [QSIC 1] 2.69 1.05

92.22

101 -35.5 -39 75 82

Mining and quarrying 
[QSIC 2] 0.94 0.11 15 -91.0 -15 449 72

Manufacturing [QSIC 3] 8.33 0.61 563 -20.3 -124 -44 -266
Electricity, gas and water 
[QSIC 4] 3.24 1.35 253 -45.8 -125 -35 -96

Construction [QSIC 5] 3.68 0.94 236 100.3 257 -157 -403
Wholesale and retail 
trade, catering and 
accommodation [QSIC 6]

23.35 1.54 1 133 30.7 376 -44 -541

Transport, storage and 
communication [QSIC 7] 9.57 1.02 465 110.5 557 -124 -626

Finance, insurance, real 
estate and business 
services [QSIC 8]

16.38 0.75 574 85.9 534 -30 -189

General government 
[QSIC 91] 23.05 1.38 1 551 -31.9 -536 -31 -529

Community, social and 
personal services [QSIC 
92-96, 99]

8.78 1.49 441 9.1 43 -29 -136

Total 5 330  929 -2 632

Data:  Quantec, 2016
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of GVA (see Table 1), and 6.3% 
of all employment opportunities 
(MaP, 2012). At a national scale, 
this sector accounted for 16% 
of all jobs in 2018 (third largest 
sector), and is one of the sectors 
with the most substantial growth 
in employment (StatsSA, 2019). 
Given this, an argument could be 
made for extending UFS course 
offerings in commerce-related 
fields on the QwaQwa campus, 
given that at present only one 
commerce degree is being offered 
at the QwaQwa campus. 

5.2 The physical nature of the 
QwaQwa campus site

Figures 1 and 2 depict the nature of 
the QwaQwa campus site. This site 
analysis clearly shows that there 
is considerable room for growth on 
this campus. Only approximately 
13% of the campus site is developed 
at present, and a further 38% of 
the campus site is developable 
(approximately 77 hectares). This 

Figure 1: Site analysis of the QwaQwa campus 
Note: floodplain is based on crude estimates; further modelling would be needed for exact determination

Figure 2:  Google Earth image of the UFS QwaQwa campus (CNES/Airbus 
DigitalGlobe, 4,993m camera height, -28.48167, 28.8275)
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means that there is more than 
enough land to permit the expansion 
of the campus and other possible 
land uses (for example, retail 
centre, housing, and so on). These 
other land uses could be used as a 
means to generate income for the 
university. This would be in line with 
existing UFS financial practices, 
given that the UFS is already using 
the lease of land and buildings as 
a means to generate income. In 
2014, approximately R13 871 million 
in revenue was generated from 
the lease of investment property 
(UFS, 2014: 107). For the 
socio-economic development 
of QwaQwa, this represents an 
opportunity to introduce into the 
area amenities that may be lacking, 
such as low-fee private schools 
or middle-income housing.

As shown in Figures 1 and 2, 
the site lends itself towards this 
concept, with the steep slopes and 
floodplain dividing the site into three 
neat precincts, namely the campus 
site (precinct A), the lower plain 
developable area (precinct B), and 
the floodplain (precinct C). This 
means that the land in precinct B 
could be used for the development of 
land uses other than academic use 
(for example, middle-income housing 
or a low- to medium-fee private 
school), while the undeveloped 
land in precinct A (approximately 
24 hectares) could be reserved for 
future expansion of the UFS campus. 

While the floodplain land is not 
suitable for the development of 
buildings, it could, however, still be 
used for other land uses such as 
agricultural land or a nursery for 
plants used in traditional medicine. 
This is particularly relevant, given 
that the campus is located on 
land suitable for cultivation, and is 
large enough to support a viable 
agricultural enterprise. This might 
represent an opportunity for 
the university and the QwaQwa 
community to develop agricultural 
training on the campus. 

5.3 Interview analysis on the 
UFS QwaQwa campus 
role in strengthening the 
QwaQwa economy

Nearly all the respondents highlighted 
that the presence of the University 
makes it more cost effective for 
students living in the area to study 
there, as they do not have to leave 
home. The importance of this 
statement should not be downplayed, 
given that the UFS QwaQwa 
campus is the only one of the top ten 
South African universities to have a 
campus in a former homeland area. 

Most of the business owners also 
emphasized that the university 
brings revenue into QwaQwa via 
the students from outside the 
area who study at the university. 
These students shop in town, 
rent accommodation from local 
households, and use minibus taxis, 
all of which brings income into the 
town. To quote respondent BK in this 
regard: “The university lets people 
from outside to rent accommodation 
this side which helps the landlords 
to run their business, so those 
businesses benefited from university 
including shops, surgeries and 
taverns as students likes to party.” 

In addition, respondents also 
highlighted the jobs that the university 
creates by employing people from 
the local area, and by sourcing goods 
from the local area. For example, 
one of the respondents highlighted 
that they received a contract to 
produce t-shirts (respondent ECD); 
another highlighted a recent contract 
to supply the university with tyres 
and brake pads (respondent MT). 

However, some respondents were 
critical of the level of engagement 
between the university and the local 
businesses. To quote respondent K: 
“We are still not sure which courses 
are being provided by the University, 
especially the ones that are relevant 
to our economy. That is the one 
thing, as soon as we get that then 
we can communicate properly and 
say this is what we want, but I do 
not know much about the courses 
that are being provided. I think 
the thing that would help is when 

the University research is being 
discussed with local economists 
and local upcoming businesses 
and what can be done here.” 

Lastly, respondent L argued that 
the staff of the university are mostly 
outsiders who have hardly any 
interest in the area: “I feel that we are 
not connected to the University as 
the people of QwaQwa. Another thing 
is that the staff, admin, lecturers, 
students of the University are people 
that are not from QwaQwa most of 
them don’t even speak the language 
of here. We are detached from the 
University and its staff, you find 
people from outside with PHDs who 
make QwaQwa attractive for them. 
People are just here for their jobs; 
they just take their salary and go.” 
Some respondents also opined 
that the UFS staff primarily live in 
nearby Harrismith and commute 
into QwaQwa on a daily basis. 
This has further exacerbated the 
feeling of disconnection between 
the UFS and the surrounding area.

Based on these sentiments, local 
business leaders opined that the 
QwaQwa UFS should consider five 
themes in its role to strengthen 
the QwaQwa economy.

5.3.1 Training of 
businesspersons 

One of the key areas identified 
where the UFS could provide 
support is to offer training to local 
businesses in entrepreneurship, 
financial management, and the like. 
This would assist local entrepreneurs 
to improve their ability to run and 
develop their business. As one 
respondent put it: “Even if you study 
business admin or management 
it’s still a way of you becoming 
an employee, [rather] teach them 
[about] entrepreneurship. I am not 
saying do it as a course, you can 
get a certificate out of it. …. The 
other thing is financial literacy … 
That’s one thing we the people of 
QwaQwa lack, [and] that’s why we 
have few rich people in QwaQwa.”
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5.3.2 Dissemination of research 

A few respondents indicated a desire 
for the university to share research 
on QwaQwa with them, in addition to 
receiving business training. To quote 
respondent Z: “I discovered the thesis 
of Dr Khometsi [which] talks about 
the history of black education during 
apartheid. If they could open such 
theses to the public to be accessible 
and to go to one of the thesis 
lectures it could give us analysis of 
this, [and] create minds, [which are] 
lacking in society.” This indicates a 
possible role of the UFS QwaQwa 
campus to open its door to the local 
community and to allow them to 
attend certain lectures and be able to 
access research done on the area, 
or on topics of interest to them.

5.3.3 Increasing procurement 
from local businesses 

A few respondents mooted the 
idea of increasing the level of 
local procurement by the UFS. 
Respondent L put this eloquently 
when asked what the University 
could do to help local businesses: 
“to support and look for services 
offered by people in QwaQwa and 
not to source suppliers outside”.

5.3.4 Providing space for 
businesses to sell to 
students on campus 

At present, the university is located 
on a hill approximately 4km from the 
nearest business centre, making 
any trip into town by students only 
possible (without considerable 
effort) by taxi or car. In terms of 
on-campus shops, there are a few 
food outlets, a campus clothing 
store, and an academic bookstore. 
Noting this, some of the business 
owners indicated that they would 
like to be able to sell to students 
on-campus. Respondent TRP 
suggested that, instead of permanent 
on-campus premises, the university 
could build a market: “It help[s] a 
lot [if at] month ends the university 
can [provide] cubicles where small 
businesses can sell their products.”

5.3.5 Providing guidance 
on how to unlock local 
opportunities

One of the more interesting insights 
was provided by respondent 
N regarding the ability of the 
university to assist in unlocking local 
developmental opportunities. He cited 
the example of the Basotho Cultural 
Village, which is a cultural tourism 
facility in the Golden Gate Park that 
provides a window int an 18th-century 
Basotho village. In respondent 
N’s opinion, this facility is being 
underutilized, and the university 
could provide insight into how this 
facility could be better utilized with 
regard to generating income for 
SMMEs. This is a good example of 
a mutually beneficial opportunity, 
where the university can benefit from 
producing academic outputs based 
on participatory action research, 
and where the local community 
can benefit through increased 
access to economic opportunities.

6. DISCUSSION AND 
CONCLUSION 

As argued in the literature review, 
the notion of universities as a space 
to equip graduates with the skills 
needed to work in industry, and as 
a space to create knowledge that 
is useful to industry, goes back 
to the early origins of universities 
(Martin, 2012). While these ideas 
have been contested, specifically the 
debate between pure and applied 
research, recent scholarship on 
the role of universities seems to 
be returning to an approach that 
views a university’s primary role as 
a tool to meet society’s needs.2 

One of the key questions that 
remains relatively unanswered is 
how to shape a university to meet 
the needs of society. A simplistic 
approach splits the university into 
three missions. This tends to result in 
viewing industry-focused applications 
as a third set of responsibilities for 
universities. This kind of thinking 
does not, however, promote 
integration between the three 

2 Note that pure research is still valuable, 
but not viewed as the core mandate of 
a university.

missions, but rather tends to create 
a silo mentality. With this approach, 
teaching happens in a classroom, 
research in a laboratory or office, 
and interactions with industry and 
society are either achieved through 
community development projects or 
through industry-funded research. 
Given this, this article rather used 
the ‘engaged scholarship’ (Kellogg 
Commission, 1999) model of 
universities, which views university-
society interactions as being 
embedded in all types of university 
activities. Furthermore, engagement 
between university and society is 
regarded as a two-way interaction. 

This article investigated how a 
university can engage with local 
dynamics to address the economic 
needs of the area. It showed how the 
spatial characteristics of a university 
can be matched with economic 
needs. In this case, it showed how a 
focus on agriculture and commerce 
at QwaQwa would be in line with both 
the strengths of the local economy 
and the spatial characteristics of 
the QwaQwa campus. Importantly, 
this was not a simple exercise of 
merely identifying which economic 
sectors were strongest, but also 
a sifting of the data to identify the 
underlying patterns. This showed 
that some of the strongest economic 
sectors such as the retail trade in 
QwaQwa were likely driven by state 
intervention. Hence, the emphasis 
on agriculture was in recognition 
of the above average (compared 
to national) growth in this sector 
in MaP, and also the sustainability 
of this sector compared to those 
directly or indirectly reliant on 
state subsidy. This could allow the 
university to gear its research and 
teaching to produce knowledge and 
graduates who can drive sustainable 
economic growth in the local area. 

In analysing the space of the 
QwaQwa campus, this article 
examined the other end of the 
financial equation for universities. 
Given the considerable amount of 
open space available on the campus, 
funds could be generated through 
strategic lease or sale of university 
land to allow for the continued 
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expansion of the university. This also 
recognizes that universities are 
part of a wider settlement structure, 
and through land release, the 
university can use this to help shape 
nearby land uses into functions that 
complement and assist the smooth 
functioning of the university. 

Analysing the views of local 
businesspeople, after sharing 
how they would like the university 
to engage with them, allowed 
this article to go beyond simply 
examining the teaching of students. 
It recognizes that engaging with 
society can also be achieved by 
means of smaller interventions such 
as creating spaces on campus for 
local businesses to sell products, 
disseminating useful research, and 
offering shorter courses tailored 
to the needs of local businesses. 
This article could investigate the 
micro-scale of what an engaged 
university could be, demonstrating 
that the engaged university concept 
consists of large and small actions. 

In summary, the essence of this 
article is a recognition of the key role 
that universities can play in a local 
region. This partly consists of the 
financial benefit of staff and student 
expenditure (Dyason, 2018), but 
also recognizing the importance of 
meeting the skills needs of the local 
region, and using the physical space 
of the university as a platform to 
foster local economic development. 
In recognizing this, it is possible to 
enhance and foster the symbiotic 
relationship between ‘town and 
gown’, which, as argued throughout 
this article, is a key element of 
creating an engaged university.
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Abstract
This article laments the exclusion of small, local communities, voices and visions, 
from participating in making the city. It makes a case for ‘small communities’ practising 
resistance and reconstruction in multiple ways and places. Instead of viewing such 
actions as naïve or a-political, it calls for an understanding of such practices as 
alternatives to ‘top-down’ urban processes, and, as such, representing a different 
and necessary, critical political imagination. In doing so, it fuses insights from equity 
planning theories, praxis-based liberation theological approaches, and emancipatory 
community development approaches. It argues that communities, aware of the forces 
that would seek to tear them apart, can play a significant role in making cities ‘from 
below’. This, it is argued, would be even more possible through such communities 
finding each other, and nurturing deep solidarities, until broad-based, interconnected 
movements take shape, embodying concrete signs of wholeness. 
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STADSBOUPROSSESE ‘VAN ONDER AF’: ’N OPROEP VIR 
GEMEENSKAPPE VAN WEERSTAND EN REKONSTRUKSIE
Die artikel betreur die uitsluiting van klein plaaslike gemeenskappe, stemme 
en visies van deelname in stadsbouprosesse. ’n Saak word gemaak vir ‘klein 
gemeenskappe’ wat op verskeie maniere en in verskillende plekke weerstand bied 
en heropbou. In plaas daarvan om sulke praktyke as naïef of a-polities te sien, 
maak die artikel ’n oproep tot die verstaan van sulke praktyke as alternatiewe 
tot stedelike prosesse ‘van bo af’, en as verteenwoordigend van ’n ander en 
noodsaaklike, kritiese politieke verbeelding. In die proses vermeng dit insigte 
van ekwiteitsbeplanningsteorieë, praxis-gebaseerde bevrydingsteologieë, en 
emansiperende gemeenskapsontwikkelingsprosesse. Daar word gesuggereer dat 
gemeenskappe, bewus van die kragte wat hulle wil verdeel, ’n betekenisvolle rol 
kan speel in stadsbouprossese ‘van onder af’. Die bewering word gemaak dat dit 
selfs meer moontlik sou wees as sulke gemeenskappe mekaar sou vind en ’n diep 
solidariteit met mekaar sou kweek, totdat breë-gebaseerde, verbinde bewegings 
vorm begin aanneem, en konkrete tekens van heelheid beliggaam.

Sleutelwoorde: Ekwiteitsbeplanning, heropbou, politieke verbeelding, weerstand

KETSO/THEO YA TOROPO 
HO TSWA HO TSE TLASE: 
MEMO/PITSO YA DITJHABA YA 
KGANYETSO LE KAHO BOTJHA
Atikele ena e lla/tletleba ka ho tlohellwa 
kantle ha ditjhaba tse nnyane tsa 
selehae, mantswe a tsona le pono ya 
tsona, ho nkeng karolo bakeng sa ho 
etsa/thea toropo. Atikele e etsa nyewe 
bakeng sa “ditjhaba tse nnyane” tse 
etsang kganyetso le kaho botjha ka 
mekgwa e mengata le dibakeng tse 
ngata. Ntle le ho sheba di ketsahalo tse 
tjena jwalo ka tse se nang boiphihlelo 
kapa tsa sepolotiki, ho batlahala 
kutlwisiso diketsahalong tse tjena, 
jwalo ka dikgetho bakeng sa mekgwa 
ya setoropo ya ho tloha hodimo ho ya 
tlase (top-down urban processes), mme 
ka mokgwa oo, e tlisa dipono ho tswa 
ho ditheori tsa thero tekano, mekgwa 
ya theori ya tokoloho e itshetlehileng 
hodima praxis (praxis-based liberation 
theoretical approaches), le mekgwa ya 
ntshetsopele ya setjhaba sa tokoloho 
(emancipatory community development 
approaches). Atikele ena e hlalosa 
hore ditjhaba, tse elang hloko matla a 
ka batlang ho di kgaola ka lehare, di 
ka bapala karolo ya bohlokwa bakeng 
sa ho etsa ditoropo “ho tswa tlase”. 
Ho ngangisanwa ka hore sena se ka 
kgonahala haholo ka hore ditjhaba di 
fumanane/fihlellane, hape le ho hodisa 
kopano e tiileng, ho fihlella mekgatlo 
e kopaneng e nka sebaka; e bontsha 
matshwao a tsitsitseng a kopano.

1. INTRODUCTION
This article focuses on communities 
that are often neglected or 
marginalised in terms of their 
access to urban resources, their 
participation in planning processes 
that affect them, and their audibility 
in terms of voicing issues that might 
be of grave concern to them. 

It engages the need for including 
such communities in the making and 
remaking of the city. In doing so, it 
concurs with Shaper (1989: 120) 
that “small communities” – those 
generally lacking access to resources 
and power – hold the key to radical 
change. In South Africa, this 
might very well be the majority of 
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communities. Ending homelessness, 
reclaiming schools, or building 
housing for so-called “un-houseables” 
can be done by communities, once 
they “take back the powers they 
have given away”, because they 
understand that it is in the interest of 
their life together to do so. Fighting 
for their lives and livelihoods, 
communities are able to do what 
municipalities and the private sector 
often will not and cannot do. 

The article flows from Ph.D. research1 
that concerned itself with the ways in 
which certain (inner city) communities 
are excluded from city-making 
processes; decisions and plans made 
about them without their participation; 
and planning (professionals) generally 
disconnected from the narratives, 
struggles and aspirations of these 
communities. Fusing insights from 
equity planning theories2 with 
praxis-based liberation theological 
approaches3 and emancipatory 
community development processes,4 
it suggests that planning is not as 
equitable as it purports to be, but is 
biased in the direction of those where 
power and resources concentrate. 
To address this, the article proposes 
community-owned planning processes 
in which communities themselves 
practise resistance and reconstruction, 
thereby contributing to city-making 
in concrete ways, from below.

Before elaborating on the idea of 
both resistance and reconstruction, 
the article grounds these 
community-based practices in a 
different political imagination, to 
be animated in local communities, 
embracing a sense of agency and 
urgency. It concludes by imagining 

1 De Beer (2018).
2 We draw on the work of equity planning theorists 

such as Krumholz and Clavel (1994), Metzger 
(1996) and Krumholz and Hexter (2019). 

3 Liberation theologies, opting for poor 
and oppressed communities, critiqued 
developmental approaches that create 
dependency and under-development. Scholar-
activists such as Shannahan (2013), Hankela 
(2014) and Nixon (2014) have appropriated 
liberation theologies for the struggles of local 
urban communities. 

4 Ledwith (2007; 2011) and Coburn and 
Gormally (2015) consider emancipatory 
approaches to community development, 
whereas DeFilippi and North (2004) offer a 
critical appreciation of such approaches. 

a movement of interconnected 
communities, celebrating resistance 
and longing/working for wholeness. 

2. A DIFFERENT POLITICAL 
IMAGINATION: PRACTISING 
RESISTANCE AND 
RECONSTRUCTION

A different political imagination is 
required, with small communities 
at the bottom of the urban ladder, 
if they are to be truly included as 
participants in urban processes, 
beneficiaries of urban resources, 
and contributors to urban well-being. 
In this instance, “different” is meant in 
the sense of shifting from expecting 
external intervention through 
planners or politicians to an embrace 
of the urgency to take action as 
local communities themselves.

This article argues that small 
communities practising resistance 
and reconstruction could contribute 
meaningfully to city-making 
from below.5 Furthermore, a 
proliferation of such communities, 
collaborating through building 
collective solidarity, have the 
potential to become significant 
urban movements, embodying such 
a different political imagination. 

The communities referred to – even 
though perhaps small and powerless, 
at first sight – are those in which 
people and local institutions start to 
organise themselves, take collective 
ownership for their own well-being 
and futures, and build agency and 
capacity to effect local change that is 
in the interest of a greater, common 
good. Once they take charge of 
their life together and imagine a 
new future on their own terms, such 
communities will be able to mediate 
change from within. Such changes, 
once made, could be viewed as 
local irruptions from within, or, what 
Pieterse & Simone (2013: 15) refer 
to as the “rogue intensities” that open 
creative new spaces from below, and 

5 In this instance, “from below” is used in the 
context of city-making. It draws on the work 
of Giroux (1988) on pedagogy and political 
empowerment; the works of Freire (2007; 
2014), but, in the context of the present article 
even more importantly, Freire (1993), and the 
work of Rocke and Van Dyke (2012) on doing 
theology from below in hard urban places.

go against the flow of conventional 
dominant urban discourses or 
practices, driven down from above. 

To have such power in the face of, 
and against the powers “pushing 
down on them” from above, and to 
sustain and spread such power from 
below, these small and emerging 
narratives and practices of local 
communities need to be supported, 
strengthened and broadcast. 
This is always important, but even 
more so in situations where urban 
reconstruction processes, led by 
the public or private sector, mostly 
fail to address a local community’s 
concerns and challenges or consider 
its visions and aspirations. Such local 
narratives or irruptions can emerge 
in many forms, and be expressed in 
the actions of faith-based groups, 
organised civil society, individual 
change-makers, third sector 
organisations, or resident groups, 
that found it within themselves to 
resist oppressive forces seeking to 
steal their soul or take their land.

However, the small and local 
expressions of community-
based urban action referred to 
in this instance are neither naïve 
nor a-political. Instead, such 
alternatives to conventional top-
down urban processes should 
be understood as a different and 
indeed, at times, essential and 
critical, political imagination. 

The work of the Catholic political 
theologian, Emmanuel Katongole 
(2011: 59-62) develops a strong 
critique of the nation-state in its 
current form in Africa. He argues 
for an investment of intellectual 
and other capacities, not in a 
“preoccupation with fixing broken 
institutions” (Katongole 2011: 60), 
but rather in the imagination and 
incubation of “new experiments” 
(Katongole 2011:60) and “other 
forms of social structure outside the 
nation state” (Katongole 2011:59).

Katongole (2011: 62) opines that we 
need more “story-tellers” who are 
able to demonstrate the possibility 
of alternatives, and not necessarily 
more “experts and technical 
aides”. Such story-tellers “involve 
an investment of bodies and are 
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thus a unique political imagination” 
(Katongole, 2011: 62). Such 
embodied practices and narratives – 
often organically responding as acts 
of resistance to urban exclusions or 
oppressions – should be advocated 
for in relation to urban planning 
and city-making processes. 

In this pursuit, the roles and 
mandates of local governments or 
professional planners in city-making 
processes are not negated. There is 
a strong argument for broad-based 
and innovative collaborations, in 
which local communities will play 
a much stronger leadership role 
in co-determining city-making 
processes and outcomes, and 
in keeping professionals and 
politicians accountable. It is argued 
that communities need planners 
(to help conceptualise, articulate, 
and amplify local concerns, visions 
and ideas) and planners need 
communities (to be sensitized, 
informed and kept accountable).

3. FROM LOCAL COMMUNITY 
IRRUPTIONS TO 
NETWORKED MOVEMENTS 
OF HOPE 

A critique often levelled at localised 
interventions or change-making, 
also in urban communities, is that 
such interventions have limited 
impact, and fail to bring about the 
structural changes that plague 
cities and especially the urban poor 
(Watson, 2002: 43). However, a 
deliberate embrace of ‘the small and 
local’ is recognised and advocated 
as a different political imagination, 
not functioning in isolation, but 
deeply embedded locally, whilst 
at the same time deeply (inter)
connected elsewhere and globally. 
It seeks to affirm and appreciate 
embodied alternative imaginaries, 
practised sustainably by small, 
local communities, as perpetual 
challenges to dominant narratives, 
demonstrating the possibility of 
such alternatives, despite the odds 
being stacked against them. 

For deep, structural and sustained 
change to occur, it becomes 
necessary for small communities 
to act together in networked and 

collaborative ways. This requires 
of small communities to connect to 
other small communities, different 
geographical areas to organise 
themselves into city-wide alliances, 
and intersectional urban issues 
to find synergy in their similar and 
collective struggle for urban justice. 
As such, these pointers echo 
Harvey’s (2012: xii) appreciation for 
“the right to the city movements … 
active in dozens of cities around the 
world”. Harvey (2012: xiii) suggests 
that these movements must “rise up”, 
not so much as intellectual responses 
to urban challenge, but “from the 
streets, out of the neighbourhoods, 
as a cry for help and sustenance 
by oppressed people in desperate 
times”. Such movements hold 
the potential to mediate viable 
and radical urban alternatives 
through deep structural change. 

Urban social movements often 
remain active only within the narrow 
base of their singular issues or 
local geographical areas. However, 
without participation in broader 
movements, the breadth and depth 
of the urgent changes required would 
not occur. One would perceive only 
ad hoc local transformations without 
gaining the kind of momentum that 
can offer adequate resistance to 
dominant discourses and practices 
of the neo-liberal capitalist city.

Harvey (2012: xviii) clearly states 
that “the ultimate task is to overthrow 
those practices through a much 
broader revolutionary movement”. 
To accomplish this, Harvey 
(2012: 25) refers to a “multitude 
of diverse urban struggles and 
urban social movements already 
in existence”, that are innovative 
in addressing issues ranging from 
environmental sustainability to the 
integration of migrants and the 
urban design for public or social 
housing. According to him, there 
is a deep interconnectedness 
between “an economy of wealth 
accumulation” and “an economy of 
dispossession” (Harvey, 2012: 25). 
“Wealth accumulation” is a form 
of violence that requires the 
dispossession of some. As cure 
for this, Harvey (2012: xviii) argues 
that “(t)he whole capitalist system 

of perpetual accumulation, along 
with its structures of exploitative and 
class power, has to be overthrown 
and replaced”. This is not an 
overnight project. It requires at 
the current point of dispossession 
that the dispossessed must not 
only be reminded of their humanity 
and, therefore, right to the city, 
but also need to be supported as 
they rise to resist exclusion and “to 
reinvent the city more after their 
hearts’ desire” (Harvey, 2012: 25). 

Taking its cue from Harvey, what 
hence seems to be necessary is 
for a continuum of resistance and 
reconstruction to be ignited and 
sustained. In this article, ‘urban 
hope’ – in the sense of increased 
access, freedom and justice for 
excluded communities – gets 
located in those small, local and 
deliberately interconnected spaces 
where alternative urban imaginations 
could be discovered, nurtured, 
practised, deepened and developed. 
In this way, both small and local, as 
well as interconnected and global 
communities and movements emerge 
as mediators of hopeful new cities.

4. ON RESISTANCE

4.1 Rhetoric, respectability 
or resistance

In post-apartheid South Africa, 
there has been an allergic reaction  
towards resistance, quickly labelling 
those resisting the lack of good 
governance, neoliberal capitalism, 
and pervasive forms of corruption 
as ‘counter-revolutionaries’. 

Being co-opted into the myth 
of rainbow neutrality, for a 
moment South Africa faced the 
weakening of a vibrant civil society, 
oppositional politics or active faith-
based resistance. The rhetoric 
of liberation-transformation-
revolution crept into public policy 
documents, parliamentary and 
party-political discourse, and 
informal conversations on the 
street, but the complete disconnect 
between rhetoric and actuality was 
often nauseating, seeing how the 
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gaps of inequality were widening 
while the rhetoric flourished. 

In a paper on the Situationist 
City, Swyngedouw (2002: 153) 
reflects critically on what he 
calls the “respectability” of what 
used to be radical movements of 
transformation. In a rather cynical 
fashion, Swyngedouw (2002: 154) 
suggests that it is “the fate of any 
revolutionary political or urban-
utopian movement and moment to 
become celebrated when the political 
and social threat emanating from it 
seems to have run out of steam”. 
In accordance with this view, it is 
possible for movements of revolution 
to be co-opted by other powers 
once they have achieved the initial 
victory, or the initial sociopolitical 
threat has been overcome. 

In the South African landscape, this 
is now clearer than ever. Despite 
recent positive changes at the top, 
it has literally become a battle for 
the soul of a nation and the soul of 
its cities. How this battle plays itself 
out at the level of a metropolitan 
municipality is disturbingly narrated 
by Olver (2017) in his account of 
the battle for the resources, power 
base and, indeed, the soul of 
Nelson Mandela Bay. In this regard, 
Swyngedouw (2002: 154) reminds 
us that real transformation is never 
merely academic discourse or acts 
of respectable rhetoric acted out in 
classrooms or in parliament buildings. 
“Revolution is acted out in the 
streets”, Swyngedouw (2002: 154) 
argues, and as such it is a 
“decidedly geographical”, spatial 
and urban affair. Considering the 
Nelson Mandela Bay narrative 
(Olver, 2017: 231-243), resistance 
or a commitment to transformation 
is also a decidedly messy affair, 
requiring a robustness that would 
not always seem respectable 
or respectful, especially when 
contending with dark and 
corrupt forces at play.

However, in recent times, we have 
seen the emergence of robust 
activist movements – in Parliament, 
on university campuses, in cities, 
towns and local communities – 
disregarding the “respectability” of 

power, resisting the monopolizing 
of space by some at the expense 
of the many, reclaiming public and 
political spaces, becoming a massive 
voice that cannot be missed. In the 
South African ntext, movements 
emerged6 that respond creatively 
to a myriad of issues ranging 
from access to health and equal 
education, to gender and LGBTIQ 
concerns, a right to the city, and 
a right to water and sanitation.

For as long as some are excluded 
from economic and social access, 
and not allowed to participate fully 
in the processes of reconstruction, 
creative and constructive 
resistance remains a valid and 
required response. Transformation 
and reconstruction will remain 
buzzwords only, if not continuously 
preceded or accompanied by 
ever-deepening processes of 
socio-economic liberation. 

Planners and urban practitioners, 
as well as “innocent” communities 
of hope, would do well to learn from 
the engagements and practices 
of more robust social movements, 
in terms of organising strategies 
and tactics for resistance and 
change-making. Global and local 
social movements are as much 
movements of resistance to that 
which threatens to kill the soul of 
nations, cities and communities, as 
they are about seeking constructive 
alternatives in their respective fields. 
They should not be disregarded, 
but attentively considered. 

4.2 Marginality as “site of 
resistance”

As local communities, citizens’ 
organisations, planners and others 
concerned with the well-being of 
our cities immerse themselves in 
various neighbourhoods, they are 
often confronted with marginality. 
On close inspection, one grasps 
that people and neighbourhoods are 

6 Ballard, Habib & Valodia (2006) reflect on social 
movements in post-apartheid South Africa; 
Madlingozi (2017) speaks of social movements’ 
quest for the elusive ‘new’ South Africa; 
Gastrow (2015) considers “a new civil society”, 
and De Beer (2017) gives special attention to 
the meaning of urban social movements for the 
church and theological education.

usually not marginalized by choice, 
but because of systemic exclusions, 
external to themselves. Watson and 
Gibson (1995: 257-261) show how 
deviation from the cultural norm or 
dominant narrative, coupled with a 
lack of economic or political power, 
often leads to marginalization, in 
terms of access to both physical 
location and resources for well-being. 

Communities of hope often choose 
marginality, because they choose 
to be in solidarity with marginal 
people and places. Such a choice 
is simultaneously, sometimes 
unknowingly, a “site of resistance” 
(Hooks, 1999: 22), and participation 
in resistance. Once individual 
planners, community practitioners or 
engaged researchers make such a 
choice, they might also experience 
personal or institutional marginality, 
either subtly or overtly. They might 
have to decide whether to succumb 
to the dominant narrative, resign 
into apathy, or live consciously, 
and sacrificially even, resisting 
the dominant narrative, in order 
to help usher in multiple small 
transformations in small, local 
places. Even “innocent” community 
developers or city planners, if living 
with conscience and concerned with 
justice, when exposed to marginality, 
are faced with a choice. Those 
moments of decision determine the 
integrity with which we embrace 
and embody our deepest callings 
and (professional) vocations. 

4.3 Beyond isolation: 
The imperative of 
intersectionality

Many of the activist movements that 
have emerged in recent years on 
the South African landscape have 
become very sophisticated in their 
practices and achieved visible results. 
Yet, the isolation or segregation 
of different movements from one 
another – even though the root 
causes of the issue they advocate 
might be the same – significantly 
hinder advancement of a radical 
agenda. The conversation around 
intersectionality becomes very 
important in this context. Scholars 
such as Crenshaw (1989) assert 
that race, class and gender are 
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“intersecting oppressions” and that 
the strategies and tactics to address 
such oppressions increasingly 
need to be interconnected in a 
deliberately intersectional manner. 
The liberation theologian Leonardo 
Boff (1997) speaks of the ways in 
which the cries of the earth, the 
poor and women, are, in essence, 
the same cry, caused by the 
common denominator of patriarchal 
and colonialist domination. Heim 
Lafrombois (2018: 11), considering 
Chicago, reflects on what she calls 
‘Do-It-Yourself Urbanism’ from an 
intersectional feminist perspective, 
exploring the ways in which 
race, gender, class and sexuality 
intersect in how communities are 
shaped and policies made.

The challenge comes when different 
concerns vie over whose pain 
is more authentic, relativising or 
delegitimising the pain of the other. 
In an intersectional approach, 
different struggles are considered 
part of a broader struggle to reclaim 
our common humanity through 
justice that makes whole. This is 
very pertinent in urban contexts 
where most of these topics overlap 
in complex ways and need to 
be considered, interpreted and 
tackled in interconnected ways, 
if deep transformation is the desire. 
The kind of learning that could 
occur through an honest desire 
to be in solidarity with others’ 
struggles is immeasurable. At the 
same time, sites of marginality, 
once interconnected with important 
other sites, start amplifying silenced 
cries and imagined alternatives in 
much more visible ways. Urban 
struggles for justice give voice 
and expression to the longing for 
wholeness – overcoming fractures, 
exclusions and isolations – in 
the deepest sense of the word. 
Planning education would do well 
to help future planners wrestle with, 
and reflect on the intersectional 
nature of oppression, exclusion and 
marginalization, and help imagine 
liberating planning practices that are 
inclusionary and life-affirming for all 
inhabitants of an area or region.

4.4 Prophetic anger and lament
Hopeful communities are resistant 
communities, naming that which 
‘deals death’ (social exclusion, 
physical displacement, socio-spatial 
inequalities, or lack of access 
to affordable resources), and 
imagining and calling forth that which 
announces life (social inclusion, 
secure tenure, socio-spatial equality, 
and increased access to affordable 
resources). Hope is found in the very 
resistance to that which steals hope. 

Those who resist, who ‘name what 
is wrong’ and who help imagine 
creative alternatives are often called 
prophets. Fox (2000: 260) suggests 
that prophets carry the creative 
energy of God “when it has been 
stymied or stifled by injustice or 
laziness or too much belief in the 
immortality of what already is”. 
The task of the prophet in the face 
of injustice or a negative status quo 
is to interfere (Heschel, 1962: 205): 
interfering with injustice, with spatial 
exclusion, with dehumanizing market 
forces (Fox, 2000: 261). According 
to Fox (2000: 260), “[t]he prophet 
knows something about trusting 
anger, trusting one’s moral outrage, 
trusting what is intolerable and 
molding that anger and outrage 
into creative possibilities”.

Baum (2015: 506) speaks of 
“planners’ lack of interest in emotion”, 
over-emphasizing the rationality 
of planning. Such facilitators of 
planning or participation processes 
have not yet learnt the creative 
power of anger, outrage and lament. 
By allowing, inviting even, such 
emotions into planning processes, 
it offers the possibility of creative 
and better alternatives, because 
we hear and address the very 
concerns soliciting most anger. 

In this regard, it is worth 
considering the work of Forester, 
who holds a highly contrary view 
to dominant planning practices. 
Forester (1999: 203) is of the view 
that planners (and city-makers) 
should understand the emotions 
of others and of themselves – the 
“emotions of fear and suspicion, 
anxiety and resentment, compassion 

and generosity”, as sources 
of learning and vision. As an 
example, Forester (1999: 203) 
notes the necessity of mourning 
in planning processes. Without 
this ability to lament or mourn 
“losses of the past”, it becomes 
difficult to evoke imaginaries of 
possible alternative futures. 

Katongole (2017: xviii) mentions 
that lament is “a decisive form of 
political agency”; it is “a form of 
resistance (against ‘cheap hope’) and 
struggle to transform the structures of 
violence, poverty and marginalization 
into an ‘excess of love’”. In this, 
Katongole (2017) suggests the 
impossibility to think about hope in 
contexts of deep violence and social 
unrest, without evoking and nurturing 
the capacity and gift of lament. 

Baum (2015: 508) speaks of the 
deep emotions felt by those who 
experience urban displacement, 
referring to studies of such processes 
in places as diverse as Boston, 
Baltimore, Lagos, or London. With 
reference to the work of Fried (1963), 
he describes the hopelessness 
felt by those who were displaced, 
losing “attachments to people and 
places that gave them meaningful 
identities and secure relationships” 
(Baum, 2015: 508). The levels of 
trauma and loss many urban dwellers 
experience on a daily basis need to 
be considered in planning processes 
if we are to make more humane 
cities. Creating hospitable and safe 
spaces for such anger, pain or 
trauma to surface, to be lamented, 
and to be held, respectfully, would 
build the kind of trust that could birth 
hopeful alternative imaginations. 

The majority of planners (and, by 
implication, the planning processes 
they manage) tend to dismiss 
emotions, not only because of their 
own deeply rationalistic tendencies, 
but also, perhaps, because of the 
messiness, unpredictability and 
complexity once emotions get 
involved (Baum, 2015: 511), the fact 
that they are mostly not prepared 
to deal with the emotions of the 
urban dwellers they plan for, and 
the fear to face oneself. Planners 
who are unable to recognize, 
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reflect on, or account for their own 
emotions and desires, will help give 
birth to cities and communities that 
are either shaped in the image of 
dominant societal groups, or their 
professions’ collective fears and 
preoccupations, and leave in place, 
replicate and/or deepen the unhealed 
scars of places and people alike. 

4.5 Beyond the myth 
of a-political urban 
spatial praxis

Watson and Gibson (1995: 31) 
ask: “Can we create an effective 
postmodernism of resistance that 
involves more than bovine immobility 
or sitting on fences like Humpty 
Dumpties playing with words?”. 
In answer to this question, and 
instead of postmodern relativism, 
or a-political urban engagement, 
urban spatial praxis that is deeply 
and decidedly engaged in the 
politics of spatial formulation and 
formation should be considered.

Watson and Gibson (1995: 33) 
refer to the work of Foucault (1975) 
and Lefebvre (1991) on space, and 
the fact that both “problematized 
revolution spatially around the 
politics of the urban, the struggles of 
power over the governing of space 
and territory that are centered in 
cities but extend well beyond them 
into the urbanized countryside and 
peripheries”. Lefebvre (1991) spoke 
of a “spatial praxis” that engaged 
the politics of spatial formation. An 
‘urban spatial praxis’ is never neutral, 
but always deeply political in how 
it affects people, and that justice 
does not happen without struggle. 

For some South African planners, 
planning shifted from being a neutral 
discipline to a critical engagement 
that includes advocacy and 
resistance to a status quo that (still) 
excludes the lives and interests of 
the most vulnerable. Regrettably so, 
this has not been the case for most 
(Oranje, Venter & Ferreira, 2018). 
Within contexts of spatial segregation 
and the perpetual reproduction of 
segregated spaces by the workings 
of neoliberal capitalist urban 
formation, the importance of local 
communities and inter-connected 

local movements cannot be stressed 
enough. They become the ones 
that develop robust urban spatial 
praxes, able to counter, or at least 
expose and broadcast the reality of 
exclusivist and death-dealing urban 
political and spatial processes.

4.6 Planning: A tool of 
repression or of inclusion

Planning can either be a progressive 
tool of inclusion and reconstruction 
or a tool of control and repression. 
Yiftachel (1995: 218) writes, with 
reference to the situation of Israel-
Palestine: “The very same planning 
tools usually introduced to assist 
social reform and improvement 
in people’s quality of life can be 
used as a means of controlling 
and repressing minority groups”. 
There is a clear comparison between 
Israel-Palestine nowadays and the 
socio-spatial oppressions faced by 
Black South Africans in pre-1994 
urban South Africa. Planners in 
such contested regions face great 
difficulty, since planning is often 
used to further oppression and 
marginalization, making planners 
deeply complicit (Allegra, 2016). 

Comparative notes should also be 
made in terms of the ways in which 
planning policy and procedures 
impact on a daily basis upon 
homeless communities, refugees, 
those living with disability, and the 
poor in general. Planners are either 
complicit in the marginalization 
of vulnerable groups, or able 
to facilitate their inclusion. 

The lack of relationships between 
mainstream planners and 
particularly vulnerable urban 
neighbourhoods keeps such 
planners largely in oblivion to the 
emotions and aspirations of the 
majority of South Africa’s urban 
dwellers. Their planning, however 
ambitious, progressively-prosaic 
and/or professional as it might be, 
does not speak of the existential 
challenges or emotional trauma of 
vulnerable urban people. Even if not 
outright an example of repressive 
planning, what they mediate is hardly 
inclusive, and tends to, at the very 
least, repress emotions of anger, 

frustration, loss, or powerlessness. 
It way too often succeeds only in 
taking away the scanty power local 
communities managed to build 
up through their own actions. 

In this regard, Yiftachel (2009) 
speaks of resistance and the 
“mobilization of the colonized” in 
situations where spatial production is 
oppressive. It needs to be discerned 
daily in how ordinary people struggle 
to access the city and its resources. 
Planning, therefore, if not to be 
a tool of repression and control, 
must become a tool of resistance 
and the mobilization of those who 
become and remain victims of neo-
colonial urban spatialities, assisting 
communities to gain or reclaim their 
own agency for making change on 
their own terms. Matters in urban 
and rural space are never neutral.

4.7 Resistance starts with us

Resistance starts with us and in 
us, right here and right now where 
marginality and exclusion are so real 
and so harshly experienced. It starts 
in communities of struggle and 
solidarity. Once we become aware of 
the forces that marginalize some, and 
how we all are often so complicit in 
this regard through deeply ingrained 
practices and processes, we can 
no longer pretend to be ignorant 
or innocent. Once we embark on a 
journey of solidarity, we too must be 
liberated and transformed in terms 
of our own consciousness, identity, 
language, practices and postures. 

Walking the walk, in this case, 
decidedly also requires talking 
the talk. Real prophets are non-
elitist in how they speak and act, 
representing a “street spirituality, 
one that the nonprofessional person 
can understand” (Fox, 2000: 263). 
This requires an artistry, calling 
“forth symbols of justice and injustice 
that are universally recognizable” 
(Fox, 2000: 263). If planners, 
educators, theologians, lawyers, 
business people, scientists or 
artists can only be understood by 
professional people from their own 
disciplines, then Fox (2000: 264) 
asks: “Whom are you serving?”.
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If the language we use is inaccessible 
to those living on the streets and in 
marginalised and generally forgotten 
city neighbourhoods, we are neither 
prophetic, nor wise (Fox, 2000: 264). 
Fox (2000: 264) suggests, therefore, 
that the prophetic task of 
professionals should start within their 
own profession, “to start transforming 
that particular profession so that it 
serves the oppressed and ceases to 
legitimize the oppressor”. By doing 
so, Fox (2000: 264) argues that 
“[m]any professionals today will find 
their prophetic calling precisely in 
de-elitizing their own profession”. 

The question arises whether those 
that are marginalized need and/
or want planners to side with them. 
In order to correct past and current 
wrongs and exclusions, facilitated by 
planning, and to counter the greed 
of those who seek to expand and 
profit at the cost of small people 
and communities, some would 
need to side with those who are 
victims of urban ‘growth’. Once 
small communities take ownership 
for their own life together, they too 
need planners to accompany the 
imaginations from within and from 
below, into concrete and alternative 
irruptions, countering the status quo. 

Ellin (1996: 71) spoke of the shift 
in planning praxis of the 1960s 
and 1970s towards more self-
critical and reflective planning and 
architecture. In some circles within 
these disciplines, the professionals 
became less authoritarian, humbler 
in recognising themselves as one 
actor in the planning arena, and 
more overtly political, with the goal of 
empowering people to improve their 
communities and their environment. 
Rather than simply designing and 
realizing plans, these architects 
and planners would also engage in 
a critical examination of the status 
quo and in becoming advocates 
for unrepresented interests. 

Resistance starts with us – and how 
we deliberately seek to disentangle 
ourselves from being complicit 
in forces robbing communities of 
agency. Yet, city-making from below 
could not only engage in resistance, 
as that would have paralyzing effects. 
Small communities also need to 

develop the capacity to engage in 
concrete acts of reconstruction.

5. ON RECONSTRUCTION

Krier (1984, in Grant 2006: 26) 
proposes a charter for reconstructing 
the city as “a moral project that 
mirrors a political constitution”. 
Krier’s proposal (1984) indicates 
that reconstruction is never 
neutral. It implies a certain 
political and ethical position, 
consciously or unconsciously.

5.1 Reconstruction as resistance
In the run-up to, and in post-1994 
democratic South Africa, the 
idea of reconstruction became 
central in planning theory, 
government policy documents 
and a number of theological 
discourses (Oranje, 1997: 180; 
Villa-Vicencio, 1992; RSA, 1994)”. 
This was accompanied by a new 
focus on housing, public participation, 
and a new sensitivity for the 
sociopolitical context within 
which planning was done. 
Oranje (1997: 80; 2014) suggests 
that this passion faded away in 
planning as soon as the feel-
good euphoria of post-Apartheid 
South Africa passed, with an 
empty, repetitive, soulless planning 
discourse on transformation and 
progressive change taking its place.

This article affirms the role of small 
communities in taking ownership of 
the processes involved in shaping 
hopeful futures for themselves. 
Communities of hope are never 
simply resistant communities, but 
– as embodiments of an alternative 
political imagination – such 
communities also seek to contribute 
concretely to the reconstruction of the 
city. They do so not only in terms of 
socio-spatial, economic, ecological 
and institutional infrastructure, but 
also in terms of public policy and 
processes that could help shape the 
city and its future. Reconstructive 
actions in themselves could be 
actions of resistance, if they help 
overcome the “pessimism, cynicism, 
and despair” (Fox, 2000: 264) that 
sometimes take hold of us, our 
communities, or public discourse, 

and choose to “channel moral 
outrage into rebirth” (Fox, 2000: 264).

An example is the rehabilitation of 
abandoned buildings into dignified 
housing by Common Ground in 
New York City, accommodating 
former homeless people and 
integrating them fully into local 
social networks and the economy. 
Their model is not only providing 
sustainable tenure to formerly 
homeless people, reconstructing 
the local urban landscape, but also 
resisting the notion that homeless 
people cannot be reintegrated 
meaningfully, that they will 
affect surrounding market prices 
detrimentally, and that it is more 
expensive to house homeless 
people decently than to displace 
them into institutional care models 
(prisons, hospitals, psychiatric 
hospitals). In fact, they demonstrate 
the contrary as true, in viable and 
sustainable ways into institutional 
care models, such as prisons, 
hospitals and psychiatric institutions.

Other examples include innovative 
and transformative slum-upgrading 
projects in Manila7 or Addis Ababa,8 
done from below and from within 
communities; alternative justice 
models in Manhattan, New York 
City;9 creative approaches to 
deal with waste management10 in 
Curitiba, Brazil or Cairo, Egypt, or the 
reconstruction of inner city sites in 
Johannesburg or Pretoria for socially 
inclusive housing, demonstrating the 
alternative possibilities to socially 
exclusive urban regeneration. 

7 Beltran (2012) describes the transformation of 
Smokey Mountain in Manila.

8 Endria (2009) describes quality of life 
improvement and slum upgrading processes 
through one community development 
organisation – IHA-UDP – in Addis 
Ababa, Ethiopia.

9 See the Center for Court Innovation (n.d.) 
and Restorative Justice Initiative (2018), both 
located in New York City.

10 Braga (1993) describes solid waste 
management solutions in Curitiba and De 
Beer (2014) reflects on the impact of the 
Zabbaleen community on waste management 
in Cairo.
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The perpetuation of socio-spatial 
segregation continues to destroy 
the possibility of interconnected 
communities. The widespread 
gentrification processes colonizing 
depressed inner-city neighbourhoods 
have become a serious threat 
to the poor communities living 
in those neighbourhoods. 

Yet, it is precisely amidst such urban 
fracture and disparity that we need 
to recognize the robust irruptions of 
communities from below, reclaiming 
what they have lost, or holding on 
tenaciously to what they still risk 
losing. Every city seems to have 
such communities, and often there 
is remarkable vision and energy 
in these places. City-builders and 
planners would do well to find 
these communities and to relate 
to them not only as observers and 
describers, but as active participants.

Such communities could be 
evident in faith-based communities 
gathering certain days of the week 
and wrestling to translate their faith 
into actions influencing the public 
domain positively. It could be local 
organizations with management, 
staff and administrative capacity, 
that are honest in their attempts to 
invest their institutional infrastructure 
in contributing to hopeful places. 
It could be citizens’ movements 
– small and fragile, or large and 
robust – that seek to contribute 
to inclusive, hopeful cities.

The embedded actions of such 
communities often emerge from 
active lament over what is wrong. 
As such, they become hopeful 
communities, practising both 
resistance and reconstruction. 
Hopeful communities hold the 
potential to be ethical communities.

Ethics cannot be sustained 
outside of an ethical community: 
an actual, not an abstract 
community in which individuals 
learn ethical discernment 
and practical wisdom by 
direct example, practice, 
conversation and interaction 
(Greenberg, 1995: 14).

Furthermore, such communities, in 
which citizens participate in the life of 
the city ethically and constructively, 
become communities of hope, 
or “a generative, creative force” 
(Greenberg, 1995: 41). Hopeful 

5.2 Equity planning as solidarity 
with marginal places 
and people 

Krumholz and Clavel (1994) speak of 
“equity planning” as simultaneously 
resisting and reconstructing – 
resisting in its solidarity with those 
often excluded and lacking access, 
but doing so constructively, through 
specific interventions aimed at 
long-term and hopeful change. 
Equity-based approaches to planning 
“hold the promise of better policy and 
benefits for troubled neighbourhoods 
and at-risk populations within cities” 
(Krumholz & Clavel, 1994: xiv). 
‘Conventional planners’ often 
allow their ends to be decided by 
politicians, planning boards and 
business, allowing political pressure 
based on the assumption that 
politicians “represent the people 
through the democratic process” 
(Krumholz & Clavel, 1994: 3). 

Equity planners, in how Krumholz 
and Clavel (1994: 3) describe this 
approach, reject such a narrow 
definition of what planners are 
supposed to be and do. Equity 
planners argue that planners who 
seek a better future for the cities 
and their people must be concerned 
with both the ends and the means. 
They show deep concern for the 
“truly disadvantaged”, because 
equity planners assume that the 
existing democratic institutions are 
biased against the interests of those 
at the bottom of the social system. 
They, therefore, actively seek to 
mediate downward redistribution 
(Krumholz & Clavel, 1994: 3).

Equity planning could also be 
regarded as restitutive planning. 
In contexts where the planning 
profession contributed to an unequal 
society, both as institution and 
in institutionalizing socio-spatial 
inequity, the same profession has 
the responsibility to do restitution 
through equity planning. 

5.3 Redistributive 
reconstruction: On 
abundance and inclusion

The kind of reconstruction that 
is implicitly resistant will be a 
‘redistributive reconstruction’. Such 
reconstruction works from the 
premise that there is an abundance 

of resources in the city instead of 
perpetuating the myth of scarcity 
(Covey, 1989). Castells (2017) 
and Fioramonti (2017) thoroughly 
and convincingly explore the idea 
of viable alternatives to scarcity 
economies. The question is not one 
of scarcity or adequacy, but one of 
(fair) distribution and (equal) access.

“Equity planning [makes] a conscious 
attempt to devise redistributive 
policies in favour of the least 
powerful and to enhance the 
avenues of participation” (Krumholz 
& Clavel, 1994: 1). In Krumholz 
and Clavel’s (1994: 1) view, city 
policy should be explicit about 
“providing choices to those who had 
few”. In their focus on participation 
of excluded neighbourhoods 
and groups, equity planners 
deal intentionally with issues of 
diversity, race and class, seeking 
to respond to the political and 
economic coalitions that estranged 
the poor from society’s institutions 
(Krumholz & Clavel, 1994: 3-4).

In the United States of America, 
in the 1960s and 1970s, there 
was a lively interest in the related 
approaches of advocacy planning, 
social planning, community planning, 
or equity planning (Krumholz & 
Clavel, 1994:15). Currently, in 
South African cities and towns 
marked by intense levels of disparity, 
there is an ongoing need for 
planners and city-builders who will 
intentionally position themselves 
with marginal people and places 
and with small, local communities to 
help facilitate equitable-redistributive 
reconstruction. This, however, 
does not seem to be where 
(the majority of) planners want to 
be, and hard questions need to be 
asked as to why this is the case.

5.4 Appreciating local 
communities, optimizing 
hopeful alternatives 

Fragmentation, fear and individualism 
have in many cases eroded a 
sense of the city as a community 
of interrelated, interdependent 
communities. The legacy of the 
Apartheid City, and its deep 
socio-spatial-political fracture, 
remains deeply etched into the 
urban fibre of South African cities. 
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communities, seeking to act ethically 
together, do so with the view of 
contributing to ‘a hopeful city’ in 
which all people will have access to 
sources of sustainable livelihood, 
and in which no-one will be excluded 
from the collective urban household.

DeFilippi and North (2004) caution 
against factors that can reduce 
the emancipatory potential of 
such communities. According to 
them, while difference needs to 
be embraced and negotiated, 
the emphasis must not only be 
on difference, but also on finding 
commonality; the imposition of 
ideal images of communities may 
damage their emancipatory potential; 
‘successful communities’ must 
guard against co-option by local 
governments, donor organisations 
and others into processes that 
might be detrimental to their longer 
term aspirations and emancipation; 
skills must not be hoarded by 
community leaders, but transferred 
to, and built in other members of 
the community; and care must be 
taken, as communities get more 
‘official’ attention and gain more 
confidence, to avoid conflicts arising 
between the more activist and 
the more conservative members 
of such communities (DeFilippi 
& North, 2004: 4, 74, 82-86).

6. MOVEMENTS OF 
INTERCONNECTED 
COMMUNITIES

There was an earlier reference to 
Harvey’s concern that urban social 
movements lack coherence and 
unity. Cone (2001: 24) echoes this: 

Justice fighters for black people 
and the defenders of the earth 
have tended to ignore each other 
in their public discourse and 
practice. Their separation from 
each other is unfortunate because 
they fight the same enemy – 
human beings’ domination of each 
other and nature. 

Add to this the strong assertion by 
Jung (1993) that those who advocate 
the environment without concern 
about the oppression of women, 
and those who advocate issues of 
women’s oppression without being 
concerned about the environment are 
both practising an inadequate ethic. 

In addition to this, Cone (2001: 27) 
demonstrates, with reference to 
a report of the United Church of 
Christ entitled “Report on Race and 
Toxic Waste in the United States” 
(1989), that race was an important 
indicator of where hazardous waste 
facilities could be found in the 
United States: “Forty percent of the 
nation’s commercial hazardous-
waste landfill capacity was in three 
predominantly African-American 
and Hispanic communities”. 

The clear message from all of this is 
that it would seem that those working 
for justice in different spheres – race, 
gender, environment, land, poverty 
– often work in isolation from each 
other, and yet share the common 
denominator of social oppression 
by the strong against the weak. 
Given the intersectionality of justice 
concerns, the calls by Jung, Cone, 
Harvey and many others should be 
supported, when they argue for new 
collaborations where the different 
communities seeking justice and 
hope would be interconnected into 
larger, stronger and more effective 
movements of and for change.

In the 1990s, Watson and 
Gibson (1995: 260) spoke of the shift 
from class politics to identity politics, 
whereby people organize themselves 
in terms of race, gender, class, 
sexuality and other such categories. 
The danger of such delineation and 
organizing is that it tends to create 
new homogeneities, excluding some/
others and disallowing diversity and 
difference. What is rather required 
at present is movements that bring 
together diverse interests in solidarity 
with each other, building alliances 
beyond narrow self-interest for 
the sake of the common good. 

This is a call for a new politics 
of alliances, partnerships and 
collaborations that go beyond 
traditional divides or binary 
oppositions, as so aptly put by 
Watson and Gibson (1995: 262): 

Instead of assuming single subject 
positions it is now commonplace 
to recognize that people represent 
several groups at once and occupy 
multiple subject positions and 
identities which shift and change 
all the time. Postmodern politics 

allows for optimisms and possibility 
since it celebrates struggles and 
new possibilities at many sites – 
both marginal and mainstream. 

Our contemporary cities need 
local communities of hope, acting 
ethically, whilst fostering movements 
of interconnected communities and 
intersectional themes, standing 
together for justice. If resistance 
can be practised with effect in 
local neighbourhoods and radical 
transformations be demonstrated, 
these movements could indeed guide 
and shape city-wide movements 
in terms of strategy and tactics, 
alternative imaginaries and 
hopeful models of ‘the possible’. 

Perhaps the biggest caution raised 
by DeFilippi and North (2004: 
75-77) is, drawing on Marxian and 
feminist critiques of community, that 
a local, community-based approach 
might fail to acknowledge the 
deeper structural and class-based 
exclusions in society. This, together 
with the relative impact of small 
local communities – because 
of size, capacity, resources or 
locality – requires the discernment 
of similar communities across the/a 
city, building strategic and deliberate 
solidarity, until an interconnected 
movement of hope can emerge. 

Local and global movements of 
interconnected communities can 
serve as mediators of hope in as far 
as they engage in the actual sites of 
resistance, generating knowledge 
whilst being immersed, and learning 
from each other’s concerns and 
aspirations. Their acts of solidarity 
and resistance – if not selfish acts, 
but genuinely seeking the common 
good and the city’s wholeness – will 
help (re)construct radical cities 
marked by participatory democracy 
(Watson & Gibson, 1995: 257). 

Urban spaces, in which such 
movements function, will be less 
privatized, enabling individuals to 
interact in the open, expressing 
both their differences and their 
commonalities. These spaces will not 
be bound by boundaries or borders 
creating spaces of exclusion and 
inclusion - they will be spaces without 
walls” (Watson & Gibson, 1995: 261). 
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7. CELEBRATING 
RESISTANCE, LONGING 
FOR WHOLENESS 

Soelle (1993) speaks of the hope of 
vulnerable people in Latin America, 
defying the odds, often through 
employing ritual or festivals to resist 
life-denying forces. Although this 
article is born from a lament over 
the exclusion of small communities 
and voices from dominant city-
making practices, it concludes on a 
more celebratory note. Nowadays, 
festivals and diverse expressions 
of art and beauty, coming from 
within communities, are offering 
not only social critique, but often 
are attempts at reclaiming that 
which was lost. Such expressions, 
combined with creative, colourful 
and non-violent forms of protest, 
are celebratory forms of resistance, 
seeking to reconstruct what is 
fractured, longing for wholeness. 

This article sought to make a case 
for small communities practising 
resistance and reconstruction, 
grounded in a different political 
imagination of local agency. In doing 
so, it argues that such communities, 
aware of the forces that would 
seek to tear them apart, can play 
a significant role in ‘making cities 
from below’. This would become 
even more likely through such 
communities finding each other, and 
nurturing deep and lasting solidarities, 
until broad-based, interconnected 
movements take shape, embodying 
concrete signs of wholeness. 

Every time communities and 
movements – small, interconnected 
and local – intervene in the 
dominant expressions of market 
and capital, and by doing so create 
accessible and alternative options, 
they celebrate resistance to the 
vile, footloose neoliberal gods of 
greed and materialism. As such, 
they demonstrate the possibility of 
alternatives and of the ‘there-ness’, 
power and practicability of options 
where others, notably professional 
planners saw, let alone ‘imagined’, 
none. They reclaim the power of 
community to sustain what is ‘really’ 
under threat – ‘all of us and all of 
our lives together’. In this, they give 

expression to a deep and ceaseless 
longing for wholeness (Alexander, 
Anninou, King & Neis, 1987), 
occasionally becoming visible, 
pushing through the fractures of 
urban disconnect, and asking only 
of us as planners to widen the crack 
and break the/our mould, so that 
we can also become whole again.
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artikel die gebruik en doeltreffendheid 
van ontwikkelings beheermaatreëls in 
die aanspreek van vloedprobleme in 
Suleja, Nigerië. By die uitvoering van 
hierdie studie is geboue wat kwesbaar is 
vir oorstroming geïdentifiseer, en faktore 
wat hul kwesbaarheid beïnvloed, sowel 
as die implikasies van nie-nakoming 
van ontwikkelings beheer maatreëls is 
ook bepaal. As deel van hierdie studie 
is altesaam 278 vraelyste aan volwasse 
inwoners van die studiegebied versprei 
deur gebruik te maak van meervoudige 
monsternemings tegnieke. ’n Vinnige voël-
agtige beeld van ’n resolusie van 15 meter 
is gebruik om die geboue in die gebied 
wat kwesbaar is vir oorstromings, te 
identifiseer en uit te kaart, met ’n 15-meter 
terugslag van dierivieroewers. Die studie 
toon dat 799 geboue teenstrydig is 
met bou-ontwikkelings standaarde en 
-regulasies in Suleja, terwyl onoordeel-
kundige vaste afvalmetodes sterk faktore 
is wat die kwesbaarheid van oorstromings 
in die gebied beïnvloed. Die studie het 
ook onthul dat 47% van die dreinering in 
Suleja met onoordeel kundig beskikbare 
vaste afvalstowwe geblokkeer word. Die 
studie beveel aan dat ’n verbeterde vaste 
afvalbestuurstelsel vir Suleja die uitbreek 
van siektes wat met swak omgewings-
bestuur geassosieer word, sal stuit en dat 
die ontwikkelings  beheer maatreëls streng 
deur die Nigerse Stedelike Ontwikkelings-
raad toegepas moet word.
Sleutelwoorde: Boustandaarde, kwes-
baarheid, ontwikkelingsbeheer, vaste 
afval, vloed

TAOLO YA BOEMO BO TLASE 
YA NTSHETSOPELE JWALO 
KA NTLHA YA KGONAHALO 
E BOBEBE YA DIKGOHOLA 
SULEJA, NIGERIA
Jwalo ka dinaheng tse ngata tse tlasa 
ntshetsopele dilemong tse fetang tse 
leshome, Nigeria e bile le kgolo e 
potlakileng, e amahantsweng le mathata a 
mmalwa; jwalo ka mekgwa ya taolo e seng 
hantle ya dithwele, ditlolo tsa melawana 
le dipehelo tsa ntshetsopele ya moaho, 
tshilafatso ya tikoloho, bongata bo boholo 
ba batho le dikgohola. Ka lebaka la tse 
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Abstract
Like many developing countries over the decade, Nigeria has experienced rapid 
urbanization associated with numerous problems such as, among others, improper 
waste management practices, building development regulations and standards 
contraventions, environmental pollution, overcrowding, and flooding. In light of the 
foregoing, this article examines the use and effectiveness of development control 
measures in addressing flood vulnerability in Suleja, Nigeria. In carrying out this 
study, buildings vulnerable to flooding were identified and factors influencing their 
vulnerability as well as the implications of non-adherence to development control 
measures were also determined. As part of this study, a total of 278 questionnaires 
were administered to adult residents of the study area, using multi-stage sampling 
techniques. A quick bird’s eye image of 15-meter resolution was used to identify 
and map out the buildings in the area considered vulnerable to flooding, using a 
15-meter setback from the river banks. The study reveals that 799 buildings were 
built in contravention of building development standards and regulations in Suleja, 
while indiscriminate solid waste disposal methods were found to be strong factors 
influencing vulnerability to flooding in the area. The study also revealed that 47% of 
drainages in Suleja are blocked with indiscriminately disposed solid waste materials. 
The study recommends that an improved solid waste management system for 
Suleja be put in place to stem the imminent outbreak of diseases associated with 
poor environmental management and that development control measures be strictly 
enforced by the Niger State Urban Development Board.
Keywords: Building standards, development control, flood, solid waste, vulnerability

SWAK ONTWIKKELINGSBEHEERMAATREËLS AS FAKTOR VIR 
VLOEDPROBLEME IN SULEJA, NIGERIË
Soos baie ontwikkelende lande, ervaar Nigerië vinnige verstedeliking wat verband 
hou met baie probleme soos, onder andere, onbehoorlike afvalbestuurspraktyke, 
bou-ontwikkelingsregulasies en standaarde-oortredings, omgewingsbesoedeling, 
oorbevolking en oorstromings. In die lig van die voorafgaande, ondersoek hierdie 
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qetang ho bolelwa, atikele ena e hlahoba 
tshebediso le katleho ya mekgwa ya taolo 
ya ntshetsopele bakeng sa ho tobana 
le kgonahalo e bobebe ya dikgohola 
Suleja, Nigeria. Ho ntshetsa thuto ena 
pele, meaho e ka angwang ha bobebe 
ke dikgohola e ile ya qoollwa le dintlha 
tse nang le kgahlamelo kamehong ya 
tsona e bobebe, hammoho le ditlamorao 
tsa ho se ikamahanye le ho se hlomphe 
mekgwa ya taolo ya ntshetsopele; di ile 
tsa bewa. Jwalo ka karolo ya thuto ena, 
manane a dipotso a 278 ka kakaretso 
a ile a fuwa baahi ba seng ba hodile 
karolong eo ya thuto, ho sebediswa 
mekgwa ya sampole e nang le dikarolo 
tse ngata (multi sampling techniques). 
Senepe se nkuweng ka potlako ke 
motho ya leng hodimo dikilomitareng 
tse 15 se sebedisitswe jwalo ka tharollo 
ho bontsha le ho qoolla meaho e ka 
angwang habebe ke dikgohola sebakeng 
seo, ho sebediswa kgoreletso (setback) 
ya dimetara tse 15 ho tloha mabopong a 
noka. Thuto ena e hlahisa hore meaho 
e 799 e ne e ahilwe kgahlanong le 
melawana ya maemo a ntshetsopele 
Suleja, ka nako yona eo mekgwa ya ho 
phutha matlakala ntle le ho a kgetha, e 
fumanwe e le mabaka a maholo a nang 
le kgahlamelo bakeng sa kgonahalo e 
bobebe ya dikgohola sebakeng seo. 
Thuto ena e utollotse hore 47% ya diforo 
Suleja e thibilwe ke disebediswa tsa 
matlaka a thata a lahlilweng. Thuto ena e 
eletsa hore mokgwa o ntlafaditsweng wa 
taolo ya matlakala a thata e sebediswe 
bakeng sa Suleja ho thiba ho qhoma ho ka 
etsahalang hwa mafu a amahanngwang 
le taolo ya maemo a tlase ya tikoloho le 
hore mekgwa ya taolo ya ntshetsopele e 
etsahatswe ka thata ke Niger State Urban 
Development Board.

1. INTRODUCTION
The alarming pace of rapid 
urbanization experienced in many 
developing countries, including 
Nigeria, is often accompanied by 
numerous challenges (Olotuah 
& Adesiji, 2005; Adetunji & 
Oyeleye, 2013; Lekwot, Kyom & 
Balasom, 2013: 48; Oyeleye, 2013), 
especially in cities with less 
regard for urban planning. These 
challenges include severe housing 
shortages and proliferation of 
improperly constructed housing 
structures and informal settlements, 
poor environmental management 
and sanitation practices, dearth 
of critical infrastructures, rising 
crime rates, and flooding (Kadi, 
Halingali & Ravishankar, 2012; 

Okorie, 2015; Junaid, 2017). Of 
these problems, the incidence of 
flooding has become perennial 
in many cities in the developing 
countries where several lives and 
property worth several millions of US 
Dollars are lost annually in addition 
to the dislocation of several socio-
economic activities (Nelson, 2001; 
ActionAid, 2006; UN-Water, 2011). 
In Nigeria, many of the state capitals 
and cities are perennially dealing 
with many of these problems, 
particularly the menace of poor 
waste management practices 
and flooding (Potschin, 2009; 
Satterthwaite, Huq, Pelling, Reid & 
Romero Lankao, 2007), problems 
that seemed to have defiled many 
of the solutions adopted over the 
years (Nkwunonwo, 2016). Although 
urban flooding in Nigeria has been 
attributed to several causal factors, 
including climate change-induced 
heavy rainfall, indiscriminate waste 
dumping and erection of structures 
along floodplains are increasingly 
being cited as bigger challenges 
(Satterthwaite et al., 2007; 
Potschin, 2009; Odufuwa, Adedeji, 
Oladesu & Bongwa, 2012; 
Agbonkhese, O., Agbonkhese, 
E.G, Aka, Joe-Abaya, Ocholi 
& Adekunle, 2014).

In July 2017, Suleja, an urban 
settlement bordering Abuja, 
Nigeria’s federal capital city, was 
wrecked by a devastating flood 
which killed 18 persons, destroyed 
properties, and left residents 
homeless (Opara, 2017: online). 
Some building experts and urban 
planners contended that the perennial 
flooding experienced in Suleja 
was man-made and can directly 
be linked to the poor application of 
development control measures in 
the settlement (Bwala, Oladosu & 
Nghalmi, 2016; Onwubiko, 2017).

Various studies (Obabori, 
Obiuwevbi & Olomu, 2007; Aluko, 
2011; Ogundele, Ayo,Odewumi & 
Aigbe, 2011; Lekwot et al., 2013) 
have been carried out on 
development control, with emphasis 
on building contravention, building 
codes, building standard, and zoning, 
thus neglecting the application of 

development control measures in 
tackling impending flood disasters. 
The limited studies on the application 
of development control measures in 
addressing disasters have enmeshed 
urban planners and policymakers 
in a difficult situation in finding a 
lasting solution to the problems 
emanating from the incessant flood 
experienced in the urban centres 
in Nigeria. It is against the foregoing 
that this study seeks to examine 
development control as a strategy 
for addressing or preventing urban 
flooding in Suleja, Nigeria. Among 
others, the study examined the 
pattern of building development, 
particularly along the floodplains 
in the city, the level of compliance 
with building codes and regulations 
in building development, and other 
environment-related factors that are 
responsible for flooding in Suleja.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In order to understand the implication 
of development control in Suleja, 
Nigeria, it is important to introduce 
the current theory on urban flooding 
included in this study. The existing 
theory focuses on development 
control; urban resilience to floods; 
flooding and flood vulnerability; poor 
development control measures, 
and urban flood vulnerability.

2.1 Development control
Development control, in the context 
of urban planning, is the process 
of implementing building and 
land subdivision regulations and 
specifications to regulate land use 
and physical development of land 
(Yemi, 2004). Development control 
in this regard is a professional 
activity carried out by town planners, 
planning authorities and physical 
planning agencies in order to ensure 
compliance with the approved 
master plan (Ola, 2011: 169). 
It is viewed as a mechanism and 
measure put in place to maintain 
standards and to guide orderly urban 
development (Lekwot et al., 2013: 49; 
Ahmed & Dinye, 2011: 210; 
Obabori et al., 2007). Development 
control affects the general public 
most, as it ensures an orderly 
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growth of settlements by stipulating 
adequate standards for all aspects 
of land use through the provision of 
adequate lighting, ventilation, open 
spaces, and other sociocultural 
facilities that make life worth living 
(Ogunsesan, 2004: 51). Development 
control positively encourages 
developers to focus on the protection 
and enhancement of the built 
environment; the coordination of both 
public and private investments in 
land and property to ensure that land 
is efficiently used, and the control 
of pollution (Lekwot et al., 2013: 50; 
Ogunsesan, 2004: 50).

The 1917 Township Ordinance, 1928 
Lagos Town Planning Ordinance, 
Nigeria Town and Country Planning 
Act of 1946, and the 1954 Federal 
Constitution were all intended 
to maintain spatial orderliness 
and sanitation in urban land-use 
activities (Kio-Lawson, Duru, John 
& Eebee, 2016: 148). To ensure a 
more effective measure to control 
development, the 1992 Nigerian 
Urban and Regional Planning 
Decree was established, in which 
47 sections confer power on the 
federal, state and local government 
council to establish planning 
authorities and prepare a physical 
development planning scheme at 
each level (FGN, 1992; Omole, 2012; 
Kio-Lawson et al., 2016: 148). 
Following this, the state and local 
council established several planning 
authorities in different states to 
regulate physical development. 
Despite the existence of these 
physical planning agencies, the 
majority of the Nigerian cities, 
including Suleja, still show 
evidence of environmental decay, 
incompatible physical development, 
increasing status of slums, and 
flooding in some cities in the country 
(Kio-Lawson et al., 2016: 148).

2.2 Urban resilience to floods
The theory of urban resilience was 
first used by Crawford Holling in 
1973 to define the resilience of an 
ecosystem as the measure of its 
ability to absorb changes and still 
persist (McAslan, 2010). Urban 
resilience to floods is defined as 

the capacity of the city to tolerate 
flooding and to reorganize, should 
physical damage and socio-
economic disruption occur, so 
as to prevent deaths and injuries 
and maintain the current socio-
economic identity (Adger, 2000: 
347; Gunderson, 2010: 18; Meerow, 
Newell & Stults, 2016: 38). Urban 
resilience to floods is measured by a 
city’s physical ability to accommodate 
– not resist – flooding (Walker & 
Westley, 2011: 4; Liao, 2012: 48). 
This means that a city takes the 
necessary precautions to prevent 
flooding, but also adapts land use to 
suffer less in case of a flood disaster 
(Woltjer & Van den Brink, 2015: 45). 
According to Liao (2012: 48), 
these precautions form the key 
properties of urban resilience to 
floods and include, among others, 
the localized flood-response capacity 
of cities; timely adjustments after 
every flood, and the redundancy in 
subsystems, which means that the 
flood-response capacity would be 
distributed across the levels (i.e., 
individuals, communities, and the 
municipality) such that when the 
capacity of one level is overwhelmed, 
the city can still count on the others 
(Walker, Holling, Carpenter & 
Kinzig, 2004: 5; Adger, 2006: 347; 
Davoudi, 2012: 203).

The application of the urban 
resilience theory to this study would 
help the populace and stakeholders 
in being proactive in the area of 
preparing strategic operational 
plans and programmes that address 
retrofitting the built environment 
and adding redundancy, diversity, 
and flexibility into every subsystem. 
This means that open spaces can 
convey and store floodwater during 
wet seasons (Douglas, Kobold, 
Lawson, Pasche & White, 2007: 29); 
buildings can be remodelled to be 
elevated, floatable, or wet-proofed 
(Guikema, 2009: 1302), and 
infrastructure can be redesigned 
into a collection of diverse functional 
elements that are flexible in operation 
(Liao, 2012). The immediate 
real-world challenge is that urban 
resilience towards floods is always 
a work in progress and requires the 
capacity to create a fundamentally 

new resilience system (Liao, 2012). 
Once the theory of urban resilience 
is understood, the concept of 
awareness, detection and avoidance 
would help sensitize the populace on 
the need to discourage building along 
waterways and indiscriminate solid 
waste disposals, most especially 
in drainages in the study area.

2.3 Flooding and flood 
vulnerability

Flooding has been defined in a 
variety of ways depending on the 
causal factors, type, magnitude and 
place of occurrence. It is, however, 
generally described as an unusual 
stage or rise of water in a stream 
channel, resulting in the stream 
overflowing its banks (Odunuga, 
Oyebande & Omojola, 2012). It is 
the inundation of an area, not usually 
covered by water, with a large flow 
of water as a result of a temporary 
rise in stream, river, lake, or sea 
level (Agbonkhese et al., 2014). 
When large pools of water overrun 
streets and neighbourhoods in an 
urban area, usually as a result of 
heavy rainfall, it is described as 
urban flooding. Urban flooding is also 
described as a condition in which 
urban drainage channels overflow 
into the streets and surrounding 
areas and homes, usually as a result 
of severe rainfall over a short period 
of time (Odunuga et al., 2012). In 
many respects, urban flooding is 
viewed as hazardous and sometimes 
disastrous, as it destroys housing 
structures, damages drainage 
channels, causes disruption of 
social and economic activities, and 
sometimes results in the deaths of 
some residents of affected areas 
(ActionAid, 2006; Gwary, 2008). 
Many urban residents in many cities 
across the world, particularly in 
the developing countries, are not 
only vulnerable to flooding but also 
have been victims. When flooding 
occurs in the city, it results in the 
disruption of the normal functioning 
of socio-economic activities, 
pollution and sanitary challenges, 
among others (Chen, 2004). 

Most of the victims of urban flooding 
in the developing countries are the 
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poor and marginalized, particularly 
those living on marginal land, 
floodplains or improperly planned and 
developed neighbourhoods (Blaikie, 
Cannon, Davis & Wisner, 1994; 
Odufuwa et al., 2012). While many 
may be vulnerable, some, especially 
those residing in better planned 
and developed neighbourhoods of 
the cities, are usually not affected, 
particularly where the flooding 
is described as a flash flood. 
Pelling (1997) viewed vulnerability 
as a concept that is a function 
of exposure to some identifiable 
risks (location relative to hazard). 
Varieties of vulnerability have been 
identified and include individual, 
social, economic, ecological and 
urban, among others (Luers, Lobell, 
Sklar, Addams & Matson, 2003; 
Adger, 2006: 269). The common 
baseline is that vulnerability of 

whatever form is dependent on 
the existence and exposure to 
some form of risk or harm as a 
consequence of some external shock 
(Muller, Reiter & Weiland, 2017).

With regard to flooding, vulnerability 
is described as resulting from the 
social and physical conditions that 
make parts of an urban system 
susceptible to experience damage 
from an after-flood event (modified 
by Wisner, Blaikie, Cannon & 
Davis, 2004; Muller et al., 2017). 
This implies that particular 
neighbourhoods of the cities, by their 
physical and social circumstances 
(exposure factors), are vulnerable 
to flooding. In many instances 
of urban flooding, the elements 
commonly at risk are usually the 
poorest segment of the population, 
improperly or poorly built housing 

and civil engineering structures, 
and public infrastructures (United 
Nations International Strategy 
for Disaster Reduction, 2015: 
online). It is, therefore, essential 
to emphasize that no proper or 
effective flood control measures can 
be emplaced without first identifying 
elements that are vulnerable and 
the causes of their vulnerability. 

2.4 Poor development control 
measures and urban flood 
vulnerability

Many cities in the developing 
countries are vulnerable to flooding, 
due to poor development control 
measures that result in unguided 
physical planning, and neglect or 
poor observance of planning laws 
and land-use regulations as part of 
the larger ineffective urban planning 

Figure 1: Administrative map of Nigeria highlighting the study area 
Source:  Department of Urban and Regional Planning, Federal University of Technology, Minna, 2015
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structure. A sizeable number of African 
countries have recorded a long 
repetitious list of failures in efforts at 
regulating urban space because of 
the ineffectiveness of development 
control measures (Mabogunje, 1990 
in Goodfellow, 2013). In Nigeria, 
constant political interference, the 
lack of political will by the government 
in enforcing planning laws, the 
entrenched corrupt practices among 
urban planning officials, especially 
site inspectors, poor working 
environment, and the absence 
of relevant facilities have failed 
the physical development control 
measures and system (Aluko, 2011).

According to Goodfellow (2013), the 
weaknesses of, and the laxity in the 
implementation of development control 
measures have led to problems such 
as rapid urbanisation, uncontrolled 
urban growth, unregulated informal 
settlements on the low-lying floodplain 
areas, littering of the environment 
with uncollected solid waste, and poor 
maintenance of drainage. Together 
with incessant flooding experienced 
in various cities in Nigeria, these 
are major contributors to urban 
flood vulnerability (Douglas, Alam, 
Maghenda, Mcdonnell, McLean & 
Campbell, 2008: 187; Eguaroje, 
Alaga, Ogbole, Omolere, Alwadood, 
Kolawole et al., 2015: 149).

To mitigate the incidence of flooding 
and urban flood vulnerability, Nigerian 
cities should employ flood-risk 
vulnerability assessments (Salami, 
von Meding & Giggins, 2017: 370). 
According to Marrickville Council 
(2015) and Ashfield Council (2015), 
the primary method of flood-risk 
vulnerability assessment is through 
the application of development 
control measures. Using this 
application will help minimise 
damage to properties and risk 
to life, and ensure that existing 
flood-prone areas would not be 
adversely affected by vulnerability 
to flooding (Marrickville Council, 
2015; Bwala et al., 2016). 

3. STUDY AREA
Suleja Local Government Area in 
Niger State, Nigeria (Figure 1), lies 

between latitudes 9º6’13.8’’ and 
9º17’49.35’’ north of the Equator and 
longitude 7º6’58.6’ and 7º12’18.41’ 
east of Greenwich Meridian. Suleja 
Local Government Area has a 
population of 216 578 with 10 political 
wards (NPC, 2006). The strategic 
location of Suleja has had the most 
profound effect on its development 
and its potential growth in the 
near future. It is a rapidly growing 
medium-sized city whose growth 
was in part attributed to its closeness 
to Abuja, the nation’s capital city, 
with a distance of approximately 
70 kilometres (see Figure 1).

As one of the closest urban 
settlements bordering Abuja, Suleja 
has provided residency to many of 
the low-income workers and informal 
sector employees who work in Abuja, 
but could not afford the exorbitant 
rent of housing charged in almost all 
parts of the city. As a result, Suleja 
has become some kind of sanctuary 
to this large number of low-income 
groups and has continuously 
witnessed massive inward population 
movement and expansion over the 
past couple of decades. The desire 
to meet the shelter needs of this 
group of people, among other factors, 
has led to the development of all 
forms of housing structures and 
sometimes on marginal lands, many 
of which are built without due regard 
to extant building development 
regulations and standards in the 
country (UN-Habitat, 2003).

In July 2017, Suleja was wrecked 
by a devastating flood, in which 
18 persons were killed and properties 
worth several millions of Naira were 
destroyed. Several hundred other 
residents were rendered homeless 
by the devastating flood which was 
attributed in part to the blockage 
of drainages by solid waste and 
the erection of buildings along 
waterways (Warami, 2017). Several 
building experts contended that the 
obstructions of drainage channels 
by solid waste will always keep 
the floodplain soil saturated with 
water and buildings erected along 
these channels would, therefore, 
become vulnerable to flooding at 
the slightest rise in water-flow rates 

(Bwala et al., 2015). Contrary to 
this claim, urban planners were of 
the view that the perennial flooding 
experienced in Suleja, as in many 
other urban centres in Nigeria, was 
man-made and can be linked to the 
deficiencies in the implementation 
and enforcement of the 1992 Nigeria 
Urban and Regional Planning Law 
(Onwubiko, 2017), which copiously 
made provisions for development 
control. It is further contended that, 
where the various development 
control instruments are effectively 
deployed such that building codes 
and regulations are strictly enforced 
and unwholesome physical 
developments are prevented as a 
result, the incidence of flooding as 
experienced perennially in Suleja 
could have been prevented.

Part Two, subsection 31(a) of 
the 1992 Nigerian Urban and 
Regional Planning Law (FGN, 1992) 
recommended that development 
should be rejected if not in 
accordance with an approved plan, 
while Part Two, subsection 31(e) 
stipulated that any building that 
constitutes a nuisance to the 
inhabitants of the community or 
contains such additional facilities 
that are not in the estimation of 
the physical development plan 
for the community should not be 
approved by the planning authorities. 
Section 61(1) also states that the 
development control department 
shall have the power to serve a 
‘demolition notice’ on a developer, if 
a structure erected by the developer 
is found to be defective as to pose 
danger or constitute a nuisance 
to the complainer and the public. 
These provisions indicate that, 
when development control tools 
are strictly enforced by planning 
authorities, buildings will not be 
erected on marginal land portions 
or sites along waterways.

4. RESEARCH 
METHODOLOGY 

The study used a mixed methods 
design, in which qualitative and 
quantitative data are collected in 
parallel, analysed separately, and 
then merged (Creswell, 2014). In 
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this study, official documents from 
planning authorities on development 
control standards/measures as well 
as development permits were used 
to examine the non-adherence of 
development control measures in 
Suleja. Satellite imagery was used 
to examine flood vulnerability of the 
buildings and those that contravened 
development control measures. 
A field study was conducted in all the 
10 political wards in Suleja. In the 
course of the field study, photographs 
were taken and ground “truthing” 
of the features that appeared 
vague on the satellite imagery were 
reconciled with the actual features 
on the ground. The questionnaire 
survey explored factors influencing 
flood vulnerability and the factors 
influencing the non-adherence of 
development control measures as 
well as the effects of non-adherence 
to development control measure 
from residents in Suleja. The reason 
for collecting both quantitative and 
qualitative data is to elaborate on 
specific findings from the breakdown 
of the official documents such as 
similar factors influencing flood 
vulnerability suggested from 
respondents (Creswell, 2014; 
Creswell & Plano-Clark, 2007).

4.1 Sample size and sampling 
procedure

A sample size of 278 from the 
total number of projected 273 735 
residents representing 0.1% was 
selected for the questionnaire survey. 
One of the basic principles guiding 

flood vulnerability used in the survey 
were extracted from reviews of the 
literature. In the survey, respondents 
were asked to indicate their choice of 
factors influencing flood vulnerability 
and the factors influencing the 
non-adherence of development 
control measures in Suleja as well 
as the effects of non-adherence to 
development control measure by 
means of the check-box method.

A breakdown of official documents 
on development control standards/
measures as well as development 
permits were used to examine the 
non-adherence of development 
control measures in Suleja. Official 
documents on development control 
standards/measures, particularly 
those relating to setbacks for rivers 
and canals, were obtained from the 
planning permit platform of Nigeria. 
Documents relating to application 
and issuance of development 
permits were obtained from the 
Niger State Urban Development 
Board (NSUDB), Suleja Zonal 
Office. The information extracted 
from the documents included 
general information on building 
plans, the physical development 
master plan, and non-compliance 
of development control measures.

To determine the buildings 
vulnerable to flooding and those that 
contravened development control 
measures, high resolution satellite 
images (“quick bird”) of 15-meter 
resolution were acquired by means 
of the “terra incognita” application, 
a program for downloading web 
source maps or local files maps for 
various programs or GPS devices 
(Sourceforge, 2019: online).

4.3 Data analysis
Responses on flood vulnerability 
gathered through the open data kits 
were downloaded in Microsoft Excel® 
(Microsoft Office® suite 2007), 
and these data were imported into 
JASP 0.8.0.0 software. Responses 
were tabulated and descriptive 
statistics was used to analyse the 
data on factors influencing flood 
vulnerability and factors influencing 
the non-adherence of development 
control measures in Suleja, as well 

the selection of sample size is that 
the smaller the population, the bigger 
the sampling ratio has to be for an 
accurate sample. Neuman (1991) is 
of the opinion that a larger population 
size allows for a smaller sample size 
ratio for equal sampling. In selecting 
the sample, a multi-stage sampling 
technique was adopted such that 
each member of the population had 
an equal chance of being sampled. 
For the purpose of sampling, the 
study area was first alienated into 
10 geographical entities, based on 
the 10 political wards in the study 
area (see Table 1), followed by the 
neighbourhood delineation of the 
political wards. From this, 44 non-
overlapping neighbourhoods were 
identified and the major streets in 
the neighbourhoods were identified 
at the third stage. The final stage 
of the sampling process was the 
random selection of 0.1% of the 
residents (many of whom were 
adults) from the classified wards 
with all neighbourhood streets 
represented in the sample.

4.2 Data collection
Using open data kits (ODK), 
a questionnaire survey was 
administered to 278 selected 
residents from 10 wards in Suleja, 
Nigeria, from 25 September to 
7 October 2017. ODK allows 
the collection of data offline and 
submit the data, when internet 
connectivity is available (Hartung, 
Lerer, Anokwa, Tseng, Brunette & 
Borriello, 2010: article 18). Topics on 

Table 1:  Sample frame and sample size 

S/N Wards No. of 
neighbourhoods

No. of streets Sample frame Sample size 
(0.1%)

1 Bagama “A” 5 27 26 602 27

2 Bagama “B” 4 25 24 710 25

3 Magajiya 4 26 25 780 26

4 Iku South I 5 30 30 181 30

5 Iku South II 5 32 31 757 32

6 Hashimi A 3 24 23 709 24

7 Hashimi B 4 29 28 892 29

8 KurminSarki 5 31 27 036 27

9 Maje 4 27 28 601 27

10 Wambai 5 27 31 467 31

Total 44 278 278 735 278

Source:  Authors’ field survey
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as the effects of non-adherence 
to development control measures 
(Bhattacharyya & Johnson, 2014). 
This technique summarises data in 
an understandable way, by using 
frequencies and percentages 
(numerical) to reduce the 
number of responses to a mean 
score (Satake, 2016: 663). 

On the satellite images acquired, 
a buffer (setback) of 15 meters, as 
approved by the Niger State Urban 
Development Board (NSUDB) for 
riverside areas, was created along 
the water channels in the study area. 
This task was performed using the 
analysis tool in the Arc toolbox of 
ArcGIS 10.2 software. Buildings that 
fall within the buffer line were also 
digitized on ArcGIS 10.2 and their 
actual numbers were determined 
on the attribute table created for 
the buildings. The Digital Terrain 
Model of Suleja was produced by 

Board), was created along the river 
channels. Buildings that fell within 
the buffer zones were mapped and 
considered to have contravened the 
development standards and as such 
vulnerable to flooding. The analysis 
revealed that a total of 799 buildings 
in the study area were developed in 
contravention of the development 
control standards. The contravening 
buildings, according to section 61(1) 
of the Nigerian Urban and Regional 
Planning Law of 1992 ought to have 
been demolished, because they 
pose a threat to the occupants and 
the public at large. The vulnerable/
contravening buildings are 
represented in red in Figure 2.

The high number of buildings 
developed in contravention of extant 
building regulations standards in the 
study area was attributed to laxity 
in enforcing development control 
measures by the town planning 

Figure 2:  A section of the vulnerable/contravening buildings in Suleja 
Source:  Authors’ field survey

interpolating the contours of the study 
area; hence, a vulnerability map 
was produced for the study area. 

Data gathered through the 
breakdown of official documents 
included the number of building 
plans submitted for approval, 
the percentage of building plans 
approved, population data and 
volume of solid waste collected 
yearly. These data were analysed 
using simple descriptive statistics 
of frequency and percentage.

5. RESULTS AND 
DISCUSSION

5.1 Flood vulnerability in Suleja

To determine the buildings vulnerable 
to flooding in Suleja, a buffer/set 
back of 15 meters, as stipulated by 
the local planning authority in Suleja 
(Niger State Urban Development 
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officers as well as the bureaucratic 
bottlenecks involved in the building 
approval process by the Niger State 
Urban Development Board. According 
to the Board (NSUDB), only 35% 
of the building plans submitted for 
approval were approved annually. 
Between 1987 and 2015, out of 
the 2 656 plans submitted, only 
932 building plans were approved 
by the Board (NSUDB) (Adeleye, 
2015). The refusal of the Board 
(NSUDB) to approve not more than 
35% of the plans submitted forced 
developers to proceed with their 
building development, regardless 
of the obvious implications of such 
acts, including vulnerability to 
flooding. This act of disregard for 

development control regulations 
gave rise to the development of 
buildings on marginal land portions 
and flood-prone areas. To produce a 
vulnerability map, a digital elevation 
model and the contour map with the 
rivers (water bodies) of Suleja were 
overlaid. The analysis from the digital 
elevation model reveals that the 
elevation of Suleja ranges from 274 
to 528 above sea level (Figure 3).

Figure 4 shows a section of the 
vulnerability map of Suleja. The areas 
of the study considered vulnerable 
to flooding were thus classified 
into three, based on their relative 
proximity to the river channels: low 
flood-risk areas, moderate flood-risk 
areas, and high flood-risk areas. 

Low flood-risk areas are those with a 
possibility of less than 3% chance of 
flood vulnerability, while the moderate 
flood-risk and high flood-risk areas 
have a possibility of 50%-90% 
and more than 90% chance of 
flood vulnerability, respectively.

5.2 Factors influencing flood 
vulnerability in Suleja

In 1976, the Federal Government’s 
decision to move the federal 
capital territory from Lagos to 
Abuja had a significant impact on 
the growth of Suleja, a sub-hub of 
the new Federal Capital Territory. 
Following this proclamation, the 
first master plan was prepared for 
Suleja in 1987, in order to guide 
and control the increasing physical 
development. According to the Niger 
State Urban Development Board 
(NSUDB), the Suleja master plan 
expired in 1997 and is yet to be 
reviewed. The inability of the Niger 
State Government to review the 
master plan in 1997 is momentous 
to present physical development 
challenges faced in Suleja. Table 2 
shows that, since the master plan 
was prepared in 1987, Suleja has 
recorded a significant increase in 
population growth. Table 2 reveals 
that the population of Suleja 
increased from 53 960 in 1987 to 
316 067 in 2018, with 485% increase. 
The implication of the population 
explosion and the obsolete 
master plan is the chaotic physical 
development evident in Suleja. 

Table 2:  Population of Suleja between 
1987 and 2018

Year Population Percentage of increase 
(%)

1987 53 960

2018 316 064 485

Source:  Projected with a growth 
rate of 3.2% from National Population 
Commission, 2006.

Poor compliance with building 
regulations in the study area, 
indiscriminate waste disposal 
methods, especially on waterways, 
poor drainage system, building 
on marginal land portions, and 
building along the river banks 
were other factors generally 

Figure 3:  DEM and contour map of Suleja 
Source:  Authors’ field survey
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considered to be responsible for 
flood vulnerability in the study area. 
Table 3 reveals that 43.5% of the 
respondents were of the view that 
indiscriminate waste disposal is a 
strong factor, while 18% were of 
the view that flood vulnerability in 
the area is also influenced by the 
poor drainage system. This claim 
was corroborated by the field 
survey carried out in the area. 

During the field survey, it was 
observed that uncollected solid 
waste littered many of the streets 
and water channels in Suleja 
(see Image 1). It was said that, since 
2013, the Niger State Environmental 
Protection Agency collected an 
annual average total of 308 940 cubic 
meters of solid waste in Suleja. It 
should, however, be stated that this 
statistic did not seem to reflect the 
true picture of solid waste collection 
in the area, as large volumes of 
solid waste were left uncollected 
daily in Suleja (Adeleye, 2015). 

Building on marginal lands was 
also considered a factor influencing 
flooding by 15.1% of the respondents. 
Although they are aware of the 
implications of siting buildings on 
marginal land, the residents of 
Suleja were of the opinion that 
affordability and availability of 
land influence their decision of 
building along the marginal lands. 
This claim is affirmed in Table 4. 
However, 22.7% of the respondents 
were of the opinion that building 
along river banks influences flood 
vulnerability in Suleja, an impression 
also shared by Environ (2017), an 
online platform. Environ (2017) 
was of the opinion that many of 
the victims of the 2017 flooding in 
Suleja were residents who lived in 
houses built along the river banks. 

Table 4 explains the factors 
responsible for the purchase of land 
for building in Suleja. Affordability 
of land influenced the choice of 
land by 44.96% of the respondents. 
The respondents in this class care 
less about the location of their 
property. Relatively flat land was 
responsible for the choice of land 
by 32.37% of the respondents. 
Preference was given to property 

Figure 4:  A section of the vulnerability map of Suleja
Source:  Authors’ field survey

Image 1:  Water channel filled with solid waste in Suleja
Source:  Authors’ field survey
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location by 15.47%, while the 
availability of facilities influenced the 
choice of 7.19% of the respondents.

5.3 Factors influencing the non-
adherence of development 
control measures in Suleja

A breakdown of official documents 
relating to the application and 
issuance of development permits 
was obtained from the Niger State 
Urban Development Board (NSUDB), 
Suleja Zonal Office. The information 
extracted from the documents 
revealed that five issues were 
responsible for the non-compliance 
of development control measures 
in Suleja. Results from an interview 
with an official of the Niger State 
Urban Development Board gave 
an insight into these factors.

Table 4:  Factors responsible for 
physical development in Suleja

Factors Respondents Percentage 
(%)

Affordable land 125 44.96

Relatively flat 
land

90 32.37

Location 43 15.47

Availability of 
facilities

20 7.19

Total 278 100

Source:  Authors’ field survey

5.3.1 Bureaucratic process in 
obtaining building approval

The cumbersome process of seeking 
building approval often discourages 
developers from seeking building 
permits. Building permits in Suleja 
usually take longer. To seek a 
quick approval, the developers 
may have to follow some illegal 
processes. The technical and 
administrative procedure developers 
often pass through before their 

5.3.5 Method of land ownership

The study also revealed that the 
customary method of land ownership 
practised in Suleja has a negative 
impact on the physical planning. 
A large expanse of land is often sold 
by the locals without the preparation 
of layout plans. The inability of 
the locals and the “Mai-Anguwa” 
(community head) to produce a plan/
document to guide the proposed 
development is usually accompanied 
by numerous challenges. These 
challenges, according to the 
Niger State Urban Development 
Board, are poor delineation of 
boundaries by the locals which often 
encourages encroachment on other 
land uses by developers and the 
proliferation of slums in Suleja. 

5.4 Implication of non-adherence 
to development control 
measures in Suleja

The study revealed that the 
emergence of slums, land 
degradation, flooding and poor 
accessibility are the effects of 
non-adherence to development 
control measures in Suleja. Table 5 
reveals that 7.2% of the respondents 
were of the opinion that land 
degradation implies non-adherence 
to development control measures in 
Suleja. This category of respondents 
believed that the lands that ought 
to be conserved (buffer zones) are 
either converted or distorted, due 
to the laxity in development control 
measures. Poor accessibility and 
emergence of slum are attributed to 
the implication of non-adherence to 
development control measures by 
12.6% and 46.0% of the respondents, 
respectively. The responses by the 
46.0% of the respondents indicate 
that weakness in the enforcement of 
development control measures will 
lead to chaotic planning. Onwubiko 
(2017) also shared this belief and 
opined that houses in Suleja are 
mostly ramshackle, associated 
with congestion as if there is a total 
absence of town planning authority 
in Suleja. Onwubiko’s (2017) 
statement indicates that development 
control measures are lacking. 

building permits is duly signed 
by the honourable commissioner 
usually refrain developers from 
seeking building approval. 

5.3.2 Laxity in inspection 
exercises by planning 
officials

The lackadaisical attitude of 
the planning officials towards 
monitoring of ongoing physical 
development usually paves the 
way for illegal structures such 
as building along waterways, 
encroachment on marginal lands 
and access roads, because the 
monitoring of physical development 
is not done on a regular basis. 

5.3.3 Corruption and non-
discipline by planning officials
Buildings that ought to be marked 
for demolition are often spared 
because of the kickbacks received 
from the developers. According to 
the planning official interviewed, 
some building permits may not 
be released if the planning official 
responsible is not remunerated.

5.3.4 Inadequate staff and use of 
obsolete equipment

The Niger State Urban Development 
Board is faced with inadequate 
manpower. This factor can also 
be attributed to the laxity in the 
inspection of physical development 
in Suleja. The study revealed that 
the 10 political wards in Suleja 
do not have updated maps that 
can be used for charting ongoing 
physical development in the town. 
The cadastral maps available were 
prepared in the 1970s or the early 
1980s. The use of obsolete maps has 
greatly affected the coordination of 
the proposed physical development 
in Suleja with the existing structures.

Table 3:  Factors influencing flood vulnerability in Suleja

Options Respondent Percentage (%)

Indiscriminate waste disposal on water ways 121 43.5

Poor drainage system 50 18.0

Building on marginal lands 42 15.1

Building along river banks 63 22.7

Cultural belief 2 0.7

Total 278 100

Source: Authors’ field work
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Table 5:  Effects of non-adherence to 
development control measures 
in Suleja

Option Respondents Percentage 
(%)

Land 
degradation

20 7.2

Poor 
accessibility

35 12.6

Emergence 
of slum

128 46.0

Flooding 95 34.2

Total 278 100

Source:  Authors’ field work 

On the other hand, 34.2% of the 
respondents (the second highest) 
were of the opinion that flooding is 
an implication of non-adherence to 
development control measures in 
Suleja. The responses of the 34.2% 
of the respondents who believed 
that flooding is an implication of 
non-adherence to development 
control measures can be attributed 
to the manner in which physical 
development is carried out. This 
claim was also affirmed by Opara 
(2017) who believed that the 
90 houses destroyed and the 
500 persons displaced in the course 
of the 2017 flooding in Suleja could 
have been avoided if development 
measures were strictly adhered to.

6.  CONCLUSION AND 
RECOMMENDATION

In order to achieve an ideal city that 
will be attractive for living, working, 
and recreation, it is imperative 
to fully enforce the development 
control measures amidst the 
rapid urbanization experienced in 
Suleja. This study has effectively 
identified the buildings contravening 
development measures and the 
implications of non-adherence to 
development control measures.

The study recommends that buildings 
built in contravention of development 
control laws should be marked and 
demolished, as stipulated by the 
Town Planning Law of 1992. This Act 
will serve as a wake-up call to the 
public on the need to strictly adhere 
to development control measures. 

The study also recommends that 

town planning officials should 
perform inspection exercises to 
development sites on a regular 
basis and that planners should 
be cautioned on the dangers of 
all forms of non-discipline. The 
bureaucracy involved in the building 
approval by the Niger State Urban 
Development Board (NSUDB) should 
be addressed by the Niger State 
government in order to have more 
plans approved as against the 35% 
benchmark set by the Ministry. This 
will encourage developers to always 
seek development permits, thus 
reducing the rate of contravention.

The Niger State Environmental 
Protection Agency saddled with all 
environmental responsibilities should 
sensitize the residents of Suleja 
on the dangers of indiscriminate 
solid waste disposal, especially on 
waterways. This will go a long way 
in reducing flood vulnerability in the 
study area and elsewhere in the 
State. In addition, more skip bins and 
waste disposal facilities should be 
available and be properly sited by the 
Niger State Environmental Protection 
Agency (NSEPA) for effective 
waste collection and disposal.
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Abstract
South Africa’s policy framework is firmly committed to an infrastructure-led development 
path in order to support inclusive and widespread growth. The implementation of large-
scale transportation infrastructure spent on ports, road, rail and airports is positioned to 
support multi-scaled growth through trade in sub-Saharan Africa. Convergence of policy 
and practice-based research findings make a strong case for increasing international 
trade in, and within sub-Saharan Africa, through improved international connectivity, 
regional integration and logistics as a strategy for shifting the growth potential of the 
region. The development of Dube TradePort (DTP), including King Shaka International 
Airport (KSIA), was based on the rationale that airports support trade and the movement 
of goods between global and regional economies, through improved logistics at the 
local level. This article interrogates the assumption that long-term investment in 
airport infrastructure and related industrial uses are sufficient preconditions to support 
trade with the expanding sub-Saharan markets. A case study approach, including 
interviews, observations, and document reviews, was used to better understand air-
cargo development at DTP in eThekwini Municipality. Previous studies on DTP have 
investigated how space is shaped in the vicinity of the airport through governance 
and ownership arrangements. This study focuses on how a purpose-built airport with 
precincts, containing specialised infrastructure and related uses, interacts with the flow 
of goods as distinct from passenger flows. Findings suggest that, while DTP plays 
a role in attracting foreign and local investment and related trade, structural trade 
dynamics are impacting on African connectivity in the movement of goods between 
global and regional economies.
Keywords: Air cargo, airport infrastructure, Greenfields, logistics

GESPESIALISEERDE LUGHAWE-INFRASTRUKTUUR OM KONNEKSIE 
TE ONDERSTEUN: DUBE TRADEPORT GEVALLESTUDIE, ETHEKWINI-
MUNISIPALITEIT, SUID-AFRIKA
Die Suid-Afrikaanse beleidsraamwerk is stewig verbind tot ’n infrastruktuur- geleide 
ontwikkelings pad om inklusiewe en wydverspreide groei te ondersteun. Die implemen-
tering van groot skaalse vervoerinfrastruktuurbesteding op hawens, paaie, treine en 
lughawens is geposisioneer om multi-skaalgroei te ondersteun deur handel in Afrika 
suid van die Sahara. Konvergensie van beleids- en praktyk gebaseerde navorsings-
bevindings maak ’n sterk saak vir die toenemende internasionale handel in en binne Afrika 
suid van die Sahara deur verbeterde internasionale konnektiwiteit, streeks integrasie 
en logistiek as ’n strategie vir die verskuiwing van groei potensiaal van die streek. 
Die ontwikkeling van Dube TradePort (DTP), insluitende die King Shaka Internasionale 
Lughawe (KSIA), was gebaseer op die rasionaal dat lughawehandel en die beweging 

van goedere tussen globale en streeks -
ekonomieë deur verbeterde logistiek 
op die plaaslike skaal ondersteun word. 
Hierdie artikel ondersoek die aanname 
dat langtermyn belegging in lughawe- 
infrastruktuur en verwante nywerheids -
gebruike voldoende voorwaardes is om 
handel met groeiende markte suid van die 
Sahara te ondersteun. ’n Gevallestudie-
benadering, insluitende onderhoude, 
waarnemings, en dokumentresensies is 
onderneem om lugvragontwikkeling by 
DTP in die eThekwini Munisipaliteit beter 
te verstaan. Vorige studies oor DTP het 
gekyk na hoe ruimte in die omgewing van 
die lughawe gevorm word deur bestuurs- 
en eienaarskapsreëlings. Hierdie studie 
fokus op hoe ’n doelgebaseerde lughawe 
met gebiede wat gespesialiseerde infra-
struktuur en verwante gebruike bevat, 
in wisselwerking met die vloei van 
goedere verskil van passasier strome. 
Bevindings dui daarop dat, terwyl DTP ’n 
rol speel in die aantrek van buite landse 
en plaaslike beleggings en verwante 
handel, het strukturele handels dinamika 
’n impak op Afrika-konnektiwiteit in die 
beweging van goedere tussen globale en 
streeksekonomieë.
Sleutelwoorde: Groenvelde, logistiek, 
lughawe-infrastruktuur, lugvrag

MERALO YA MOTHEO E 
IKGETHILENG YA BOEMAFOFANE 
HO TSHEHETSA DIKGOKAHANO: 
TABA YA DUBE TRADEPORT, 
ETHEKWINI MUNICIPALITY, 
SOUTH AFRICA 
Molawana wa moralo wa Afrika Borwa o 
inehetse ka botlalo ho tsela ya ntshetsopele 
e etelletsweng pele ke meralo ya motheo 
bakeng sa ho tshehetsa kgolo e nang le 
kenyelletso le e phatlalletseng. Ketsahatso 
ya sekala se seholo sa meralo ya 
motheo ya transporoto e sebedisitsweng 
boemakepeng, tseleng, diporong le 
boemafofaneng, e beilwe ho tshehetsa 
kgolo ya “multi-scaled” ka kgwebisano ka 
hare ho sub-Saharan Africa. Kopano ya 
molawana le diphumano tsa dipatlisiso 
tse itshetlehileng hodima ketsahatso, 
di etsa taba e tsitsitseng bakeng sa ho 
eketsa kgwebisano ya matjhabatjhaba 
mona le ka hare ho sub-Saharan Africa, 
le ka dikgokahano tse ntlafaditsweng tsa 
matjhabatjhaba, le kopano ya lebatowa 
le tlhophiso tse hlokahalang ho etsa hore 
tshebetso e atlehe (logistics), jwalo ka 
leano bakeng sa ho tjhetjhisa kgonahalo 
ya kgolo ya lebatowa. Ntshetsopele ya 
Dube TradePort (DTP), ho kenyelletswa 
King Shaka International Airport (KSIA), 
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di ne di itshetlehile hodima motheo wa 
hore maemafofane a tshehetsa kgwebo 
le tsamao ya thepa dipakeng tsa moruo 
wa lefatshe lohle le wa lebatowa, ka 
ditlhophiso tse ntlafaditsweng tse 
hlokahalang ho etsa hore tshebetso e 
atlehe (improved logistics) boemong 
ba selehae. 
Atikele ena e botsollotsa monahano 
wa hore letsete/peheletso ya tjhelete 
ya nako e telele meralong ya motheo 
ya boemafofane le ditshebediso tse 
amanang le indasteri, ke ditlhoko tse 
lekaneng bakeng sa ho tshehetsa 
kgwebo le dimmaraka ka hare ho sub-
Saharan Africa. Mokgwa wa thuto ya 
mehlala, ho kenyelletswa le diinthaviu, 
ditemoho, le tekolobotjha ya ditaba tse 
ngotsweng, di sebedisitswe ho utlwisisa 
hantle ntshetsopele ya air-cargo ho 
DTP eThekwini Municipality. Dithuto 
tse fetileng ho DTP di entse diphuputso 
tsa hore na sebaka se bopilwe 
jwang sebakeng sa boemafofane ka 
ditlhophiso tsa tsamaiso ya puso le 
monga sona. Thuto ena e tsepamisitse 
maikutlo hodima boemafofane bo 
ahilweng ka lebaka la dipehelo tse nang 
le meralo e kgethehileng ya motheo le 
mabaka a amehang; di kopana le ho 
falliswa ha thepa jwalo ka ha di fapane 
le ho falliswa ha batho. Diphumano di 
hlahisa hore, le ha DTP e bapala karolo 
bakeng sa ho hohela letsete/peheletso 
ya tjhelete e tswang kantle le ya 
selehae, mmoho le kgwebo e amehang; 
ho fetoha ha sebopeho kgwebong ho 

na le tshwaetso kgokahanong ya Afrika 
bakeng sa ho tsamaisa thepa mahareng 
a lefatshe ka bophara le lebatoweng.

1. INTRODUCTION AND 
RESEARCH PROBLEM

Airports have attracted substantial 
critiques from planners relating 
to privatisation of spaces 
(Freestone, 2011), abetting sprawl 
(O’Connor, 2003), problematic 
land-use interfaces (Stevens 
& Baker, 2013), and reduced 
environmental amenity (Charles, 
Barnes, Ryan & Clayton, 2007). 
Considering the strategic spatial 
planning decisions at Dube 
TradePort (DTP) and King Shaka 
International Airport (KSIA), this 
article focuses on DTP’s stated 
intention to improve foreign and local 
investment through airport-related 
infrastructure. The performance 
of trade emanating from the 
local investment is considered in 
terms of contradictory dynamics 
impacting on connectivity in Africa.

Air transportation plays an integral 
part in production and distribution 
networks supporting the movement 
of goods between global and local 

economies. While ports play a 
dominant role in the amount of goods 
moving between international and 
local trade, airports are significant 
in the value of these high-value, 
perishable and time-sensitive 
goods. Air cargo accounts for less 
than 1% of the world trade tonnage 
and 35% of the world trade value, 
and over half of air cargo is moved 
internationally in dedicated freighters 
as opposed to wide-belly passenger 
planes (Boeing, 2017: 6). Although 
international trade is, to a large 
extent, sea-based and a small 
volume is moved by air, the landside 
modal choices between air, road and 
rail to distribute within the agreed 
price, time and quality parameters 
fall within the field of logistics 
and supply chain management. 
On the landside, the geography of 
distributing freight combined with 
dispersed production across cities 
creates city-wide land-use challenges 
for managing logistics-related growth. 

Geographically, airfreight demand 
is highly concentrated, with 
approximately 85% of scheduled 
freighter flights operating 
from 50 cargo airports across 
North America, Asia, and Europe 
(Boeing, 2017: 6). Within Africa, 
air trade functions across a sparse 
network and air cargo accounts for 
some 8% of the total 1.8 billion tons 
of air cargo originating or destined for 
Africa. African air cargo is dominated 
by a few leading economies, with 
South Africa (16.1%), Egypt (15.9%), 
Kenya (12.9%), Nigeria (10.7%), 
Ethiopia (10%) and others (34.3%) 
accounting for respective shares in 
international air-cargo flows in 2015 
(Boeing, 2017: 36). Bilateral and 
free trade agreements in Africa are 
encouraging new intra-Africa air-
cargo lanes. However, restrictions, 
protectionism (Meichsner, O’Connell 
& Warnock-Smith, 2018:182), the 
cost and availability of current ground 
infrastructure (Button, Brugnoli, 
Martini & Scotti, 2015: 85), and 
specialised air-cargo infrastructure 
limit the expansion of air services 
(Boeing, 2017: 36; Abate, 2016: 328).

Locally, air cargo is highly 
concentrated at the OR Tambo 

Figure 1:  Geographical concentration of airports
Source:  DUT Department of Town and Regional Planning, GIS Unit
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International Airport (ORTIA), where 
this hub accounts for approximately 
399 781 tonnes (79%) of the 
national share of 504 022 tonnes 
(ACSA, 2018). DTP, incorporating 
KSIA, is specifically designed to 
support air-cargo logistics and is 
developing trade flows directly with 
Durban, moving outside the hub. 
Within eThekwini Municipality, KSIA 
and DTP are located some 40 km 
north of Africa’s busiest container 
port, serving sub-Saharan Africa. 
The proximity raises some interesting 
issues on how infrastructure 
investments can add value to the 
existing trade-related flows through 
Durban and, in the long run, play a 
role in Southern African Development 
Community (SADC) regional 
integration. It is estimated that, within 
the SADC region, approximately 62% 
of exports come from South Africa 
(Hartzenberg, 2011: 11) and these 
are distributed on predominantly 
road-based networks. Infrastructure 
is identified as a constraint to trade 
in Africa, with extensive distances 
and transportation costs constraining 
landside distribution networks 
(Hartzenberg, 2011: 3-4; Meichsner 
et al., 2018: 182; New Partnership 
for Africa’s Development (NEPAD), 
2016: xii). These constraints reduce 
productivity gains, increase inventory 
stocks, and limit the development 
of new supply chains in Africa. 

Imperatives for intra-African trade 
are well documented. However, 
the role of infrastructure-led 
development and specifically 
airport-led development, in achieving 
inclusive economic growth with 
poverty reduction outcomes, is 
unclear. Planning critiques of airport-
led development tend to focus on 
sustainability consequences of 
large-scale infrastructure. Yet hardly 
any attention is paid to questioning 
the underlying development path 
based on supply-side infrastructure 
investment to support trade and 
related economic growth. Air cargo 
moving through airports and the 
relationship with other modalities 
and land uses provide a useful entry 
point to probe the air-cargo logistics 
dynamics through purpose-built air 

infrastructure case, in order to assess 
trade and investment potential.

2. CONCEPTUAL 
FRAMEWORK AND 
DEFINITIONS

The significance of airfreight logistics 
invokes a body of literature on 
transport geography that investigates 
how tradable goods move in 
supply chains. Airports play a role 
in particular supply chains and, 
although the relative tonnage moving 
by air as opposed to sea is marginal, 
the demand for component parts and 
completed goods delivered on time 
across space drives the demand 
for air logistics. The prominence of 
air logistics differs between supply 
chains, but also varies at points 
in logistics processes related to 
production, distribution, consumption, 
or re-use of goods, dependent 
on how critical time is. Modal 
competition between air, road, rail 
and sea comes into play where high-
value goods are dependent on timing, 
but not urgent. There is substantial 
planning literature on airport-led 
development that explains the socio-
economic dynamics surrounding 
airports and the production of 
urban development in support 
aviation- and non-aviation-related 
land uses (Freestone & Baker, 2011; 
Mokhele, 2017; Charles et al., 2007; 
Stevens & Baker, 2013; Stevens, 
Baker & Freestone, 2010) and on 
the cargo side-related air logistics 
(O’Connor, 2010; Coetzee & 
Swanepoel, 2017; Boloukian & 
Siegmann, 2016; O’Connor, 2013). 
The sequencing of broader property 
development investment decisions in 
the case study and the importance 
of the port relative to the airport in 
attracting logistics activity are part 
of a broader study not covered 
in this article. Conceptually, the 
article focuses on understanding 
how air cargo relates to production 
and distribution activity.

In this study, logistics refers to “the 
wide set of activities dedicated to 
the transformation and circulation of 
goods, such as the material supply 
of production, the core distribution 
and transport function, wholesale 

and retail and also the provision of 
households with consumer goods as 
well as the related information flows” 
(Hesse & Rodrigue, 2004: 172). 
The definition implies two major 
interrelated functions of logistics. 
The first relates to the physical 
distribution function, with the derived 
transport segment, and the second 
relates to the materials management 
function with the induced transport 
segment (Hesse & Rodrigue, 
2004: 172). Physical distribution 
is the “movement of goods from 
the point of production to the point 
of consumption and materials 
management includes all the 
activities related in the manufacturing 
of commodities in all their stages 
of production along a supply chain” 
(Hesse & Rodrigue, 2004: 173). 
Inherent in this spatially constructed 
notion of logistics is the idea 
of pursuing optimal integration 
between modalities as one layer, 
and the integration between 
places of production, distribution 
and consumption as another. 
The framework allows for a relational 
understanding of how infrastructure, 
designed to interact with the flow 
of goods across networks, holds 
possibilities, and how these flows 
can integrate with broader land-use 
processes. Air transportation forms 
part of the networks and nodes in 
the physical distribution and the 
materials management function 
and would need to integrate with 
other modes of transportation and 
production, storage and distribution 
use in order to fulfil this logistic 
function. The complexities lie in 
achieving connectivity within the 
air network as well as integration 
with land-based networks, where 
transportation networks underlie the 
territorial organisation of economic 
activities in space (Rodrigue, 
Comtois & Slack, 2013: 22). In other 
words, interrogating air cargo within 
this definition of logistics focuses 
the research on both the distribution 
functions from production to 
consumption (including linkages with 
other modalities) interacting with air 
cargo and, secondly, the linkages 
with production land uses interacting 
with air cargo across supply chains. 
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The extent to which networks are 
embedded in local employment, land 
use and supply chains is a factor 
in determining local equity gains.

Air transport is arguably not only 
a functional enabler, but also 
an outcome of logistics related 
to changes in global production 
processes. Logistics is critiqued in 
“mobities” literature for its role in 
perpetuating late capitalism and, 
by extension, related injustices and 
exclusions (Lin, 2018: 14). Birtchnell, 
Savitzky and Urry (2015: 6) 
raise concerns relating to global 
material circulation with critiques 
concerning development paths 
engaged with globalisation. 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW
Airport-led development attracts 
both international and local attention 
through the convergence of practice-
based and academic interest in the 
posited economic growth potential 
of airports. Proponents of positive 
economic development impacts 
argue that airports act as catalysts 
for urban growth in the era of 
globalisation (Addie, 2014: 87). 
By extension, these arguments for 
airport infrastructure expansion rely 
on the growth potential of the airport 
regions, where branding regions 
such as an Aerotropolis (Kasarda 
& Lindsay, 2012; Kasarda, Appold 
& Peoples Jr, 2014), and related 
spatial descriptions of airport-led 
development is evident (Freestone 
& Baker, 2011). However, amidst the 
growth claims, airport regions are not 
without sustainability critiques related 
to fuels, noise (Charles et al., 2007; 
Kivits, Charles & Ryan, 2010), 
cost overruns (Flyvbjerg, 2007; 
Robbins, 2015), contested political 
decisions (Todes, 2014), terrorism 
targets (Graham, 2006), and related 
to global pandemics (Hwang, 
Mahoney, James, Lin, Berro, Keybl, 
Goedecke, Mathieu & Wilson, 2012).

The literature on whether airport 
activity is a function or cause of 
economic activity echoes deeper 
debates within transportation 
literature, questioning the merits 
of state infrastructure investments 

based on assumed growth 
relationships (Banister & Berechman, 
2000: 12). The debates on whether 
transport infrastructure investments 
engender economic development 
reflect assumptions on economic 
potential growth paths. The 
neoclassic growth theories that 
emphasise supply-side factors such 
as capital (investments and savings) 
and technology to promote economic 
growth have been favoured by 
endogenous growth theories that pick 
up on the importance of technology 
and infrastructure in the growth 
process. Button & Taylor (2000: 214) 
note the prevalence of endogenous 
theories in airport-related research, 
with arguments for infrastructure 
investment to foster economic 
growth. These arguments are 
again evident in the African policy 
review, linking productivity growth to 
infrastructure provision as a public-
sector activity that stimulates regional 
development. However, endogenous 
models are critiqued for insufficient 
attention paid to demands side 
issues such as exports and balance 
of payment constraints impacting on 
employment and productivity (Pike, 
Pose & Tomaney, 2006: 107). The 
oversight of the historical socio-
economic and institutional contexts 
shaping the economic growth 
process has subsequently received 
more attention in regional planning. 

The review found that econometric 
studies are a common empirical 
method for relating air-transport 
investment to national economic 
growth (Hakim & Merkert, 2016; 
Allroggen & Malina, 2014; Küçükönal 
& Sedefoğlu, 2017; Baker, Merkert & 
Kamruzzaman, 2015; Abate, 2016; 
Chang & Chang, 2009; Button & 
Yuan, 2013). However, the findings 
suggested conflicting results with 
respect to causality directions. 
Brueckner (2003: 1), corroborated 
by Green (2007: 111), both argue 
that airports may be a function, as 
well as a cause, of economic growth. 
However, in general, passenger 
activity as opposed to cargo activity 
is a better predictor of economic 
growth. In support of Brueckner 
(2003: 1), Sheard (2014: 146) also 
found that air infrastructure yields 

positive effects on service-sector 
employment, but no measurable 
effect on manufacturing or most of 
the non-tradable sectors, regardless 
of airport size in the USA. The 
direct, indirect and multiplier links 
between airports and economic 
development depend on the split 
between passenger- and cargo-
focused operations as well as on 
connectivity (Green, 2007; Kasarda 
& Green, 2005; Brueckner, 2003). 
It is not surprising that studies 
indicate that national growth 
generates airport passenger 
demand (Allroggen & Malina, 2014, 
Küçükönal & Sedefoğlu, 2017), 
and in the context of significant 
growth in South East Asia, this 
generates both passenger and freight 
activity (Hakim & Merkert, 2016). 
On the whole, findings linking 
economic growth and the demand 
for freight are ambiguous.

Research on Greenfields airports 
in Africa is restricted to the role of 
public-private partnerships (PPP) 
in infrastructure development, 
citing only three Greenfields 
airports in Africa since 2007 
(Tomová, 2009: 13). Funding 
of Greenfields airports, even in 
the context of substantial airport 
privatisation over the past thirty 
years (Cruz & Marques, 2011), 
is a challenge. Capital-intensive 
airport investments are particularly 
risky, given the scale of investment 
required, the sensitivity to economic 
climate, and the competition for 
routes. Not only is cost recovery 
difficult (Button, Costa & Cruz, 
2007:213), and cost overruns typical 
(Flyvbjerg, Holm & Buhl, 2002: 4), 
but in PPPs the state assumes 
substantial commercial risk (Cruz 
& Marques, 2011: 394). The 
concessions for private spending 
are typically applied over thirty-year 
periods (Cruz & Marques, 2011: 394).

The assertion that transportation 
infrastructure relates to economic 
growth is a widely held view justifying 
substantial state investment in 
infrastructure expansion plans. 
However, given the association 
between growth and broader 
economic performance, the context 
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of the airport-related investment 
matters. This review suggests 
a more nuanced and context-
dependent approach relating airport 
development to connectivity, which 
may offer useful insights into the 
regional dynamics of freight and 
urban development. Globally, 
air-cargo flows are more strongly 
localised than air-passenger flows, 
reflecting traditional concentrations 
of global production output 
(Bowden, 2014). The distinction 
between the differential logics 
behind the geography of passenger 
and air cargo flows is important 
to understand the implied air 
connectivity. Airports can arguably 
leverage agglomeration gains in 
cities and improve accessibility 
to markets. However, established 
economies are shown to induce 
greater passenger growth, with 
related gains. In the case of freight 
activity, the airport infrastructure 
is not a sufficient precondition 
for growth; the local and regional 
context is key in the production 
and distribution of goods in specific 
supply chains related to airports.

4. POLICY REVIEW
Practice-based literature recognises 
that, although Africa holds a relatively 
marginal share in aviation services, 
the potential for growth is significant. 
According to the International Air 
Transport Association (IATA), air 
freight grew more than twice as fast 
as global trade volumes during 2017, 
with the most significant margins 
emerging post-global financial 
crisis of 2010 (International Air 
Transport Association, 2018b: 12). 
Strong growth internationally was 
attributed in part to the global 
inventory restocking cycle, as well 
as to the demand for manufactured 
exports (IATA, 2018a: 8). 
However, notable growth in Africa, 
with related changing air-trade 
patterns, is attributed to trade and 
investment opportunities from 
increased participation in global 
markets, population growth and 
increased foreign investment from 
Asia (International Air Transport 
Association, 2018a: 4). Currently, 

the intra-regional African share of 
airfreight is 12.9% of African trade, 
with some 60% trade with Europe. 
However, this intraregional share 
has grown by more than 35% over 
the past two years, reflecting a 
significant change in patterns of 
African trade (Boeing, 2017: 36).

Assumptions that trade causes 
growth are implicit in the World 
Bank’s policy agendas to promote 
open trade. In the context of 
sub-Saharan intraregional trade, 
Button et al. (2015: 88) claim that 
the World Bank, rather than fund 
equipment and air infrastructure, 
have reoriented their trade creation 
policy towards regulatory support 
functions. According to the World 
Bank investigations, the African 
markets are highly fragmented 
and, while some countries have 
removed import duties within 
regional blocks, obstacles such as 
non-tariff and regulatory barriers 
limit the movement of goods across 
borders and raise the transactional 
costs (World Bank, 2012: xvii). The 
implied agenda is to promote regional 
trade and to strengthen the internal 
integration within Africa. The impact 
is that Africa is more integrated 
with the rest of the world than itself, 
specifically through air connectivity.

The discourse on liberalisation 
and free trade as mechanisms to 
open African markets to export and 
investments remains contested. 
Promotion of free trade is evident in 
the policy agendas of international 
lending agencies (IMF and the World 
Bank) and reflected in the dominant 
research agenda on air services 
in Africa. Research on airport-led 
development in Africa, particularly 
at the national level, is based, to a 
large extent, on econometric models 
forecasting future demand. It argues 
that greater liberalisation in air 
trade promotes growth (Njoh, 2008; 
Button et al., 2015; Njoya, 2016; 
Adler, Njoya & Volta, 2018; 
Ssamula, 2012; Ssamula & Venter, 
2013; Abate, 2016). Njoya (2016: 1) 
assessed some of the impediments 
to liberalisation of African air services 
and found that Southern African 
countries are particularly reluctant 

to enter into agreements to open up 
the competition and, by implication, 
place subsequent pressure on 
costs. Njoya (2016: 1) argues for the 
creation of a single African aviation 
market through the implementation of 
the Yamoussoukro Decision, aimed 
at airline cooperation and integration 
through liberalisation. However, 
a generic liberalisation strategy 
in pursuit of trade and growth is 
arguably questionable. Regionally 
appropriate and contextually derived 
development paths may hold the 
possibility for local and regional 
development (Pike, Rodríguez-
Pose & Tomaney, 2007: 1255). 
In other words, variations in local 
and regional dynamics prompt 
differential responses to increased 
air connectivity and how connectivity 
is tied into place-based production.

Trade liberalisation is suggestive of a 
wider neoliberal agenda to enhance 
economic competitiveness. It is 
also arguably one of the neoliberal 
policy packages whereby free-
market principles are privileged 
over state protectionism to ensure 
adherence to laissez-faire multilateral 
free trade. The main concern is 
that neoliberal policies tend to 
restrict public intervention in the 
market, potentially constraining the 
planning instruments. As a public 
interest activity based on normative 
principles of inclusive growth, 
planning can be at odds with regional 
and national economic growth 
juxtaposed local environmental 
intrusion (Freestone, 2011: 129). 

The thread of infrastructure-led 
development to strengthen intra-
African trade and integration 
is consistently found in policy 
documents. Africa’s Agenda 2063 
anticipates the development 
of a “world-class integrative 
infrastructure” (AUC, 2015: 4-5). 
This focus echoes Goal 9 of the 
Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDG) adopted by the United 
Nations and calls for building 
“resilient infrastructure, promote 
sustainable industrialization and 
foster innovation” (UN, 2018: online). 
The African Union Commission’s 
(AUC) vision and strategy also 
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include infrastructure provision in 
support of trade and inclusive growth 
(AUC, 2015: 5; 2013: 3). As the 
development agency for the AUC, 
the New Partnership for Africa’s 
Development (NEPAD) focuses on 
regional integration, infrastructure, 
and trade. The NEPAD programmes 
to ‘Move Africa’ and the ‘Programme 
for Infrastructural Development in 
Africa’ (PIDA) implement the AUC’s 
vision to promote development and 
poverty reduction through improved 
access to integrated regional and 
continental infrastructure networks 
and services. The argument for 
regional integration by the African 
Development Bank Group funding 
these programmes is to add value 
to African products, create larger 
markets, attract investment and 
trade for sustained and inclusive 
growth and development, and 
improve Africa’s competitiveness 
(African Development Bank Group, 
2015: 15). It is noted that coastal 
cities are critical for transit and 
that both airports and seaports 
feature as Africa’s logistics and 
infrastructure hubs (African 
Development Bank Group, 2015: 24). 

Industrialisation is at the centre of 
Africa’s structural transformation, 
with infrastructure identified 
as the catalyst for NEPAD 
implementation (NEPAD, 2016: 8). 
Transportation costs in Africa are 
relatively high and raise concern 
for trade competitiveness. It is 
estimated that freight costs, as a 
percentage of import value, are 
13% for Africa, compared to 8.8% 
for other developing countries, 
and 5.2% for industrial countries 
(NEPAD, 2016: xii). The importance 
of transport infrastructure, power and 
ICT are identified as contributors to 
economic development and poverty 
reduction in Africa. Within this 
context, aviation receives particular 
attention. NEPAD identified the 
creation of a single African Aviation 
Market as a flagship project, 
including renewed commitments to 
the liberalisation of air trade in Africa 
(NEPAD, 2017). Commitment to 
regional integration and sustained 
growth through the SADC member 
states is demonstrated in SADC 

2015 Consolidated Treaty on 
matters related to infrastructure 
and trade (SADC, 2015: 2). 

Within South Africa, there is again a 
strong policy alignment from national, 
provincial to local, supporting an 
infrastructure-led growth path. 
The National Development Plan 
(NDP) argues the case for greater 
integration in the global economy to 
engage with new opportunities based 
on a leap in trade that promotes 
sustainable and inclusive growth by 
2030 (South Africa. National Planning 
Commission, 2012: 49). Transport 

infrastructure features in the National 
Vision for “supporting the movement 
of goods from points of production to 
where they are consumed, facilitating 
regional and international trade” 
(South Africa. National Planning 
Commission, 2012: 166). The NDP 
spatially targets the development 
of the Durban-Gauteng freight 
corridor in terms of the role of moving 
the country’s high-value freight 
(South Africa. National Planning 
Commission, 2012: 166). The 
National Medium Term Strategic 
Framework 2014-2019 in support of 
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the NDP reiterates the development 
of efficient competitive and 
responsive economic infrastructure, 
supported by Strategic Integrated 
Projects (SIPS) (South Africa. 
The Presidency, 2017: 23-24). 
The Durban-Gauteng corridor or 
SIP2 corridor aligns with the NDP 
to ensure that infrastructure is 
adequately planned and coordinated 
to promote the efficient movement 
of goods (South Africa. Presidential 
Infrastructure Coordinating 
Commission, 2012). At a provincial 
level, DTP and the emerging 
‘Aerotropolis’ play a central role in 
KwaZulu-Natal’s (KZN) Provincial 
Growth and Development Plan, 
2011-2030 (South Africa. Province of 
Kwa-Zulu-Natal, 2011: 118). Locally, 
DTP features in the Integrated 
Development Plan (IDP), despite 
earlier political contestations with 
the municipality (Todes, 2014: 264), 
and the subsequent inclusion 
in the IDP. Although the strong 
policy alignment is evident, the 
coordination, sequencing and 
funding of infrastructure locally is a 
challenge. Key impacts emanating 
from freight movements in the Spatial 
Development Framework include 
the sub-optimal split of moving 
goods by road instead of rail from 
ports; associated GHG emissions 
of freight travel and challenges of 
growing exports within an economic 
slowdown and downgraded 
investment climate (South Africa. 
eThekwini Municipality, 2018: 130).

5. DUBE TRADEPORT 
CASE STUDY

The DTP development site is the 
largest infrastructural project in the 
KZN province and forms part of 
the NDP for the country. The site 
is strategically located in relation 
to infrastructure supporting trade 
and is some 35 km north of the 
container port of Durban and some 
150 km south of the bulk port of 
Richard’s Bay on the main provincial 
north-south N2 corridor. As part of 
the strategic infrastructure project 
(SIP) for the Durban-Free State 
Gauteng Logistics and Industrial 
Corridor, DTP is 40 km north of the 

western N1 corridor connecting 
the Durban container port with 
Johannesburg. The established 
road-based freight corridor is 
strongly tied to Africa’s busiest port 
and the nature of sea freight varies 
substantially in volume and value to 
air freight. Arguably, access to both 
sea and air infrastructure provides 
flexibility in how goods move. 

DTP falls within the KZN province, 
on the eastern seaboard of South 
Africa, and is home to some 10.3 
million people (STATSSA, 2011). 
The study area is located within 
the metropolitan area of eThekwini 
Municipality, where some 3.44 
million people live, 30.2% are 
unemployed, and the growth rate 

is estimated at 1.08% between 
2001 and 2011(STATSSA, 2011). 
The adjacent municipality of 
Ndwedwe (within the Ilembe District 
Municipality) has a population of 
140 820 people, with unemployment 
at 48.7% and a -0.2% growth rate 
between 2001 and 2011 (STATSSA, 
2011). North of DTP, between the 
eThekwini border and the south of 
the Tugela River, is KwaDukuza 
Municipality (within the Ilembe District 
Municipality), with a population of 
231 187, unemployment at 25% 
and growth at 2.3% between 2001 
and 2011 (STATSSA, 2011). The 
growth dynamics of KwaDukuza 
and eThekwini on the northern 
corridor are arguably interrelated. 

Figure 3:  Location of Dube TradePort within KwaZulu-Natal
Source:  DUT Department of Town and Regional Planning, GIS Unit
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In the study on suburbanisation 
processes, Todes (2014: 245) 
found that these areas displayed 
differential forms of growth related 
to land ownership. The dynamics 
of a dominant landowner, Tongaat 
Hulett, on the northern corridor 
surrounding the airport, was found 
to shape development in contrast 
to fragmented patterns displayed 
in KwaDukuza. Imperatives for 
DTP to create employment and 
contribute towards regional growth, 
particularly as a state entity tasked 
with promoting investment in KZN, 
are high (DTP, 2018: 12). According 
to DTP, public and private capital 
expenditure into Dube TradeZone 
1 and Dube AgriZone 1 created 
46 367 employment opportunities in 
KZN to date, including construction 
and operations, and contributed 
approximately R9.5 billion into the 
national GDP (DTC, 2017c:10). 
According to Robbins (2015: 3), 
the estimated construction costs 
covered by the state and related 
entities were in the order of 
R8 billion rand (USD1 billion in 
2010), with employment, cargo 
volumes and passenger numbers 
below the estimates on opening. The 
limitations of reaching short-term 
conclusions on the case of DTP, 
after some three years in operation, 
are recognized, given that airports 
plan for 10- and 30-year horizons.

DTPC was established to implement 
the development of the international 
airport and logistics platform to the 
north of eThekwini Municipality, 
Durban. The specific mandate 
for DTPC has shifted over the 
development phases of the project, 
initially conceived as a TriPort, 
multimodal logistics platform to a 
‘global manufacturing and air logistics 
platform’ responsible for development 
of the DTP site, including the 
designated Special Economic Zone 
(SEZ) to promote foreign and local 
investment (DTC, 2017a: 4; South 
Africa. eThekwini Municipality, 2015: 
143). The designation of DTPC in 
2016 as SEZ operator broadened 
the vision to enhance manufacturing 
and export capacity, and to attract 
foreign direct investment through 
government incentives and 

investor-related infrastructure. The 
specific SEZ incentives include 
15% corporate tax for qualifying 
entities, 10% per annum building 
allowance, employment incentives 
for low-income workers, import 
duty rebates for export-related 
production, value-added tax 
exemption under specific conditions 
for South African procedures, 
supplies and tax incentives 
(DTC, 2017b:2). In fact, the DTP 
mandate is strongly aligned with 
the government’s industrialisation 
policy to support trade by deriving 
agglomeration benefits of airport 
infrastructure as well as the 
spatially targeted investment 
through the SEZ instrument.

The DTP site includes KSIA, a 
dedicated cargo terminal, with a 
range of supporting precincts focused 
on warehousing, offices, retail, hotels, 
and agriculture. The site precinct 
shown in Figure 4 is divided into a 
number of precincts, with complex 
ownership arrangements related 
to the institutional arrangements 
negotiated between DTPC and ACSA 
in the lead-up to the site opening in 
2010, and more recently including 
Tongaat Hulett in TradeZone 3. 
The Cargo Terminal Precinct and 
TradeZone Precinct are owned by 
DTP and leased to tenants, while 
the Airport Precinct is owned by 
ACSA. ACSA owns and operates 
OR Tambo International Airport 
(ORTIA), Cape Town International 
Airport (CTIA), KSIA and the balance 
of regional airports in the country. 
DTPC is a provincial state-owned 
entity (SoE), and owns and operates 
Dube CargoTerminal, TradeZone, 
AgriZone and Dube City.

The 3 800-hectare site is centred on 
the Airport Precinct including KSIA 
passenger terminal with a 3.7 km 
runway. The Dube CargoTerminal 
located at mid-runway is a cargo-
handling facility, including cold 
storage, with direct, secure airside 
access. The TradeZone Precinct is 
designed for airport-related industrial 
activities with warehousing and 
logistics uses. Integral to the design 
is the TradeHouse, comprising of 
warehousing space and forwarders 

and shippers offices above. An 
elevated conveyor transfer system 
links the TradeHouse with the 
TradeZone to the adjacent Cargo 
Terminal. The AgriZone precinct 
comprises greenhouses, packing and 
sorting facilities, and related uses. 
Dube City Precinct is for business 
and hospitality purposes. The site 
was designed as a 60-year master 
plan underpinned with precinct plans 
approved by the municipality. Prior 
to the submission of site plans with 
the Municipality, an internal review 
system checks for consistency and 
the drawdown of development rights.

Prior to the construction, relocation 
and opening of the KSIA within DTP 
site on 1 May 2010, the previous 
Durban Airport operated as a 
regional airport, with limited runway 
length, some 20 km south of the 
Durban Port. The airport relocation 
was motivated first, by the stimulus 
to the regional economy through 
direct international long-haul flights; 
secondly, the growth in high-value 
manufactured and perishable goods, 
and, thirdly, investment opportunities 
created through connectivity (Institute 
of Natural Resources, 2006: 24).

The project became operational in 
the wake of the global economic 
crisis and despite the impact of the 
World Cup opening on the passenger 
side, the cargo side opened with 
limited air connectivity. Current 
passenger volumes of 5.6 million 
place KSIA as the third busiest airport 
in South Africa (DTC, 2018: 17). 
In their study on African networks, 
as a proxy for globalisation, Otiso, 
Derudder, Bassens, Devriendt & 
Witlox (2011: 619) rank Durban fourth 
in Africa and note that, along with 
Johannesburg, Cairo, Cape Town, 
Nairobi, Casablanca, and Durban, is 
also relatively well integrated into the 
global urban airline network. Initially, 
the air-cargo volumes between May 
2010 and March 2012 were averaged 
at 337 tons for imports and 105 tons 
for exports per month (DTC, 2012a: 
37). However, after some eight years 
of operation, cargo volumes have 
increased by 138% to a total of 19 
498 tons in 2017 (DTC, 2018: 14). 
DTP’s share of air-handling has 
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shifted, despite low levels of domestic 
economic growth. Changes in air 
connectivity at KSIA have impacted 
on the supply side of air-cargo 
handling volumes, with four additional 
routes flying from 2015 (Qatar 
Airways, Turkish Airlines, Ethiopian 
Airlines and Proflight Zambia), 
although only three are related to the 
Cargo Terminal, and another three in 
2016 (including Air Seychelles and Air 
Namibia). Although Ethiopian Airlines, 
Air Seychelles and SA Express 
withdrew in 2017, this was offset by 
the addition of Air Mauritius and more 
recently British Airways services in 
2018. Air-cargo growth has exceeded 
the GDP growth for KZN, due partly 
to the opportunities created through 
increased connectivity with Durban 
and partly to modal competition for 
transporting specific goods (Bantwini, 
27 August 2018: interview).

KSIA offers a range of scheduled 
and unscheduled flights and low-cost 
operations to short- and medium-haul 
destinations in the domestic market 
and growing regional market, as 
well as a small share of long-haul 
international flights. There are 19 
direct destinations from Durban, 
of which 11 are international 
destinations. These connect to 118 
second international destinations and 

a further 694 third-stop international 
destinations (DUT, 2017). DTP 
handles international cargo only 
and domestic operations are 
carried out by tenants in the Dube 
CargoTerminal. The international 
market is exclusively served through 
the existing wide-bodied aircraft, 
fixing the destination of exports 
through the related passenger hubs, 
rather than scheduled international 
freighter services. Charter freighters 
are arranged on an ad hoc basis, 
specifically where outsized cargo 
cannot be accommodated in the 
belly. Domestically, the air-cargo 
market is served by scheduled 
carriers, on a standard body B 737 
(less than 45 tons). This aircraft has 
the capacity for approximately 7 tons, 
but on average carries about 4.5 
tons a year, and the Cargo Terminal 
handles approximately 11% of the 
domestic cargo tonnage (Erskine & 
Bantwini, 2017: interview). In 2017, 
domestic cargo was restricted by 
both the domestic economic climate 
and reduced cargo capacity on 
domestic routes (DTC, 2018: 40).

The Cargo terminal was purpose-built 
to support airfreight industry growth 
in KZN, with sufficient capacity to 
support long-term development. The 
cargo handling has a capacity of 

100 000 tonnes of cargo annually, 
although current volumes are a fifth 
of the ultimate capacity (see Table 1).

The ability to move high-value to 
weight and time-critical goods, 
including component parts and 
perishable goods, was part of the 
initial strategy for developing an 
international air-cargo strategy for 
the KZN province. Although this 
requires dedicated and specialist 
air-cargo facilities, warehousing and 
an integrated network of intermodal 
logistics services, the bulk of air 
cargo is not transported in dedicated 
air freighters, as initially planned. 
In other words, in the context of 
DTP, domestic airfreight capacity 
is more strongly tied to production 
capacity, whereas international 
airfreight follows connectivity 
through passenger hubs. 

Goods, either able to absorb 
the higher cost of transport into 
pricing or due to time demands, 
are handled by the CargoTerminal 
and include electrical components 
and electronics, closely followed 
by engines, machines, equipment, 
and, more recently, clothing. 
Opportunities to establish linkages 
to well-established manufacturing 
and automotive clusters in Durban 
are important in the context of 
local economic stagnation and 
high unemployment figures. 
DTP have invested in the Dube 
Automotive Supply Park, located 
some 50 minutes to the south of 
the site. Mahindra have opted to 
locate a production plant in the 
TradeZone for opening in 2018.

The development of the SEZ at DTP 
has reinforced spatially targeted 
government industrialisation 
strategies, with the intention of 
developing specific clusters in 
the TradeZone adjacent to the 
CargoTerminal. The conversion of 
the previous Industrial Development 
Zone (IDZ) in 2014 to the SEZ 
can derive benefits for industrial 
development related to both proximity 
to transport infrastructure and 
fiscal incentives. The availability of 
serviced, zoned industrial land on the 
site saw the 26-hectare first phase 
developed, the balance sold out, and 

Figure 4:  Location of Dube TradePort site, including the King 
Shaka International Airport and Dube CargoTerminal

Source:  DUT Department of Town and Regional Planning, GIS Unit
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the 43-hectare second phase due for 
release following planning approval 
(DTC, 2018). Enterprises requiring 
air connectivity are targeted in the 
SEZ. However, the first phase shows 
uneven air dependence. Further 
development of the SEZ is intended 
for manufacturing, assembling, 
air-related cargo distribution, high-
tech aerospace services, electronics, 
and pharmaceuticals production, 
automotive, clothing, textiles, cold 
storage, warehousing, distribution, 
and logistics (DTC, 2018:6). Within 
the TradeZone, including the SEZ, 
the total investment value, by 
either Black-owned or -empowered 
companies, is approximately 
R1.629 billion (DTC, 2018: 41).

On the investment side at the 
TradeZone, DTP have sold their 
first phase and are in the process 

of developing the second phase 
of manufacturing linked to the ‘air 
logistics platform’. The SEZ at Dube 
TradeZone specifically targets 
investment towards electronics, 
pharmaceuticals and aerospace 
manufacturing, assembling and 
distribution firms. However, the real 
measure is not simply employment 
creation through on-site investment. 
Ensuring growth in air-freight 
volumes development through 
broader, regional supply chains is 
the measure in the longer term.

Although the development of the 
TradeZone derives some internal 
demand for airfreight, the pilot phase 
failed to secure strong airfreight 
linkages in all the sub-tenants. In 
subsequent development phases 
of TradeZone, requirements for air 
connectivity are implemented through 

targeted investment strategies, 
most notably in the automotive 
and pharmaceutical sectors. 
However, even on completion of the 
TradeZone, the viability of the Cargo 
Terminal is not based on internal 
demand. Some 20 freight-forwarding, 
logistics, storage and distribution 
companies are located in the 
facility to support air-related cargo 
distribution. Dube CargoTerminal also 
provides services directly to users of 
the facilities and it is estimated that 
some 380 role players in the logistics 
supply chain, including shippers, 
agents, air-cargo charter operators 
and logistics service providers, 
interact with the Cargo Terminal 
(Bantwini, 27 August 2018: interview). 
A minority of logistics operators at 
the airport and the bulk of logistics 
companies operating in Durban have 

Figure 5: Durban direct destinations
Source: DUT Department of Town and Regional Planning, GIS Unit
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not relocated to the airport, due to 
the dominant role of the port and 
landside distribution on the N3 west 
(Wilkinson, 8 August 2018: interview). 

6. FINDINGS

6.1 Trade imbalances
Air-cargo exports and, in particular, 
imports through Dube CargoTerminal 
have steadily grown since opening 
in 2010, despite the relatively low 
volumes and off a low base. The 
growth reflects trade relations with 
specific countries. The majority of the 
shipments originate from, and go to 
Germany and China, closely followed 
by the USA. Markets between 
India and China are bi-directionally 
balanced with goods, which is not 
the case for total air cargo with Africa 
(Erskine & Bantwini, 2017: interview). 
Bi-directionally balanced air-cargo 
routes are important for the Cargo 
Terminal, as it means that both import 
and export capacities are being 
utilised in a specialised infrastructure. 
In other words, it does not suffice 

to build up volumes annually by 
12.7%, as reflecting the trend over 
the past seven years (DTC, 2018: 
12). It is specifically air-cargo exports 
that need to continue growing in 
order to promote local investment in 
the process. According to the DTP 
officials, exports are estimated at 
less than a quarter of international 
tonnage, but are increasing in 
proportion and volume annually 
(Bantwini, 27 August 2018: interview).

Hardly any air cargo moves to and 
from the Dube TradePort Cargo 
Terminal into Africa. This is mostly 
due to the imbalance of cargo 
movements and reflects the overall 
structure of trade. Future challenges 
for the Cargo Terminal will be to 
increase export air-cargo volumes 
in line with the SEZ strategy of 
developing air logistics and export-
oriented manufacturing in order 
to promote local investment.

KZN exports significant amounts 
of freight to the SADC region, 
but imports hardly anything from 
the SADC region, making it very 

difficult for air-cargo operators to 
operate dedicated air-cargo flights 
to points within Africa. The KZN 
province exports significant amounts 
of freight to the SADC region, 
specifically Kenya and Angola. 
However, the relative imports from 
the SADC region are low. The 
imbalance of air-cargo movements 
creates challenges for backhaul 
opportunities and unsustainable 
point-to-point dedicated air-cargo 
operations. In fact, air cargo linked 
to passenger flows makes sense, 
until the volumes demand dedicated 
cargo operations within Africa.

In the absence of the local volumes 
supporting freighters, this secondary 
airport is tied to building air-cargo 
volumes through passenger 
connectivity and working more closely 
with hubs. Dube TradePort and its 
African route-development strategy 
should continue to link passenger air 
services with trade strategies in order 
to develop air-cargo volumes on the 
backhaul. Structurally, passenger 
and cargo connectivity cannot be 
viably delinked in the short term.

6.2 Shift in volumes due to 
connectivity

Although it was previously noted that 
air-cargo handling is concentrated 
at the ORTIA hub, the domestics 
and international volumes handled 
by DTP are increasing. The total air 
cargo handled between ORTIA, CTIA 
and KSIA is projected at 504 022 
tons in 2018 and recorded as 463 
482 tons in 2017, with a 9% growth 
(ACSA, 2018). ORTIA handled some 
394 430 tons relative to 19 498 tons 
through Durban in 2017, with Durban 
accounting for a 4% share of total 
air cargo by weight (ACSA, 2018). 
However, in terms of domestic air 
cargo, it is estimated that the share 
is closer to 15% (Bantwini, 27 August 
2018: interview). Since opening, the 
DTP share of air-cargo handling has 
now shifted despite low levels of 
domestic economic growth. Air-cargo 
growth has exceeded the GDP 
growth for KZN and this is attributed 
partly to the opportunities created 
through increased connectivity 
with Durban and partly to modal 

Table 1: Performance of Dube Cargo Terminal 2010-2018

2010i 2011ii 2012iii 2013iv 2014v 2015vi 2016vii 2017viii

Revenue from cargo handling 
(imports and exports)

R9.4 
million

R10.2 
million

R14,3 
million

Tonnage through Dube Cargo 
Terminal (international) 5 023 5 060 6 123 7 681 7 150 8 062 10 075 11 351

Tonnage through Dube Cargo 
Terminal (domestic) 3 396 7 335 6 700 6 427 7 780 8 147

Value of goods through Dube 
Cargo Terminal (international)

R1.74 
billion

R4.3 
billion

R4.8 
billion

R4.9 
billion

R4.5 
billion

TOTAL TONNAGE 9 519 15 016 13 850 14 489 17 855 19 498

Notes:

DTC 2011.i

DTC 2012b.ii

DTC 2013.iii

DTC 2014.iv

DTC 2015.v

DTC 2016.vi

DTC 2017b.vii

DTC 2018.viii

Source: Data from Dube TradePort Corporation Annual Reports 2010-2017
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competition for specific goods to 
move within a specified time.

6.3 Shift in modality
The strong hub-and-spoke 
arrangement for South African 
Airlines creates some challenges for 
a secondary city attempting to move 
outside this dynamic. International 
passengers from Durban have 
noted a significant growth in direct 
international flights specifically with 
Dubai, Doha, and Istanbul routings 
and, more recently, with British 
Airways. The development of point-
to-point international connectivity 
on wide-body passenger aircraft is 
important for air cargo to avoid time 
and cost delays of routing through 
a hub, and also a main driver for 
increased volumes. However, 
these decisions are driven from a 
passenger viability perspective as 
opposed to cargo-routing logic.

On the demand side, shifts in the 
market share of goods handled by 
DTP are evident since opening. A 
portion of cargo previously moving 
by road has moved to air cargo, 
before landside distribution (Erskine 
& Bantwini, 2017: interview). The 
relative share of air cargo from KZN-
based companies, previously trucked 
to ORTIA, is reduced, and air cargo 
destined for KZN and previously 
trucked from ORTIA, has shifted in 
favour of DTP (Erskine & Bantwini, 
2017: interview). In other words, a 
portion of the export bound air cargo 
from KZN prefers ORTIA for exports, 
but the share is diminishing annually 
(Erskine & Bantwini, 2017: interview).

It is estimated that Dube TradePort 
Cargo Terminal processes almost half 
of all air exports for the KZN province 
and three-quarter of all air imports, 
where previously the majority of 
the air cargo was being trucked 
between Durban and Johannesburg 
and flown out and in ORTIA (Erskine 
& Bantwini, 2017: interview). By 
implication, this means that, in 
practice, DTP and ORTIA cooperate 
from a cargo-routing perspective, 
whereby DTP is favoured for 
imports directly destined for KZN 
and ORTIA will continue to hold a 
share of KZN-based exports, due to 

frequency and flexibility in routings. 
Given that the Dube TradePort Cargo 
Terminal is playing a greater role in 
terms of imports, this raises issues 
for managing landside logistics 
within the eThekwini Municipality.

7. CONCLUSION
Dube TradePort development 
has secured primacy in provincial 
investment spending and regional 
economic strategies. However, 
despite localised impacts, the 
project has managed to increase 
connectivity to international markets, 
build up local volumes (albeit in 
specific supply chains and relatively 
small), as well as attract local 
and foreign investment, all within 
in a relatively short time span.

The literature and policy review 
support the case for improved 
logistics and infrastructural integration 
to support trade, particularly where 
air connectivity embedded in local 
industrialisation builds regional trade 
volumes. Weak economic integration 
within Africa represents lost 
opportunities for developing larger 
trading markets and economies of 
scale associated with regional trading 
blocks. However, the mechanisms 
to support this regional trade lie 
beyond the physical infrastructure. 
Air connectivity, supported by trade 
agreements, has seen a shift in the 
African share of air cargo. Yet air 
connectivity between Africa and its 
trading regions is still stronger than 
trade within Africa. The finding points 
to dynamics beyond infrastructure 
design impacting on the forms of 
trade and investment at DTP.

DTP increased trade, but not in 
the way it was intended. African 
connectivity from Durban has 
emerged through new passenger 
services; yet route development is 
not accompanied by significant trade 
in Africa. One conclusion may be a 
tenuous link between liberalisation 
strategies and trade. However, the 
DTP case shows that air cargo is 
strongly tied to local production 
rather than passenger destinations.

The ultimate design of Dube 
CargoTerminal is based on the 

development of sub-Saharan supply 
chains related to connectivity, with 
sufficient import and export air-cargo 
volumes to support scheduled 
freighter services. However, the 
limited airfreight volumes from 
Africa for exports moving through 
DTP place the viability of dedicated 
freighters in the balance. Despite the 
sub-Saharan reach of the air-cargo 
infrastructure, the current trade 
imbalance works against building up 
trade volumes on the return flight. 
Strategies to align passenger and 
air-cargo connectivity through belly 
hold cargo are short-term strategies 
to offset risks of unbalanced 
backhaul. Longer term strategies 
relate to increased trade volumes.
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Abstract
This article qualitatively analyses the role of private land developer companies’ 
investment in postcolonial Zimbabwe’s urban development, with special reference to 
Ruwa Town. This sprawling town is outstanding for involving private land developers 
in its growth and expansion. All postcolonial established towns had emerged out of 
Government’s direct investment through the Growth Point policy. By contrast, Ruwa 
was peculiar, because it developed from a public-private partnership approach. 
The article argues that, in the absence of State financial capacity in the postcolonial 
era, developer companies played a crucial role in infrastructure development and 
facilitation of public amenities. Although the companies were important in spearheading 
the growth of the town, they sometimes failed to meet certain standards of quality in 
urban infrastructure development required by town planning authorities. Despite this 
shortcoming, the article finds that the companies were essentially the most appropriate 
vehicles of urban development in times of economic crisis in the country.
Keywords: Infrastructure development, postcolonial infrastructure development, 
private land developer companies, Ruwa, Zimbabwe

BELEGGING DEUR PRIVAATLANDONTWIKKELAARSMAATSKAPPYE EN 
POSTKOLONIALE STEDELIKE GROEI IN RUWA (ZIMBABWE), 1986-2015
Hierdie artikel analiseer die rol van private landontwikkelaarsmaatskappye se beleggings 
in postkoloniale Zimbabwe se stedelike ontwikkeling, met spesifieke verwysing na die 
dorp Ruwa. Die uitgestrekte dorp staan uit omdat private grondontwikkelaars in sy 
groei en uitbreiding betrek was. Alle postkoloniale gevestigde dorpe het ontstaan uit 
die regering se direkte belegging deur die groeipuntbeleid. Daarenteen was Ruwa 
uniek omdat dit ontwikkel het uit ’n openbare-private vennootskapsbenadering. 
Die artikel beweer dat ontwikkelaarsmaatskappye, in die afwesigheid van 
staatsfinansiële kapasiteit in die postkoloniale era, ’n belangrike rol gespeel het in die 
ontwikkeling van infrastruktuur en die fasilitering van openbare geriewe. Alhoewel die 
maatskappye belangrik was om die groei van die dorp te bevorder, het hulle soms 
nie sekere standaarde van gehalte in stedelike infrastruktuurontwikkeling wat deur 
stadsbeplanning beveel is, nagekom nie. Ten spyte van hierdie tekortkoming, bevind 
die artikel dat hierdie maatskappye op daardie stadium die mees geskikte ‘voertuie’ vir 
stedelike ontwikkeling in die land was.
Sleutelwoorde: Infrastruktuurontwikkeling, postkoloniale infrastruktuurontwikkeling, 
private grondontwikkelaarsmaatskappye, Ruwa, Zimbabwe

MATSETE KAPA PEHELETSO YA 
TJHELETE YA DIKHAMPANE TSA 
PORAEFETE TSA NTSHETSOPELE 
YA LEFATSHE LE KGOLO YA 
TOROPO KA MORA DINAKO TSA 
BOKOLONE RUWA (ZIMBABWE), 
1986-2015
Atikele ena e lekola ka mokgwa 
wa boleng, seabo sa letsete kapa 
peheletso ya tjhelete ya dikhampane tsa 
poraefete tsa ntshetsopele ya lefatshe 
ntshetsopeleng ya toropo ya Zimbabwe 
ka mora dinako tsa bokolone, ka ho 
qoolla, re itshetlehile toropong ya Ruwa 
(Ruwa Town). Toropo ena e teteaneng e 
tswa pele ka ho kenya batho ba poraefete 
ba ntshetsang lefatshe pele kgolong le 
katolosong ya yona. Ditoropo tsohle tse 
entsweng ka mora nako ya bokolone 
di ile tsa hlaha ho tswa ho letsete kapa 
peheletsong ya tjhelete ya Mmuso ka 
tshebediso ya Growth Point Policy. Ka ho 
bontsha phapang, Ruwa e ne e ikgethile, 
ka lebaka la hore e hlahile/thehilwe 
ka mokgwa wa kopanelo ya setjhaba-
poraefete (public-private). Atikele ena e 
ngangisana ka hore, ho se be teng ha 
bokgoni ba mmuso ba ditjhelete (State 
financial capacity) ka dinako tsa ka mora 
bokolone, dikhampane tsa ntshetsopele 
di bapetse karolo ya bohlokwa 
ntshetsopeleng ya meralo ya motheo le 
ho nolofatseng ditshebeletso tsa batho. 
Le hoja dikhampane di ne di le bohlokwa 
bakeng sa ho etellapele kgolo ya toropo, 
ka nako tse ding di ne di hloleha ho fihlella 
maemo a itseng a boleng ntshetsopeleng 
ya meralo ya motheo toropong, e neng e 
batlwa ke bolaudi ba thero ya toropo. Ntle 
le ho hloleha hona, atikele ena e fumana 
hore dikhampane ka hohlehohle e ne e 
le disebediswa tse loketseng bakeng 
sa ntshetsopele ya toropo ka dinako tsa 
mathata a moruo naheng.

1. INTRODUCTION
Scholars who have written on 
urban development in Zimbabwe 
have generally viewed urban 
infrastructure development as 
a state or government function. 
Because of this, they have missed 
the role of Private Land Developer 
Companies (PLDCs) in rapidly 
growing towns. They have also 
missed the intricate links between 
the state and developer companies 
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leading to a not-so-intended 
public-private partnership. 
Literature by, for example, Moszoro 
and Krzyzanowsk (2011), Ding 
and Lichtenbery (2009) and 
Van Der Veen (2009) on PLDCs 
and their functions in terms of urban 
spaces has mainly focused on the 
role and efficacy of these non-state 
institutions in industrial and fast-
industrialising societies’ growth and 
expansion. Until 2015, the role that 
private sector companies and their 
investment played in developing 
urban land for residential and 
commercial purposes was significant, 
given the difficult economic 
circumstances prevalent in Zimbabwe 
during this period (Nyandoro & 
Muzorewa, 2017: 8). In general, the 
State in no partnership with private 
sector companies was instrumental 
in aiding town growth in a number 
of areas in Zimbabwe. However, the 
country’s first specific experience 
with developer companies taking 
a leading corporate role in the 
emergence of a town, born out of the 
ashes of a defunct growth point, only 
manifested itself in the Ruwa case. 

The article investigates the role of 
PLDCs in the development of Ruwa 
Town in Zimbabwe. It assesses the 
contribution of these institutions to 
the infrastructure development and 
expansion of the local economy of 
Ruwa since its inception in 1986. 
PLDCs were a unique case of 
non-direct government investment 
in postcolonial urban growth in the 
country. This article shows that 
postcolonial small town growth in 
Zimbabwe is not a homogeneous, 
but rather a heterogeneous and 
contested process that involves 
numerous town developer actors. 
These private developer players in 
Ruwa (a town located in the East 
of the capital, Harare) operated as 
autonomous units who, however, 
interacted with the government 
mostly at the infrastructure 
development level, not necessarily 
at the spatial planning level. 
The government did not purposely 
intend to have this interaction, 
but the lack of capacity and funds 
in a country experiencing myriad 
economic hardships since the 1990s 

stimulated it. The uniqueness of 
Ruwa Town development indicates 
how modern urban development 
was achievable in Zimbabwe based 
on a total different experience. 
The article articulates how a growth 
point, initially rendered defunct, was 
then reorganised into a flourishing 
post-independence fast-growing town 
following an influx of residents from 
the rural areas and from nearby major 
metropolitan centres such as Harare. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In order to understand urban 
development in Ruwa, Zimbabwe, 
it is important to introduce the 
theory on partnership included 
in this study. The existing theory 
focuses on PLDCs, public-private 
partnerships (PPPs), bilateral 
partnership and the Regional, Town 
and Country Planning Act (1976) 
as the base for a partnership.

2.1 Urban development in 
Ruwa, Zimbabwe

The unremitting economic crisis 
in Zimbabwe (with the effect of 
hindering industrialisation) has 
demonstrated not only the lack 
of state and urban authorities’ 
capacity to finance urban growth, 
but also the centrality of non-
state institutions in the country 
to facilitate the development of 
urban infrastructure and public 
amenities in sprawling towns. 

Ever-changing rural and quasi-
urban authorities managed various 
services in the period up to 1986, 
but service provision generally 
remained in shambles. There was 
a need for improved services by the 
growing numbers of people moving 
in from Harare and different parts 
of the country to settle there after 
independence (Nyandoro & Muzorewa, 
2017: 6). Residents of the area mainly 
hoped that independence would 
rapidly transform towns such as Ruwa 
from a rural to an urban settlement. 
However, this did not happen as fast 
as anticipated, due to the economic 
crisis besetting Zimbabwe in the early 
1980s – a crisis exacerbated by the 
introduction of the Economic Structural 
Adjustment Programme (ESAP) 

in the early 1990s (Mlambo, 1997) 
and the controversial land reforms 
of 2000. The government and the 
emerging urban administrations, on 
their own, were financially constrained 
during ESAP (1990/1991-1995) to 
put up infrastructure in the form of 
roads, sewerage and water systems, 
electricity facilities, educational 
institutions and health facilities, which 
was commensurate with a rapidly 
urbanising area. The government-run 
Ruwa Local Authority or Ruwa Local 
Board (RLB), therefore, in a top-up 
type of land access for development, 
invited PLDCs to create a partnership 
in service provision and town 
development. The developers owned 
99% of the 3 188 ha of land available 
for development in the area and had 
better financial resources (Ruwa Town 
Council, 2011: 7). These private sector 
companies responded positively to the 
call as they were in the business of 
buying, developing and selling land. As 
a result, between 1987 and 2015, there 
were nine major and active developers 
operating in Ruwa. These were 
Mashonaland Holdings Private Limited, 
Chipukutu Properties, Zimbabwe 
Reinsurance Corporation (ZIMRE), 
Wentspring Investments Private 
Limited, Damofalls Investments Land 
Developers, Fairview Land Developers, 
Zimbabwe Housing Company, 
Barochit Property Developers, and 
Tawona Gardens Private Limited.

2.2 Private land developer 
companies (PLDCs) 

PLDCs, also referred to as 
developers, are companies that 
subdivide land, which they own or 
purchase from individual private 
owners, into urban residential 
plots for the purpose of making a 
profit (Chirisa, 2013: 113). PLDCs 
are responsible for advancing the 
process of urbanisation worldwide. 
Van Der Veen (2009) illustrates 
how major western cities such as 
London, New York and Amsterdam 
have involved private developers in 
their growth and renewal processes. 
In Britain, the companies were 
popularised by Margaret Thatcher 
during her reign as Prime Minister, 
while President Ronald Reagan 
made them popular in the United 
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States of America (USA) for providing 
housing and urban infrastructure 
(Mifaftab, 2004: 90). In the East, 
China and Russia also employed 
PLDCs in building essential 
infrastructure and expanding 
their cities (Wei, Taubenbock 
& Blaschke, 2017: 32; Ding & 
Lichtenberg, 2009: 1). In most cases 
worldwide, development organisations 
employed PLDCs to expand and 
renew towns and cities that were 
already established, but in Ruwa, 
these companies took a leading role 
in shaping the built environment from 
the inception of the town until 2015.

In Zimbabwe, PLDCs operated 
within the context of urbanisation and 
land markets. Marongwe, Mukoto 
and Chatiza (2011: 11-12) analysed 
urban markets in the country, 
defining them as the platform for 
interaction among land buyers, land 
developers and retailers, as well as 
the process of registration of land 
and property. They are part of the 
framework that governs planning 
and land administration in the 
country. In examining the situation 
facing different land developers in 
the urban land market in Zimbabwe, 
Marongwe et al. (2011: 12) contend 
that most of the companies’ 
economic and policy challenges 
emanated from the economic crisis 
facing the country post-1980. 

2.3 Public-private partnerships 
(PPPs)

Moszoro and Krzyzanowsk (2011: 3) 
examine broad public-private 
partnerships and the theory 
underpinning them. In their work, 
they view PPP institutions’ operations 
as closely linked to PLDCs, and 
PPPs as “cooperation agreements 
between a public authority and 
the private sector to provide public 
service”. These scholars provide 
the background of the theory and 
the risks involved in using the PPP 
approach in urban development and 
public service delivery. According to 
Moszoro and Krzyzanowsk (2011: 3), 
governments must be cautious of 
the tendency by private entities to 
take total control of public projects. 
Hence, they urge governments to set 

clear and unambiguous principles in 
their contracts with PLDCs in order 
to avoid the domination of these 
for-profit private partners. The work 
of these scholars clarifies the 
partnership theory, and their ideas 
have partly influenced the analysis 
of the nature of the partnership that 
emerged in Zimbabwe between the 
Ruwa local authorities and PLDCs. 

2.4 Bilateral partnership
Since Ruwa is a new town developed 
during the independence era, 
there is hardly any literature on 
it compared to big cities such as 
Harare and Bulawayo. In a D.Phil. 
study on Ruwa, Chirisa (2013: 46-47) 
uses the stewardship theory and 
the partnership model as major 
concepts to guide his analysis on 
housing and infrastructure delivery. 
Merging stewardship theory and the 
partnership model, he came up with 
what he calls ‘institutional pluralism’, 
which he defines as “the cooperation 
of the government and civic society 
groups including the private sector, 
community and non-governmental 
organisations” in providing urban 
infrastructure (Chirisa, 2013: 2). 
His thesis calls for the creation of a 
forum for institutions to collaborate 
for the general good of citizens in 
housing provision (Chirisa, 2013: 39).

Unlike Chirisa’s institutional pluralism, 
this article focuses on the bilateral 
partnership between Ruwa local 
authorities and PLDCs. While the 
article examines Ruwa’s experience 
with PLDCs taking a leading role 
in the emergence of a town, it also 
shows (using qualitative approaches) 
the companies’ differential impact 
on town development and the 
importance in Ruwa of imbedding 
the partnership theory or approach 
to urban studies. The Regional, 
Town and Country Planning Act 
of 1976 provided the most solid 
foundation of a partnership in Ruwa.

2.5 The Regional, Town and 
Country Planning Act (1976): 
The basis for a partnership

The Regional, Town and Country 
Planning Act (RTCPA) of 1976 
required one to have a development 

permit in order to develop land. 
The development permit was the 
primary document establishing a 
legal partnership between PLDCs 
and local authorities in Ruwa 
and contained conditions and 
guidelines for the developer. The 
RTCPA was a step taken by the 
government of Zimbabwe to create 
regulations for housing, sanitation, 
transportation (road) and industrial 
infrastructure development under 
the Ruwa Development Plan of 1996 
(Ruwa Town Council, 2011: 2). 

As stipulated by the Act, no 
development involving the 
change of land use and intensity 
of infrastructure building was 
allowed without a development 
permit (National Archives of 
Zimbabwe 38971, 1995). Before 
any construction or development 
commenced, PLDCs were, therefore, 
obliged to apply for a development 
permit to the Department of Physical 
Planning of the Ministry of Local 
Government. The Department 
of Physical Planning worked 
with local planning authorities to 
draft the permit and to authorise 
permit applicants to start work. 
This then marked the evolution and 
consolidation of a collaborative 
process demonstrating the 
involvement of multiple stakeholders.

In order to achieve common 
objectives, the various stakeholders 
mobilised by the State and the local 
government-run town council to 
interact and negotiate horizontally, 
actively involved the urban planning 
authorities in the permit process 
(Follador, Duarte & Carrier, 2018: 1; 
Nyandoro & Muzorewa, 2017: 3). 
Involving the Ruwa planning 
authorities in making decisions 
on permit applications gave the 
Council a sense of ownership of 
the infrastructure development 
projects applied for by developers 
in a country not historically known 
for such collaboration between 
multiple social actors, councils and 
the State. However, such ownership 
was nominal, as the Council lacked 
direct control of the activities of the 
land developers except through 
granting the permit (for which they 
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were the custodians) and exacting 
endowment payments from the 
developers. This, in some way, 
constituted a modicum model for 
private land developers to have 
a measure of control over land in 
the post-colony in Zimbabwe.

The RTCPA clearly stipulated that 
applicants for land subdivision for 
development purposes should set 
aside land for public amenities. 
It, thus, made it mandatory for PLDCs 
to set aside land for their construction 
(Government of Zimbabwe, 1996). 
After granting the land permit to a 
PLDC, it became the duty of the 
local planning authority to monitor 
the development activities of the 
developer company. Once issued, the 
permit was valid for between 12 and 
24 months depending on the scale of 
the land development project applied 
for (Government of Zimbabwe, 1996). 
Development permits offered to 
PLDCs show that most of the projects 
undertaken by the developers in 
Ruwa ranged in size from 25 to 
600 hectares. The primary role of the 
companies derived from the new and 
astute town planning that replaced 
the old piecemeal or ad hoc planning. 

3. STUDY AREA

3.1 Development background of 
Ruwa town

Situated 23 km from the capital 
city of Zimbabwe, Harare’s central 
business district (CBD), Ruwa town 
is a postcolonial established town 
(see Figure 1 for location of Ruwa in 
Zimbabwe). The town was founded 
on a White commercial farming area, 
which existed under the Bromley 
Ruwa Rural Council (BRRC) in 
the now Goromonzi District of 
Mashonaland East Province. Ruwa 
was established in 1890 as a farming 
area and its first local administrative 
authority, the BRRC, was set up 
in 1950 (Muzorewa, 2017: 15). 
In 1980, when Zimbabwe became 
independent, the BRRC changed 
its name to the Goromonzi Rural 
District Council, and the area 
assumed growth point status in 1986 
(Muzorewa, 2017: 15). Operating as 
a growth point from 1986 to 1990, 

Figure 1: Map of Zimbabwe showing Ruwa
Source: Department of Surveyor General, Harare, 2013

Table 1: Urban populations of Ruwa and other towns in Zimbabwe, 1982-2012

City 1982 Census 1992 Census 2002 Census 2012 Census 2002-2012 growth 
percentage 

Harare 656 011 1 189 103 1 444 534 1 485 231 0.28

Bulawayo 413 814 621 742 676 784 653 337 -0.35

Chitungwiza 172 556 274 912 321 782 356 840 10.9

Mutare 69 621 131 367 170 106 187 621 10.3

Epworth 114 067 167 462 46.8

Gweru 78 918 128 037 141 260 157 865 11.8

Kwekwe 47 607 75 425 93 072 100 900 8.4

Kadoma 44 613 67 750 76 117 92 469 21.4

Masvingo 30 523 51 743 69 993 87 866 25.5

Chinhoi 24 322 43 054 56 794 77 929 37.2

Norton 20 405 44 397 67 591 52.2

Marondera 19 971 39 384 52 283 61 998 18.6

Ruwa 01 447 23 689 56 678 139.3

Chegutu 19 606 30 191 43 424 50 255 15.7

Zvishavane 20 597 32 984 35 128 45 230 28.8

Bindura 18 243 21 167 33 637 42 861 27.4

Beitbridge 11 596 22 136 41 767 88.7

Redcliff 22 109 29 959 32 417 35 904 10.8
Victoria 
Falls 8 126 16 826 31 519 33 660 6.6

Rusape 8 216 13 920 22 741 30 316 33.3

Chiredzi 10 257 21 116 25 849 30 197 16.8

Kariba 12 364 20 736 22 726 26 112 16.4

Karoi 8 748 14 763 22 383 26 009 16.2

Chipinge 6 077 11 582 16 539 25 214 52.5

Gokwe 7 418 17 703 23 906 35.0

Source: Central Statistical Office, Population Unit, Harare, 2014
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Ruwa became an urban area under 
the administration of the Ruwa Local 
Board (RLB) set up in September 
1990 (Ruwa Town Council, 2011: 6). 
It was subsequently granted town 
status and effectively weaned from 
metropolitan Harare in 2008, with 
the Ruwa Town Council (RTC) given 
the role to administer the town. 
It only took two decades for Ruwa 
to develop from a rural growth point 
to a town. It was the fastest growing 
town in the country between 2002 
and 2012, which was characterised 
by an economic meltdown. Table 
1 shows the population growth 
of Ruwa vis-à-vis other towns. 

Table 1 illustrates population 
growth in percentage terms of all 
major towns in Zimbabwe between 
1982 and 2012. The last census 
in Zimbabwe was held in 2012. 
A comparison of the population 
growth rates of the towns shows 
that Ruwa’s growth was exceptional. 
However, before the developer 
companies-Council-partnership, 
Ruwa did not have an urban 
infrastructure, because it still 
existed as a commercial farming 
area, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows Ruwa in 1980 
before the intervention of PLDCs 
in the development process of the 
town. The area was a commercial 
farming area with some supporting 
infrastructure for farming ventures. 

4. METHODOLOGY

In assessing the role played by 
the developers in the growth of 
Ruwa, the article uses primary and 
secondary sources to derive research 
data. Primary data was mainly 
derived from interviews chiefly based 
on purposive sampling targeting 
Ruwa residents, PLDCs’ personnel 
and workers of the Ruwa Council. 
The Ruwa Town Repository or 
Archive was a main source of primary 
data. Secondary sources (journals, 
books, articles, and newspapers) 
were useful in situating the Ruwa 
case within broader urban studies in 
Zimbabwe and the world at large. 

4.1 Town planning in Ruwa and 
its interface with private 
sector companies

The early stages of Ruwa’s 
development were characterised by 
ad hoc or piecemeal planning. This 
methodology of planning involves 
the use of a number of independent 
and different micro-layout plans 
(Chigara, Magwaro-Ndiweni, 
Mudzengerere & Ncube, 2013: 
32). Such type of planning has 
been associated with a myriad of 
weaknesses that include lack of 
harmony in land use, uncoordinated 
developments in sprawling 
environments, and disorderliness. 
In Zimbabwe, piecemeal planning 
was a result of the incapacity of 
small towns to develop both local 
development plans and master plans 
(Chigara et al., 2013: 32). Generating 
or creating local development plans 
involved consultation with land 
surveyors. This was a cumbersome 
process for small towns such as 
Ruwa with limited technical staff 
and financial resources. In Ruwa, 
using piecemeal planning, every 
PLDC prepared a plan or diagram 
showing the subdivision of the land 
to be developed. Because the plans 
were prepared in isolation and 
in different periods, this resulted 

in duplication of zoning of land 
use or services in adjacent or 
neighbouring development projects. 

In the aftermath of these 
developments, being the first 
urban local authority responsible 
for Ruwa, in 1990, the Ruwa Local 
Board discovered that the area had 
been characterised by incremental 
and ad hoc subdivision of private 
land without an overall planning 
document in place. Therefore, the 
RLB started to prepare the Ruwa 
Local Development Plan (LDP) with 
the aim of harmonising development 
and stopping piecemeal planning 
by adopting formal planning in 
the development of the town. The 
preparation of the first draft of the 
LDP took place from 1991 to 1996, 
but it was only approved in 2000 
(Muzorewa, 2017: 108). This was 
rather too late to rectify the damage 
caused by piecemeal planning, since 
some PLDCs had already received 
their land development permits, with 
others already engaged in developing 
the areas allocated to them. 

Notwithstanding these challenges, 
PLDCs’ planning resulted in the 
development of more residential 
areas than any other land scheme 
in Ruwa and most of the residential 

Figure 2: Ruwa in 1980
Source: H.A. Cartography, 2019
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plots were sold to people who were 
working in Harare and Chitungwiza. 
The number of residential areas in 
Ruwa outgrew the industrial parks, 
thereby causing a degree of partial 
dependency for jobs and services 
on Harare. This was because, 
generally, Zimbabwe was facing an 
economic crisis of major proportions 
between 2000 and 2008 that led to 
the collapse of the manufacturing 
industry. However, despite the 
collapse of industries, housing 
continued to be a necessity among 
people in the country, causing a high 
demand for residential plots, but a 
low demand for industrial plots. 

4.2 Contribution of private land 
developer companies in the 
growth of Ruwa, 1986-2015 

PLDCs made significant contributions 
in various areas of town development 
that included the development 
of residential, commercial and 
industrial areas (Ruwa Town 
Council, 2011: 4). The companies 
were responsible for the construction 
of on-site, off-site and public 
infrastructure in the town. In Ruwa, 
land was mainly privately owned 
and from the attainment of growth 
point status in 1986, many private 
landowners resorted to subdividing 
their land for the purposes of urban 
development (Chirisa, 2013: 18). 
The Ruwa Local Council Board had 
assigned every PLDC a specific 
area to develop. After receiving 
development permits granted 
under the auspices of the RTCPA, 
the PLDCs commenced their land 
development projects in Ruwa and 
were influential in the development 
of both industrial sites and low-
income housing infrastructure that 
greatly stimulated the process of 
urbanisation (The Herald, 2007: 6).

4.3 PLDCs and the 
establishment of 
manufacturing industries 
in Ruwa

PLDCs such as Mashonaland 
Holdings and Damofalls immensely 
contributed to industrial development, 
with the former playing a leading 
role in developing infrastructure 
and subsequently handing it 

over to the Ruwa Council in a 
process, which began in 1996, 
a year after the abandonment 
of ESAP (The Herald, 2007: 6). 
They serviced the town with roads, 
residential and industrial plots, 
and other infrastructure between 
the late 1980s and 1990 when 
the Zimbabwe economy was still 
relatively stable (see Figure 3). 

In the early 1990s, the well-serviced 
industrial plots attracted a number 
of companies to operate in the 
town (Muzorewa, 2017: 133). 
Odero (2003: 5) notes that the 
well-serviced industrial plots and the 
building of a water pump station by 
this developer effectively reduced 
the cost of industrial investments 
to prospective investors, thereby 
attracting industries to the area. The 
serviced plots, for instance, attracted 
industrial companies such as Agric-
Africa to relocate from Harare to 
Ruwa, because the cost of investing 
in new industrial plants and off-site 
infrastructure by PLD investors was 
50% lower compared to Harare 
(Odero, 2003: 4). The serviced 
Mashonaland Holdings plots in Ruwa 
mainly resulted in the establishment 
of the 120 industrial companies that 
employed over 7 000 people by the 
mid-1990s (The Herald, 2007: 6). 

Although Damofalls established 
fewer industries than Mashonaland 
Holdings, it established a 
thriving industrial area housing 
23 manufacturing industries. 
However, by the end of 2015, the 
Damofalls industrial site was not 
fully functional, because it was 
developed in the mid-2000s, a period 
when the nation at large was facing 
economic turmoil. The economic 
crisis facing the nation retarded 
industrial growth in the country, in 
general, and in Ruwa, in particular. 
On the whole, the post-2000 
economic crisis in Zimbabwe meant 
that, by 2015, Ruwa’s industrial 
area only housed 205 industries. 

Figure 3 is a satellite view of the 
Ruwa industrial area developed 
by Mashonaland Holdings. 
It gives a good view of the road 
network providing easy access 
to every industrial plant. 

4.4 PLDCs and the 
establishment of low-cost 
housing in Ruwa

Apart from establishing industrial 
complexes, PLDCs played a 
crucial role in the development 
of high-density, low-cost housing 
and medium-density suburbs that 

Figure 3: Ruwa industrial area satellite picture
Source: Picture by T.T. Muzorewa using Google Earth, April 2012
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generated some employment that 
partly cushioned some construction 
workers from the effects of the 
ESAP and immediate post-ESAP 
eras. Because of the prominent role 
performed by the private developers, 
the naming of most of the suburbs 
in Ruwa after the companies that 
developed them became common. 
The first company to establish a 
residential suburb was Mashonaland 
Holdings (see Figure 4). A number 
of companies followed Mashonaland 
Holdings’ example. These include 
Chipukutu Properties, responsible 
for developing Chipukutu Park, 
and the Zimbabwe Reinsurance 
Corporation (ZIMRE) which 
developed ZIMRE Park. In addition, 
ZB Bank/Wentspring Investments 
Private Limited developed Springvale 
Park; Damofalls Investments Land 
Developers developed Damofalls 
Park; Fairview Land Developers 
developed Fairview Park; the 
Zimbabwe Housing Company 
developed Cranbrook Park; Barochit 
Property Developers developed 
Barochit Park, and Tawona Gardens 
Private Limited developed both the 
Tawona Gardens high-density suburb 
and Marcus Park. The emergence of 
these relatively low-cost residential 
areas near Harare was of immense 
benefit to many property-seeking 
people in a time of economic crisis.

The development of high- and 
medium-density suburbs, in 
particular, benefited the low- and 
medium-income earning groups in 
Ruwa and other surrounding places 
such as Chitungwiza, Goromonzi and 
Harare. The Ruwa Local Authority 
tried to ensure that the low-income 
earning groups benefited first by 
giving them preference over plots 
and built housing in every high-
density suburb. The Local Authority 
did this by recommending people 
employed in Ruwa and those on 
the Council housing waiting list to 
be prioritised by the PLDCs in the 
allocation of plots and houses. The 
Ruwa housing waiting list is a list 
of local home seekers who paid 
annual subscriptions to be top priority 
beneficiaries of low-cost housing. 
Because Ruwa mainly comprised 
local low-income home seekers, 

some PLDCs went out of their way to 
provide affordable housing loans of 
more than USD 30 000 to their clients 
in 2009 when the Zimbabwean 
economy became relatively stable 
under the Government of National 
Unity (Chirisa, 2013: 213). A case in 
point was ZB Financial Holdings that, 
from 2009 to 2012, gave loans to 
394 clients to buy high-density plots 
and construct houses in Springvale 
Park. The development resulted 
in the provision of much-needed 
shelter for lower income inhabitants 
of the town in a manner synonymous 
with the case of Houston, Texas 
in the USA (King & Lowe, 2018).

The harsh economic conditions 
following ESAP, but cheaper land 
prices of USD 10 per m2 motivated 
settlement in Ruwa post-1996. 
The end of ESAP until the 2000s 
witnessed many people moving/
relocating from Harare to Ruwa, as 
the latter offered affordable housing 
compared to the capital city (Odero, 
2003: 4). Economic inflation, which 
increased with the land invasions 
of 2000, reached alarmingly 
hyper levels of 79 600 000 000% 
per annum by 2008. Inflation 
motivated brisk business in the 
buying of land perceived to be 
cheap on the low-income market. 

In an interview on 10 June 2014, 
Albert Paulo (a land development 
officer) noted that 450-square 
metre plots in Fairview, which were 
available after the hyper-inflation 
period, were sold in 2009 for only 
USD 8500. This was relatively 
affordable for some low-income 
earners and led to the development 
of approximately 6 000 properties 
by PLDCs (Muzorewa, 2017: 108). 

However, the development of 
high- and medium-density suburbs 
by PLDCs had intrinsic problems. 
PLDCs found the selling of residential 
plots in high-density suburbs so 
profitable that this affected the 
development of other important 
land-use schemes such as industrial 
and commercial. The development 
of Cranbrook Park is an example 
of a situation where a high-density 
suburb was prioritised over the 
establishment of an industrial area. 
In the Ruwa Development Plan, 
Cranbrook farm had been zoned for 
industrial plot development, but the 
plan was changed to a residential 
one after the developer realised the 
dire need for plots for the low-income 
earners compared to industrial 
facilities (Palmer Associates Private 
Limited, 1996: 2). However, changing 
the Local Development Plan left 

Figure 4: Ruwa location medium-/high-density residential park
Source: Picture by T.T. Muzorewa using Google Earth, April 2012
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the town with less land for the 
expansion of manufacturing industry. 

Figure 4 is a satellite view of Ruwa 
location residential suburb. The 
picture shows the southern part of 
the suburb, which is a medium-/
high-density residential area. 
Medium- to high-density suburbs 
were prioritised over industrial 
sites, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5 shows how Ruwa had 
developed by 2015. In only 
three decades from 1986, the 
PLDCs developed Ruwa from a 
commercial rural farming area to an 
urban centre. This map of spatial 
development in Ruwa illuminates 
different land uses and zoning of 
the industrial and residential areas. 

4.5 The development of 
public recreational and 
social amenities in Ruwa: 
A PLDC responsibility

PLDCs played a leading role in the 
development of public and social 
amenities in Ruwa, as they left 
open spaces for public recreational 
purposes. Sporting activities such as 
tennis, rugby, golf, cricket, hockey, 
basketball and swimming, regarded 
as European and affluent people’s 
sports, were hitherto not culturally 
common among African communities 
(Cheater, 1986: 133). Recreational 
and sporting facilities were thus 
created considering that the larger 
part of the African population in Ruwa 
was not interested in them. Culturally, 
the Ruwa community was quite 
interested in soccer (football) and this 
influenced the private company-led 
development of soccer facilities in 
the town. This is why, in the Ruwa 
location, four residential park plots 
were turned into a vast sporting field 
used by residents for various sporting 
and cultural activities such as soccer, 
netball and traditional dance groups 
(Ruwa Town Council, 1996b: 2). 
PLDCs, therefore, provided an 
essential service and played an 
important role in establishing sporting 
arenas, which were part of public 
recreational facilities in the town.

In addition to recreational facilities, 
the companies also provided 
additional land for the construction 

of community amenities such as 
churches and beer halls. In Zimre 
Park, the developer reserved land 
for a beer garden, a tavern and a 
community beer hall (Ruwa Town 
Council, 2006a). Mashonaland 
Holdings also constructed 
Mavambo Beer Hall (Ruwa 
Town Council, 2006a). Religious 
denominations such as the Anglican 
Church, the United Methodist, the 
Methodist Church in Zimbabwe, the 
Seventh Day Adventist, His People 
Ministries, the Salvation Army and 
Maranatha benefited from the land 
that Mashonaland Holdings reserved 
for community purposes (Ruwa Town 
Council, 2011: 12). There were, for 
instance, eight church plots reserved 
for faith-based organisations in the 
Damofalls area and all of the plots 
were occupied by the end of 2001 
(Ruwa Town Council, 2001a). In all 
the suburbs, at least one plot was 
reserved for a church. Churches 
catered for the religious, spiritual 
and social needs of the community. 
Nearly every member of a household 
in the Ruwa community went to 
church (Muzorewa, 2007: 120), 
and PLDCs played a huge role in 
providing such cherished facilities. 

4.6 The development of 
educational and health 
facilities in Ruwa: A PLDC 
responsibility

The developer companies also 
facilitated the establishment of 
educational institutions in Ruwa. 
Colonial urban development was 
characterised by State monopoly 
in the development of pro-White 
educational facilities. White schools, 
the so-called Group A schools, 
were relatively well equipped 
with state-of-the-art classrooms 
and sporting amenities. In Ruwa, 
Mashonaland Holdings was one 
of the first companies to develop a 
secondary school for Africans and 
provided land for the construction 
of Chiremba Primary School for 
African pupils. In 1997, the PLDC 
(Mashonaland Holdings), through 
its subsidiary construction company, 
Club Construction, constructed 
the T C Hardy Secondary School 
(The Herald, 2007: 6). The school 
primarily served the low- and 
medium-income earning groups 
who constituted the majority of 
the residents of Ruwa location. 
From 1996 to 2000, the ZIMRE 
developer company reserved land 
for the establishment of two primary 
schools, a secondary school and 

Figure 5: Ruwa in 2015 
Source: H.A. Cartography, 2019
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a number of crèches, pre-schools 
or Early Childhood Development 
Centres (ECDCs) in Zimre Park. 
ZIMRE discounted the RLB 23% for 
the purchase of three school sites 
(Ruwa Town Council, 2006a). This 
prevented private investors such 
as Winwood from taking over land 
reserved for school development. 
In Chipukutu Park, the private land 
developer provided land for the 
establishment of a primary school 
and two crèches (Ruwa Town 
Council, 2004: 2). In 2001, when 
development of Damofalls Park 
started, the Damofalls PLDC, in an 
attempt to expand social services, 
facilitated the establishment of 
five primary schools and four plots 
for pre-school institutions (Ruwa 
Town Council, 2003a: 2). Land 
for school development was not 
easy for PLDCs to sell compared 
to residential plots which were in 
high demand. Therefore, the Ruwa 
local authorities ensured that the 
developer companies contributed 
towards school development by 
making it mandatory for PLDCs 
to set aside land for educational 
facilities. This helped avoid a 
shortage of schools in the town.

To cater for the health needs of the 
town, PLDCs further facilitated the 
establishment of health facilities such 
as clinics. In 1995, Mashonaland 
Holdings constructed a clinic in Ruwa 
location. According to Chidhakwa, the 
Ruwa Town Planner, in an interview 
on 5 June 2014, the clinic provided 
health services to residents from all 
low-income earning groups in the 
residential suburb. The clinic and 
polyclinics established by private 
developers had a bigger mandate, 
as they served a broad catchment. 
These health centres serviced not 
only Ruwa residents, but also the 
adjacent urban and peri-urban areas 
such as Epworth and Goromonzi. 

4.7 Installation of water 
development systems

Apart from contributing towards the 
development of recreational, health 
and educational facilities, Ruwa 
PLDCs played an important part in 
the installation of water supply and 

water reticulation systems. In 2007, 
PLDCs operating in the northern 
part of Ruwa joined in creating the 
Ruwa River Consortium (RRC) 
or water development syndicate. 
This consortium had a mandate of 
improving water infrastructure in 
the town. The members of the RRC 
included prominent PLDCs such 
as ZB Financial Holdings, Fairview 
Land Developers, Barochit Land 
Developers, and Tawona Gardens. 
To facilitate water provision to 
meet the rising demand, the RRC 
entered into a memorandum of 
understanding with the RLB in 2007 
to construct a water reservoir (Ruwa 
Town Council, 2006b). The water 
reservoir, measuring 6.8m in height 
from its base, was constructed 
and elevated on Rambuko Ranch 
in Springvale (see Figure 6). 

According to Bakaris, Director of 
Tawona Gardens, in an interview on 
11 January 2015, the RRC is credited 
with constructing 60% of the main 
water system for the northern Ruwa 
suburbs, while the Local Authority 
put up the remainder of 40%. After 
constructing the reservoir, the 
Consortium also established a water 
pumping station and other water 
reservoirs at the Chiremba Road and 
Harare-Mutare Road intersections 
(Muzorewa, 2017: 120). These 
reservoirs were part of the main water 
infrastructure financed by PLDCs, 
but owned by the Local Authority, and 

their construction underscored the 
Authority’s long-standing partnership 
with private land developers 
(Nyandoro & Muzorewa, 2017: 1-10). 
The amalgamation of PLDCs into a 
consortium that collaborated with the 
Local Authority played a crucial role in 
developing the water system in Ruwa. 

PLDCs did not only work through 
consortiums in providing water 
infrastructure, but individual 
developers were involved in many 
different water infrastructure 
projects in the town. Damofalls 
Land Developers, for example, 
constructed a water treatment plant 
in Ventusburg, 74 km from Ruwa, to 
secure water supply for Damofalls 
Park. According to Mhiti, Financial 
Director of RTC, in an interview on 
9 March 2012, the water plant not 
only supplied Damofalls Park, but 
also supplemented Ruwa Town’s 
water supply from Harare City. Harare 
had served as the major water 
supplier for Ruwa since the town’s 
inception as a growth point in 1986 
(Nyandoro & Muzorewa, 2017: 3). 
Because of the high population 
growth in the town, which reached 
over 25 000 people in 1991 (Central 
Statistics, 2014), it was failing to meet 
the daily water requirements that 
were over 1 900m3 per day in 1990 
after Ruwa was given urban status 
(Davison, 2005: 89). The granting of 
town status had effectively reclused 

Figure 6: Water reservoir/tank in Springvale: An RRC venture
Source: Image by T.T. Muzorewa, 20 November 2014
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it from dependency or existing 
virtually as a ‘foster child’ of Harare. 

The drilling of boreholes further 
boosted water from the treatment 
plant. PLDCs such as Mashonaland 
Holdings, Springvale and ZB 
also sank boreholes used as 
water supplements in times of 
water shortages, that is, when 
the Council failed to supply water 
(Chirisa, 2013: 232). Mashonaland 
Holdings Limited worked in 
partnership with the Town Council 
in sinking six boreholes near 
residential areas in the Ruwa 
location (Davison, 2005: 25). The 
boreholes became very important 
when the Council failed to provide 
clean tap water because of limited 
water sources for the Local Authority. 
Hence, whenever there were 
water shortages, people queued 
for water at the boreholes. 

In addition to boreholes, sewerage 
systems were established. Each 
PLDC was responsible for the 
construction of sewerage systems 
as well as connecting the sewerage 
pipes to the main pipes owned 
by the Local Authority. Ruwa’s 
main sewerage infrastructure 
was put in place by PLDCs as 
part of the terms of their permits 
(Muzorewa, 2017: 125; Nyandoro 
& Muzorewa, 2017: 9). While the 
RRC constructed the main sewer 
system for the northern suburbs 
(Chirisa, 2013: 232), not all plots 
in Ruwa were serviced by piped 
sewerage systems. Some larger 
plots (over 1 000m2) especially in 
the low-density and industrial areas 
were serviced by septic tanks. 

Some septic tanks in parts of Ruwa, 
nevertheless, posed pollution 
dangers to the Ruwa river that flows 
underneath suburbs such as Zimre 
Park. According to the Ruwa Town 
Planner, soil samples from Zimre 
Park proved that the soil type was 
sandy and loose. This soil allowed 
sewerage to contaminate the river. 
Sewerage contamination led the 
Local Authority to warn the ZIMRE 
developer company against the 
environmental danger of using septic 
tanks in some parts of Zimre Park, 
but the PLDC was determined to cut 

the cost of sewer piping by using 
septic tanks (Chirisa, 2013: 109). 
Ultimately, no action was taken 
against the developer, because 
ZIMRE received its permit in the 
early 1990s when there were no 
strict regulations for the protection 
of the environment in the country. 
Environmental issues were only 
seriously considered after the 
enactment of the Environment 
Management Act (Chapter 20: 17) 
of 2002, which established the 
Environment Management Agency 
(EMA) to oversee the sustainable 
management and protection of the 
environment (Nyandoro, 2018). 
Therefore, it can be noted that, 
although PLDCs played a vital role 
in the establishment of sewerage 
systems in Ruwa, they often did not 
consider environmental issues. 

4.8 Installation of road systems
PLDCs constructed the road 
system in Ruwa town to improve 
transportation efficiency. Developer 
companies graded and tarred all 
roads in the Ruwa industrial area, 
Ruwa location, Chipukutu, Windsor, 
and Zimre Park. Nevertheless, in 
certain suburbs, some developers 
such as Fairview and Barochit did 
not finish the construction of roads, 
while others such as Damofalls 
were very slow in completing the 
road-construction process (Ruwa 
Town Council, 2006c: 4-5). The 
companies attributed their failure to 
complete the construction of road 
infrastructure and their slow pace 
to the fact that the residential plots 
they were supposed to service were 
sold during the national economic 
crisis, which was characterised by 
hyperinflation. In 2008, inflation 
reached a record daily rate of 98% 
(Economics Help, 2018). Inflation 
made it difficult for the developer 
companies to invest the proceeds 
from the sales of plots in road 
construction, because it eroded 
profits. However, inflation cannot 
vindicate them from their failure 
to put in place road infrastructure, 
since it was their mandate to do 
so, as required by the development 
permit and their contractual 
agreement with the RLB.

4.9 Installation of electricity 
development systems

Besides road construction, PLDCs 
were responsible for the installation 
of electricity supply infrastructure 
in Ruwa. Every industrial complex 
was connected to the electricity 
supply system, while most of the 
residential areas had electricity 
installed. The developers, through 
the government’s utility company, the 
Zimbabwe Electricity Supply Authority 
(ZESA), installed electricity in the 
town. ZESA Holdings carried out the 
establishment of ZESA substations 
in the residential suburbs, while 
the developer financed the process 
(Muzorewa, 2017: 126). The power 
utility company carried out electricity 
installations and re-routed power 
lines. Damofalls Land Developers 
provided seven plots for the erection 
of ZESA substations (Ruwa Town 
Council, 2003b: 2). This marked an 
important phase in the installation of 
electricity by PLDCs in Ruwa, which 
greatly assisted the Local Authority.

Although PLDCs were hailed for 
electricity infrastructure, some 
suburbs lagged behind in terms of 
electricity installations just as in the 
construction of roads. An example 
can be given of Fairview Park 
where, in phases one and two of the 
development project, the installation 
process was incomplete, with only 
poles and wiring in place. There 
were no electricity transformers 
by 2015 (Muzorewa, 2017: 28). 
Notwithstanding this, PLDCs still 
had a role to improve service 
delivery, given a local economy 
that was not performing.

4.10 Private land developers and 
the Ruwa local economy

Apart from providing housing and 
public infrastructure, PLDCs were 
involved in improving the local 
economy through establishing some 
commercial areas and shopping 
malls in the town (see Figure 5). 
Mashonaland Holdings, for example, 
constructed a commercial centre 
to service both industrial and 
residential areas. In these areas, 
services such as banking, shopping 
facilities and market places for 
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locally produced agricultural 
and industrial commodities were 
provided. Club Construction, a 
subsidiary of Mashonaland Holdings 
Company, built the Maha Shopping 
Centre, which housed restaurants, 
beer outlets, banks, and shops. 
The Ruwa community benefited 
from the business centre, which 
offered shopping facilities and 
tertiary services such as health 
surgeries and banking halls. 

Damofalls Land Developers 
complemented the efforts of 
Mashonaland Holdings in providing 
public market places. In April 2000, 
these developers established a green 
market in Damofalls Residential 
Park for fruit and vegetable 
“vending”. Fruit and vegetable 
“vending” came to characterise 
Damofalls Residential Park. 

Fresh produce such as vegetables 
and fruits from farmers in Ruwa’s 
agricultural hinterland was sold 
at the market. This reduced the 
farmers’ transport costs usually 
incurred when delivering produce 
to the traditional Mbare Musika 
Market in Harare. The Green Market 
supported locals’ livelihood. Most 
of the women, in particular, were 
“vendors” (informal traders).

As part of their contribution to the 
local economy, all PLDCs paid 
endowments to the Local Authority 
for property development in Ruwa. 
The endowments benefited the 
Council, as they constituted its land 
and revenue bases. One per cent 
of the land owned by the Local 
Authority was acquired through land 
development endowments from 
Mashonaland Holdings (Ruwa Town 
Council, 2011: 4). In Damofalls Park, 
the Damofalls Company gave part 
of the endowment to the RLB in the 
form of a plot (Ruwa Town Council, 
2001b). Clearly, the Local Authority 
had no land prior to the involvement 
of the PLDCs in the town, as all the 
land was privately owned by these 
companies, after purchasing it from 
commercial farmers and individual 
plot holders in the area (Nyandoro & 
Muzorewa, 2017: 5). Therefore, land 
endowments gave the Local Authority 
the opportunity to own land in Ruwa.

Some cash endowments were also 
given to the Council. The Council 
received an average of 10% from the 
proceeds of the sale of high-density 
suburbs by Mashonaland Holdings, 
ZIMRE and Chipukutu Properties 
(Ruwa Town Council, 1996a: C14). 
The endowment ranged between 7% 
and 13% (depending on the size of 
the plots) of the proceeds from the 
sales of the plots in the development 
scheme. The endowment fees 
paid by the PLDCs became a 
major revenue source for the Local 
Authority, and without money from 
endowments, the operations of the 
Local Authority were not viable.

To improve the aesthetic value of 
the area, PLDCs in Ruwa played 
an important role in protecting the 
natural environment – a concept 
that attracts investors. This is 
contrary to the view of the critics 
of the private-public partnership 
approach in urban development that 
the private sector does not consider 
the environment in the urbanisation 
process because of their greed for 
profit-making (Mifaftab, 2004: 93; 
Nyandoro and Muzorewa, 2017: 6). 
In Ruwa, the indigenous Musasa 
trees, preserved in most of the 
suburbs in open spaces, demarcated 
different land uses. The development 
of the plots in Springvale was 
undertaken after the developer 
received positive recommendation 
from the Environment Impact 
Management Report prepared by the 
Director-General of EMA (Ruwa Town 
Council, 2011: 2). The PLDC had, 
in fact, employed security guards to 
guard the Springvale area against the 
illegal extraction of pit and river sand 
by local builders (Chirisa, 2013: 232). 
In the process, ZB Financial Holdings 
(developers of Springvale residential 
park) saved the Ruwa river from 
pollution by preserving and protecting 
an open space along its edges 
(Muzorewa, 2017: 131). The open 
space left by ZB preserved the Ruwa 
river’s ecological system by keeping 
human activities that caused pollution 
away from the river. Ruwa was 
also squatter free. Private security 
together with the Town Council 
security made the town impenetrable 
by squatters on private property. This 

improved the aesthetic value of the 
area while simultaneously preserving 
the ecological environment. The 
town being established by private 
entities, therefore, became exclusive.

5. CONCLUSION 
The article concludes that the 
contribution and role played by 
PLDCs in urban development 
in postcolonial Zimbabwe with 
reference to Ruwa town was 
immense. It finds that, apart from 
facilitating the establishment of 
low- and high-density residential 
suburbs, developer companies 
contributed to the development of 
industrial and commercial areas, in 
spite of the ravages of an unremitting 
economic crisis in Zimbabwe that 
had the deleterious impact of 
hindering the industrialisation of 
the country. It provides a useful 
insight into these development 
issues in a unique situation. Some 
developers significantly facilitated the 
development of the built environment 
during the independence era by 
building residential suburbs in 
the town, while others developed 
industrial and commercial areas. 
It is evident that all the PLDCs, 
in a unique Zimbabwean case of 
non-direct government investment in 
postcolonial urban growth, developed 
off-site and supporting infrastructure 
which included roads, sewerage and 
water reticulation systems. In order 
to satisfy all the public infrastructure 
needs of the town, the PLDCs 
reserved land for the development 
of public and community amenities 
such as education, health institutions, 
and recreational facilities, which 
filled an important social role.

In a country beset by an un-abating 
economic crisis, the endowment 
fees paid by the private developers 
became one of the Local 
Authority’s major revenue sources. 
Endowments, which were paid 
in the form of land, significantly 
eliminated the Council’s land 
scarcity predicament by providing 
the required land. The endowments 
that were paid in cash to a certain 
extent allayed the cash woes of the 
Ruwa Town Council – a factor that 
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eased the administrative costs of the 
Council during the crisis. Invariably, 
the permit system guaranteed urban 
council administration and control. 
For example, it was only after the 
issuing of a certificate of compliance 
to the PLDCs that the Local Authority 
took over the administration of 
off-site infrastructure and public 
amenities such as toilets, market 
places, open spaces, buffer zones, 
and sporting fields. This increased 
council-owned premises in the 
area, since the Council could not 
afford to build the facilities itself, 
because it did not have the money.

However, although the PLDCs’ role 
in developing Ruwa was remarkable, 
the article demonstrated that it was 
not always positive as in some 
suburbs such as Tawona Park, 
Fairview Park, Cranbrook and 
Barochit, the development of off-site 
infrastructure was slow and, in other 
parts, it was incomplete. Economic 
challenges sometimes compromised 
the quality of PLDC-developed 
infrastructure; hence, developer 
companies failed to meet the 
required standards set by the urban 
planning authorities as stipulated 
in the land development permit. 
Notwithstanding the shortcomings of 
PLDCs, the companies still carried 
an important economic, social and 
infrastructural responsibility and, 
without them, the area would not 
have developed into the sprawling 
town it was by 2015. The postcolonial 
State’s acquiescence to draw on 
the services provided by PLDCs 
illustrates that the companies were, 
therefore, effective instruments in 
ensuring the success of the liberal 
urban development strategy adopted 
by the local town planners in spite 
of their shortcomings. Hence, 
the embryonic town of Ruwa is 
simultaneously an example and an 
exception as one of the few success 
stories of post-independence urban 
planning in Zimbabwe in a time 
of un-abating economic crisis.
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Abstract
Social sustainability is a significant field of research in post-apartheid South Africa, 
given the challenges and inequalities faced, evidenced in urban landscapes where 
millions reside in informal settlements and informal backyard rental accommodation. 
This article investigates the informal backyard rental phenomenon in South Africa 
through a social sustainability lens, focusing on a case study in Bridgton and 
Bongolethu, Oudtshoorn. Qualitative and quantitative research findings unveil 
several features in support of social sustainability framed by familial connections 
between landlords and backyard tenants. The article also uncovers certain challenges 
presented by informal backyard rentals and social sustainability, predominantly 
related to the quality of structures and certain social concerns. In its totality, the 
article provides a contextualised perspective on social sustainability in the informal 
backyard rental sector and provides the planning community and other decision 
makers with a more nuanced understanding of the complexities and potentials that 
may underpin it in small town South Africa and beyond. 
Keywords: Social sustainability; low-income housing; informal backyard rental 

INFORMELE NEDERSETTINGS EN AGTERPLAASVERHURINGS DEUR 
’N SOSIALE VOLHOUBAARHEIDSLENS – ’N GEVALLESTUDIE IN 
OUDTSHOORN, SUID-AFRIKA
Sosiale volhoubaarheid is ŉ beduidende navorsingsveld in post-apartheid 
Suid-Afrika gegewe die uitdagings en ongelykhede wat veral in stedelike gebiede 
in die gesig gestaar word waar miljoene in informele nedersettings en informele 
agterplaasverhurings gehuisves word. Hierdie artikel ondersoek die informele 
agterplaasverhurings verskynsel in Suid-Afrika deur ŉ sosiale volhoubaarheidslens 
gefokus op ŉ gevallestudie in Bridgton en Bongolethu, Oudtshoorn. Kwalitatiewe en 
kwantitatiewe navorsingsbevindinge dui op verskeie eienskappe ter ondersteuning van 
sosiale volhoubaarheid, gerugsteun deur familiële verbintenisse tussen verhuurders 
en hul agterplaashuurders. Die artikel onthul ook sekere uitdagings tot sosiale 
volhoubaarheid wat deur agterplaasverhuring teweeg gebring word, hoofsaaklik 
toegeskryf aan die kwaliteit van strukture en ander sosiale kwelpunte. In die geheel, 
verskaf die artikel ŉ gekontekstualiseerde blik op sosiale volhoubaarheid en die 
informele agterplaasverhuringsektor en bied aan owerhede en ander besluitnemers 
ŉ meer genuanseerde begrip van die kompleksiteit en potensiaal wat die sektor in 
kleiner dorpe en die res van Suid-Afrika inhou.

Sleutelwoorde: Sosiale 
volhoubaarheid; lae-
inkomste behuising; 
informele agterplaasverhuring

KHIRO E SENG MOLAONG 
YA MATLO A KA MORAO 
DIJARETENG, RE SHEBILE 
POLOKEHO YA SETJHABA – 
THUTO YA MEHLALA KA HARE HO 
OUDTSHOORN, SOUTH AFRICA
Polokeho ya setjhaba ke lekala le 
bohlokwa la diphuputso dinakong tse 
ka mora kgethollo ya merabe Afrika 
Borwa, ka lebaka la diphepetso le 
ho se lekalekane ho bileng teng; ho 
banahetseng meralong ya ditoropo, 
moo teng dimilione tsa batho di dulang 
dibakeng tse seng molaong le ho hira 
bodulo bo seng molang ka morao 
dijareteng tsa batho. Atikele ena e 
fuputsa tabahadi ena ya khiro e seng 
molaong ya ka moraong dijareteng 
Afrika Borwa, ka ho sheba polokeho ya 
setjhaba; e tsepamisitse maikutlo hodima 
thutong ya mehlala ka hare ho Bridgton 
le Bongolethu, Oudtshoorn. Diphumano 
tsa diphuputso tsa boleng le tsa lebadi 
(Qualitative and quantitative research) 
di hlahisa dibopeho tse mmalwa bakeng 
sa tshehetso ya polokeho ya setjhaba, 
di sirelleditswe ke dikamano dipakeng 
tsa monga sebaka le bahiri ba dulang 
ka morao jareteng. Atikele ena hape e 
utolla diphepetso tse itseng tse tliswang 
ke khiro e seng molaong ya ka morao 
dijareteng le polokeho ya setjhaba, 
haholoholo e amanang le boleng ba 
sebopheho le dingongoreho tse itseng 
tsa setjhaba. Ka kakaretso, atikele 
e fana ka mohopolo o boemong ba 
bolokeho ya setjhaba khirong e seng 
molaong ya ka morao dijareteng, mme 
e fa setjhaba se ralang meralo le batho 
ba bang ba etsang diqeto; kutlwisiso e 
fapaneng hannyane ya diphetoho le 
dikgonahalo tse ka hlahang ditoropong 
tse nnyane tsa Afrika Borwa le ho feta.

1. INTRODUCTION 
This article focuses on social sustain-
ability in a relatively under-researched 
niche of South Africa’s housing market 
(Marais & Cloete, 2014: 50), the 
informal backyard rental (IBR) sector. 
Although the IBR sector is expanding 
rapidly (Lemanski, 2009: 473; 
Shapurjee et al., 2014: 20), relatively 
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few studies have researched the 
phenomenon. A dearth of knowledge 
on the social dynamics that anchor 
the sector within South Africa’s 
low-income communities has 
had negligent impacts in the past 
(Lemanski, 2009: 483; Rubin & 
Gardner, 2013: 22). Certain pilot 
interventions localised in metropoles 
have concentrated on the financial 
opportunities small-scale letting may 
afford landlords; interfered in tenant 
selection processes, and formalised 
structures and rental agreements 
(Watson, 2009: 17). These invasive 
tactics proved unsuccessful, were 
met with protest, and caused 
displace ment, partly because certain 
landlords and tenants were related 
(Carey, 2009: 2; Lategan, 2017: 352). 
The bulk of existing research has 
focused on IBRs in larger cities or 
metros in pace with the foci of past 
pilots (Zweig, 2015: 2). As such, 
“little is known about informal rental 
conditions in smaller SA towns” 
(Rubin & Gardner, 2013: 6) where 
IBRs are also common, but socio-
economic conditions diverge from 
contexts affecting IBRs in larger 
cities. This article speaks to these 
shortcomings by investigating the 
premise that IBRs in smaller towns 
may demonstrate a more prolific 
inclination towards rentals based on 
social and familial links and less on 
financial exchanges among unrelated 
stakeholders than in larger cities. 
This premise does not deny the 
existence of familial links in large cities 
or that some IBRs in smaller towns 
function on commercial principles.

Research draws on empirical data 
from a case study of IBRs in the 
small- to medium-sized town of 
Oudtshoorn and its Bridgton and 
Bongolethu Townships. Findings 
confirm that the majority of landlords 
and their informal backyard (IB) 
tenants are related in the case study. 
The effects of these connections 
were expounded in a synthesis 
on IBRs and social sustainability 
evaluating case study findings 
according to a conceptual framework 
based on a literature review. 
Results affirmed an IBR sector that 
supported various principles related 
to socially sustainable communities 

based mostly on supportive and 
amiable landlord-tenant relationships 
framed by familial connections, 
and identified detriments related 
to the physical environment 
and other social afflictions. 

The article’s contributions are 
manifold. It addresses the lacking 
focus on IBRs in smaller towns; 
confirms familial links between 
landlords and tenants as dominant in 
the small town case study; suggests 
that findings may be generalised 
for similar small town contexts and 
considered as representative for a 
proportion of the IBR sector in larger 
cities; substantiates motivations 
to maintain and support IBRs on 
grounds of social sustainability; 
reiterates the importance of nuanced 
approaches that do not undermine 
existing landlord-tenant relationships 
and existing contributions 
towards more socially sustainable 
communities, and underscores 
certain challenges to be addressed 
in national and local policies. 

1.1 Coming to terms with social 
sustainability and socially 
sustainable communities 

This article defines social 
sustainability based on key 
elements identified in the literature 
and in terms of a sustainable 
community (Bramley et al., 2006; 
Dempsey et al., 2009). Accordingly, 
a socially sustainable community 
may provide a diversity of current 
and future residents with a just 
opportunity to access basic 
services in stable, safe and secure 
environments conducive to good 
health where they may live their 
entire lives and find support in 
cohesive networks that facilitate 
civic involvement and political 
engagement; a shared sense of 
place, quality of life and wellbeing 
(Davidson & Wilson, 2009: 5; 
Glasson & Wood, 2009: 284; 
Dempsey et al., 2009: 3; Mak & 
Peacock, 2011: 3; Woodcraft, 2012: 31; 
Dixon & Woodcraft, 2013: 478; 
Goosen & Cilliers, 2018: 260). Social 
sustainability is furthermore related 
to the interconnected and equally 
disputed concepts of social cohesion 

and social capital (Cloete, 2014: 6; 
Bwalya & Seethal, 2016: 41). This 
article delineates social cohesion 
as the extent to which a society 
is socially just, united in shared 
interests, circumstances and identity, 
being functional, providing positive 
social relationships within a bonded 
network and environment that 
allows its members to flourish in 
solidarity, resulting in social capital 
(Cortese et al., 2014: 2052; Bwalya 
& Seethal 2016: 41; Carrasco 
& Bilal, 2016: 128; Obremski & 
Carter, 2019: 171). Social capital is 
synthesised as a resource produced 
by participating in social networks 
and civic institutions, supported by 
trust that accommodates reciprocal 
exchanges, mutual support 
and collective action to achieve 
communal objectives (Matthews & 
Besemer, 2015: 189; Carrasco & 
Bilal, 2016: 128; Opp, 2017: 300). 
These broad definitions are not 
all-inclusive or indisputable, but 
provide guiding features towards 
an understanding of more socially 
sustainable communities as point of 
departure to reflect on South Africa’s 
IBR sector (see Table 2).

From these definitions, links between 
social sustainability and the physical 
environment become obvious. 
Social activity is interrelated with 
the physical context in which it 
transpires (Dempsey et al., 2009: 7). 
Accordingly, social sustainability 
has provided a focus for planning 
research, policy and practice, 
emphasising the social outcomes 
of aspects such as housing (Dixon 
& Woodcraft, 2013; Obremski 
& Carter, 2019). In planning 
for physical and non-physical 
attributes potentially conducive 
to more socially sustainable 
environments, the elements captured 
in Table 1 may be considered. 
A few elements are highlighted. 
Safety, a basic human need 
(Opp, 2017: 302) is emphasised. 
“Safety is the ontological foundation 
of sustainability in general and 
social sustainability in particular” 
(Eizenberg & Jabareen, 2017: 1), 
referring to the right to be safe and 
adopt all measures of adaptation and 
security to prevent future casualties 
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and physical harm. Where the built 
environment exhibits poor condition, 
people may be physiologically 
affected and their sense of safety 
disturbed (Dempsey et al., 2009: 10).

The physical environment may 
impact inter-generational equity, 
referencing the extent to which 
future generations will not suffer 
under the repercussions of the 
actions of the current generation 
(Mak & Peacock 2011: 3; 
Eizenberg & Jabareen 2017: 290) 
and the prospect of long-term 
residency, possibly spanning 
multiple generations. The urban 
environment can nurture community 
stability by encouraging lower 
residential mobility and turnover 
(Forrest & Kearns, 2001: 2134; 
Dempsey et al., 2009: 9) as 
influenced by social equity referenced 
above, rooted in distributive justice 
and equality of condition in the 
objective appointment of resources. 
Social equity is often measured 
by the level of access provided to 
adequate housing, education, basic 
services, social infrastructure, green, 
cultural and recreational spaces 
(Dempsey et al., 2009: 5), entrenched 
in urban planning decisions. Table 1 
captures the bulk of these elements. 

Social sustainability premised 
exclusively on the above 
definition and Table 1 would 
indicate that it exists only in idyllic 
places unburdened by poverty, 
poor service access and poor 
environmental quality. Positive 
social activity and social order are 
more likely to manifest in physical 
environments of high quality 
(Dempsey et al., 2009: 5), but social 
sustainability is not dependant 
on the quality of the physical 
environment. The challenges 
centralised in places of poorer 
quality may act as catalysts for social 
cohesion (Dempsey et al., 2009: 5), 
encouraging communities to analyse 
and articulate the fulfilment of their 
rights (Carrasco & Bilal 2016: 128), 
building social capital, and improving 
their environments and quality of life. 

1.2 Challenges to social 
sustainability in South Africa 

In South Africa, attempts to 
redress colonial and apartheid 
impacts and promote sustainable 
development have been restrained 
by several social challenges. 
Chief among which is inequality. 
Inequalities are demonstrated in 
official indicators such as the Gini-
coefficient; physically expressed in 
the country’s human settlements, 

and reflected in the outcomes of 
the state’s subsidised housing 
projects which have reinforced 
inequalities by sourcing peripheral 
development locations (Croese et 
al., 2016: 240) often reminiscent 
of the sites secured for non-White 
South Africans under apartheid 
(Turok, 2016: 5), and the small size 
and poor quality of the units they 
have provided (Freund, 2010: 287; 
Lizarralde, 2011: 176). Approximately 
2.8 million subsidised homes were 
delivered by 2016 (Turok, 2016: 5). 
Yet, millions have remained destitute, 
living in a growing number of informal 
settlements (Turok, 2012: 21) or 
IBRs as alternatives (Lemanski, 
2009: 473; Tshangana, 2013: 4). 

2. THE INFORMAL 
BACKYARD RENTAL 
SECTOR AND SOCIAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

IBRs are customarily one- or 
two-roomed informal structures 
erected of corrugated iron, 
metal sheets, timber, and plastic 
(Morange, 2002: 6; Robins, 2002: 
512; Lemanski, 2009: 473) in 
backyards adjacent or attached to 
formal dwellings. Backyard tenants 
often face small, uncomfortable, 
dark, damp, permeable and 
inadequately ventilated structures, 
described as unhealthy and 
unsafe (Morange, 2002: 4; 
Lemanski, 2009: 473; Shapurjee 
& Charlton, 2013: 662). IB renters 
may contend with such conditions 
to access the range of benefits 
backyard tenancy may present 
compared to informal settlements.

2.1 The access, safety and 
security provided by 
backyard locations

Backyard tenants often prefer 
the more central locations 
and access provided by older 
townships (Morange, 2002: 10; 
Bank, 2007: 206; Watson, 2009: 5). 
Many are also drawn to backyard 
accommodation in such localities to 
escape the violence and hazards 
correlated with peripheral informal 
settlements (Morange, 2002: 10; 
Zweig, 2015: 5). Backyard dwellings 

Table 1: Urban social sustainability associated with non-physical and physical forms

(A) Non-physical elements (b) Physical elements

Health, quality of life and well-being Attractive public realm

Social inclusion/no social exclusion Adequate housing

Social capital Quality local environment and amenity

Sense of safety Accessibility to services/facilities/green space/
employment

Fair income distribution Sustainable urban design

Social order Neighbourhoods

Social cohesion Pedestrian-friendly/walkable neighbourhoods

Community cohesion Sufficient lighting

Social networks Enclosure

Social interaction Mixed tenure

Sense of community and belonging Appropriate density

Employment Sustainable transport networks

Residential stability Mixed land use

Active community organisations

Cultural traditions

Low residential turnover

Source: Constructed based on Dempsey et al. (2011); Woodcraft (2012); Dixon and 
Woodcraft (2013); Opp (2017)
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in the ‘safer’ core provide security 
(Gilbert et al., 1997: 139) and some 
stability via an increased number of 
vigilant residents potentially reducing 
chances of theft and intrusion 
(Carey, 2009: 11; Shapurjee & 
Charlton, 2013: 661). For tenants, 
the proximity and connection to 
established landlords may reinforce 
a sense of moral and physical 
security (Morange, 2002:11) under 
landlord protection (Shapurjee & 
Charlton, 2013: 661). Yet, backyard 
tenants may be comforted by 
a false sense of security, as 
crime is an omnipresent threat in 
South Africa (Klaaren, 2015: 552). 
Some argue that the structural 
informality of IBRs make dwellings 
more vulnerable to home burglaries 
and attacks (Meth, 2013: 547). 
Besides locational advantages, 
safety and stability perceptions, 
IB tenancy have been significantly 
motivated by the probability of 
access to basic services.

2.2 Opportunities to access 
basic services

The majority of IB renters 
enjoy service access 
(Gilbert et al., 1997: 139; 
Gunter 2014: 97) using sanitation 
facilities and water in main dwellings 
(Govender et al., 2011a: 339), 
connecting electricity informally 
(Lemanski, 2009: 477), and 
using refuse bins provided to 
landlords (Govender et al., 
2011b: 32). Yet, service access 
is not universal or consistent 
(Tshangana, 2013: 7), ascribed to 
restrictions imposed by landlords, 
limited or damaged facilities, 
overcrowding and power outages 
(Lemanski, 2009: 477; Govender et 
al., 2011a: 339; Zweig, 2015: 6). 

2.3 Demographic trends 
for landlords and 
backyard tenants 

IBR landlords and tenants are not 
homogeneous, yet broad patterns 
have been observed in existing 
literature (Watson, 2009: 5). Although 
a range of age groups occupy 
IBRs (Gilbert et al., 1997: 135; 
Lemanski, 2009: 476; Zweig, 2015: 5), 
tenants are commonly younger than 

landlords (Gilbert et al., 1997: 135; 
Bank, 2007: 213; Watson, 2009: 5; 
Rubin & Gardner, 2013: 6; Shapurjee & 
Charlton, 2013: 658; Gunter, 2014: 99; 
Zweig, 2015: 5) who may be well 
established residents who are 
already or almost retired (Rubin 
& Gardner, 2013: 31). Tenants 
and landlords are often single 
females (Gilbert et al., 1997: 139; 
Bank 2007: 213; Gunter 2014: 99), 
indicating a gendered slant in supply and 
demand (Rubin & Gardner, 2013:31). 
Several studies have shown tenant 
households to be smaller than those 
of landlords (Gilbert et al., 1997: 135; 
Lemanski, 2009: 476; Watson, 2009: 5; 
Rubin & Gardner, 2013: 31; Shapurjee 
& Charlton, 2013: 658). Landlords and 
their backyard tenants regularly exhibit 
comparatively low levels of household 
income (Gilbert et al., 1997: 139; 
Morange, 2002: 14; Bank 2007: 214; 
Shapurjee & Charlton, 2013: 658), 
with tenants often presenting 
greater income security with 
permanent employment and even 
marginally higher incomes than 
landlords (Watson, 2009: 5; Rubin 
& Gardner, 2013: 31; Shapurjee 
& Charlton, 2013: 658).

2.3.1 Connections between 
landlords and backyard 
tenants: Family, friends or 
strangers?

Landlords and their backyard 
tenants are either family members 
or unrelated stakeholders. Certain 
studies localised in larger cities 
have shown the majority of IB 
tenants to be paying renters 
unrelated to landlords (Morange, 
2002: 13; Bank, 2007: 209; 
Lemanski, 2009: 476). Generalisations 
on landlord-tenant relationships 
based on business arrangements 
between unrelated acquaintances 
centred on experience in larger 
cities have framed many of the 
assumptions and pilot interventions 
of the past. Yet, IBRs emerged 
during apartheid when landlords, 
as tenants of the state themselves, 
accommodated extended family 
members and friends in backyards 
(Morange, 2002: 6; Lemanski, 
2009: 473). The practice has endured 
in places. Tenants and landlords 

seem to be related more frequently 
in Coloured than African communities 
(Morange, 2002: 13; Lemanski, 
2009: 474). Related tenants likely 
remunerate landlords in kind and 
not cash (Lemanski, 2009: 473; 
Shapurjee & Charlton, 2013: 661), 
or contribute to service charges 
(Carey, 2009: 18).

2.3.2 Evolving and supportive 
landlord-tenant 
relationships

Historically, the IB landlord-tenant 
relationship, even among relatives and 
friends, was regarded as exploitative 
and strictly for profit (Rubin & 
Gardner, 2013: 17; Gunter, 2014: 
98). Literature dated before the late 
1990s showed that, although being 
relatively wealthier and better serviced 
than those in informal settlements, 
backyard tenants regularly left 
backyards to resettle in informal 
townships, blaming overcrowding, 
a lack of privacy, restricted service 
access, unstable rents, curfews, 
visitor and noise restrictions and 
eviction threats (Crankshaw, 1993: 44; 
Guillaume & Houssay-Holzschuch, 
2002: 94; Lemanski, 2009: 474; 
Lategan & Cilliers, 2015: 851). 
Whereas incidences of exploitation, 
restricted service access and 
arbitrary evictions exist in selected 
cases (Morange, 2002: 16; Rubin 
& Gardner, 2013: 17), later studies 
have uncovered significant shifts, as 
backyard rentals have increasingly 
provided affordable accommodation 
with tenure security and beneficial 
service access in conditions not more 
crowded than in informal settlements 
(Lemanski, 2009: 474). Relationships 
have been described more positively 
as part of supportive social networks, 
being fair, amiable, tolerant, and 
non-exploitative, framed by united 
consciousness, solidarity and limited 
conflict (Crankshaw et al., 2000: 853; 
Morange, 2002:1; Bank, 2007: 206; 
Carey, 2009: 17; Lemanski, 2009: 474; 
Watson, 2009: 6; Rubin & 
Gardner, 2013: 7). Such social 
networks are significant considering 
the inherent vulnerabilities of 
backyard tenants (Morange, 2002: 15; 
Bank, 2007: 226; Carey, 2009: 21; 
Lemanski, 2009: 480; Watson, 2009: 5; 
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Gunter, 2014: 98; Zweig, 2015: 2) 
sometimes stigmatised by a lower 
social status than homeowners 
(Zweig, 2015: 5), and a weak 
political voice as many authorities 
have engaged exclusively with 
registered property owners and rate 
payers (Beall et al., 2002). IBRs 
have often been characterised by 
a lack of representation, capacity, 
leadership and organisation 
(Lemanski, 2009: 479) that would 
bestow strong lobbying abilities 
(Morange, 2002: 3). Whilst weak 
representation is customary, not all 
backyarders have been left voiceless, 
as organised tenant associations 
have emerged to champion 
backyarder rights (Carey, 2009: 21; 
Rubin & Gardner, 2013: 53). 

Despite the optimistic descriptions 
attached to the landlord-tenant 
relationship, occasional clashes 
still occur, ascribed to payment, 
noise, water and electricity 
consumption disputes, maintenance 
problems, political tension, 
infringements, personal issues, a 
lack of communication, and rumours 
(Bank, 2007: 214; Carey, 2009: 19), 
often exacerbated by alcohol and 
substance abuse (Carey 2009: 19; 
Lemanski, 2009: 481) and cohabitating 
in limited space (Morange, 2002:11). 
Disputes have conventionally 
been resolved internally without 
legal counsel or the recourse 
provided by the Rental Housing 
Act of 1999 and the Rental 
Housing Amendment Bill of 2007 
(Watson, 2009: 6; Mohamed, 2010: 2; 
Rubin & Gardner, 2013: 18). The 
latter provided for Rental Housing 
Tribunals (RHTs) to resolve landlord-
tenant conflict (Mohamed 2010). 
However, the majority of stakeholders 
remain unaware of their rights 
and have proceeded obliviously 
(Watson, 2009; Gunter, 2014: 102).

3. INVESTIGATING SOCIAL 
SUSTAINABILITY AND 
IBRS IN BRIDGTON 
AND BONGOLETHU, 
OUDTSHOORN

Oudtshoorn, capital of the 
Oudtshoorn Local Municipality (OLM) 
in South Africa’s Western Cape, is 

home to 95 933 residents, of which 
77.35% are Coloured (a widely used 
term in post-apartheid South Africa 
[Adhikari, 2004]), 12.49% White, 
and 9.11% African, according 
to Census 2011. Two prominent 
apartheid-era townships, Bridgton 
and Bongolethu house 33.73% 
of the OLM’s total population, 
primarily in state-provided housing. 
These townships accommodate 
a substantial and burgeoning, but 
undetermined number of IBRs 
(Daughters, 2015), foreshadowing 
the informal rentals now populating 
the backyards of newly constructed 
subsidised homes in the Rose 
Valley extension, following an 
informal settlement upgrade 
project (Lategan, 2017: 308).

3.1. Methodology
The empirical research was based 
on a 2015 survey of 103 properties 
surrounding the Bridgton Pavilion, 
a landmark and centre of community 
life around which a high number 
of IB structures could be identified 
on aerial photos (see Figure 1). 
The Bridgton/Bongolethu survey 
included only properties with IBR 
components, with willing landlord 
and backyard respondents. Separate 
questionnaires were provided to 
the heads of landlord and backyard 
tenant households, respectively. 
Respondent properties were selected 
via convenience sampling as a 
non-probability sampling technique 
where members of the target 
population meet practical criteria, for 
example geographical proximity, easy 
accessibility, availability, or willingness 
to participate (Dörnyei, 2007). 

Convenience sampling is useful 
when randomisation is impossible 
(Explorable.com, 2009). In the 
Bridgton/Bongolethu case, no records 
existed that document the presence 
of IBR structures from which a 
sample could be randomly selected. 

Aerial photos showing IB structures 
did not provide clarity on their use 
for rental, commercial or storage 
purposes and potentially provided 
outdated information, as IBRs may 
be constructed, demolished and 
moved continuously. Aerial photos 
did, however, provide an indication 
of areas where informal backyarding 
was prominent and concentrated. 
Surveys were conducted assisted by 
chaperones who were available for 
limited periods. These chaperones, 
familiar with, and trusted by the 
community as police reservists, acted 
as guides and facilitators. There was 
no self-selection of respondents. It 
is doubtful that a random sample 
would have delivered drastically 
different results, except in feasibly 
reducing the number of respondents, 
as there was no way of identifying 
which households accommodated 
backyarders and would be available 
and willing to participate at the 
times chaperones would also be 
available, from which to generate 
a random sample. Respondents 
were advised on research objectives 
and general instructions. Informed 
consent was described in terms of 
respondents’ voluntary participation 
and confidentiality guaranteed. 

Questionnaires probed spatial, 
economic and social issues, with 
social issues reported on, in this 
instance. Survey questions were 

Figure 1:  The Bridgton and Bongolethu case study area
Source:  Lategan, 2017
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drafted in collaboration with the 
North-West University’s Statistical 
Consultancy Services who also 
captured and analysed data using 
IBM SPSS. As a convenience 
sample instead of a random 
sample was used, p-values may 
be reported, but not interpreted. 
Furthermore, the article drew 
on semi-structured interviews 
conducted with local officials and 
other relevant stakeholders, cited 
with pseudonyms, who provided 
insight on matters less forthcoming 
in literature and existing statistics. 
Interviews were audio recorded and 
transcribed for ease of reference. 

3.2 Demographic discoveries
Questionnaires reached 
244 households, of mainly Coloured, 
Afrikaans-speaking members. 
The sample included 103 individual 
properties accommodating 103 
main (42.21%) and 141 (57.79%) 
IB households; 103 main and 
120 IBR questionnaires were 
completed. The 223 households 
represented accommodated 1 
023 dwellers, with 577 (56.40%) 
residents in main dwellings and 446 
(43.60%) residents in IBRs. Main 
dwellings housed a mean of 5.60 
residents (s=2.928), whereas IBRs 
housed a mean of 3.72 (s=1.74) 
residents, thus substantiating 
trends on smaller IBR household 
sizes (Gilbert et al., 1997: 135; 
Lemanski, 2009: 476; Watson, 2009: 5; 
Rubin & Gardner, 2013: 31; Shapurjee 
& Charlton, 2013: 658). IBRs were 
mainly fabricated using corrugated 
metal sheeting (97.5%), timber 
(97.5%), cardboard (16.7%), and 
plastics (8.3%). IBRs have an 
established history in Bridgton/
Bongolethu as integral components 
of the community’s identity and 
character, contributing to a sense 
of place that accepts informality 
alongside the formal. Findings 
showed that 74.8% of landlords 
(as the head of the household) 
were female and 25.2% male. 
Furthermore, 66.7% of IB tenants 
(as the head of the household) 
were male and 33.3% female, thus 
confirming preceding research 
on the dominance of female 

Figure 2:  Mean ages of backyard tenants and landlords for both sexes in years. 
Source:  Lategan, 2017

Figure 3: Landlord marital status in actual numbers
Source: Lategan, 2017

Figure 4: Backyard tenant marital status in actual numbers
Source: Lategan, 2017
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landlords (Gilbert et al., 1997: 139; 
Bank 2007: 213; Rubin & 
Gardner, 2013: 31; Gunter, 2014: 
99) and male tenants (Zweig, 
2015: 5). Figure 2 captures mean 
ages for females and males 
in the total population and for 
landlords and IB tenants.

Figure 2 confirmed older landlords 
compared to backyard tenants, 
as in Gilbert et al. (1997: 135); 
Bank (2007: 213); Watson (2009: 
5); Rubin & Gardner (2013: 31); 
Shapurjee & Charlton (2013: 658); 
Gunter (2014: 99), and 
Zweig (2015: 5), in the case study 
by a mean of 15.86 years.

Data revealed that 30.4% of all 
the landlords were single, 29.4% 
married and 29.4% widowed. 
Whereas 47.5% of the tenants 
were single, 29.2% married and 
16.7% unwed, but cohabitating 
in civil unions. Figures 2 and 3 
capture marital status for the head 
of the household for landlord and 
backyard tenants in actual numbers. 

Figures 2 and 4 evidence that the 
majority of the respondents were 
single. Females, as the majority 
of landlords, were either single 
(35.5%) or widowed (35.5%). 
Goebel et al. (2010) posit that 
low-income females endure specific 
hardships considering poverty, 
illness and care-giving abilities. 
Female backyard tenants were also 
predominantly single (80%), sharing 
in the troubles of female landlords. 
Male backyarders, as the majority, 
were single (31.25%), married 
(37.5%), or living in civil union 
(23.8%) and, in cases of the last two, 
could draw on mutual resources and 
support. Consequently, the typical 
landlord was a single female in her 
mid-to-late 50s who accommodated 
a married/attached male tenant in his 
late 30s. Concurring with established 
trends regarding older single female 
landlords and younger backyard 
tenants, it diverged for tenant sex 
and marital status trends established 
elsewhere (see Section 2.3).

The majority of the landlords (93.2%) 
and backyard (86.6%) households 
reported a monthly household 

income below R3 500. Most of them 
earned between R1 001 and R1 
500 monthly, thus living in similar 
conditions and fostering a sense of 
solidarity, mirroring findings by Gilbert 
et al. (1997: 139); Bank (2007: 214); 
Lemanski (2009: 473), and Shapurjee 
& Charlton (2013: 658). Data showed 
that 68% of the landlord and 1.8% of 
the backyard households declared 
pensions as the main source of 
income, reflecting discrepancies in 
landlord and tenant ages established.

In the case study, IBRs were thus 
dominated by single female landlords 
who are close to retirement age or 
have already retired and continue to 
be breadwinners and caregivers. IB 
landlordism is common among the 
elderly, because rental contributions 
may make homes viable for 
many who would otherwise have 
to relocate from their historical 
neighbourhoods to more affordable, 
often lower quality housing (Rubin 
& Gardner, 2013: 41). IBRs offer 
the opportunity to lodge extended 
family members, often as older or 
married children (Zweig, 2015: 5), 
thus presenting opportunities to unite 
families (Rubin & Gardner, 2013: 
31), foster multigenerational living 
(Shapurjee & Charlton, 2013: 661), 
and aging in a fixed location (Rubin 
& Gardner, 2013: 19) with social 
support from backyard relatives. 
In Bridgton/Bongolethu, IB tenants 
participated in community life, 
belonged to civic institutions and 
attended local schools where they 
were not stigmatised or ostracised, 
thereby embedding themselves in 
the community and building extended 
support networks that entrench social 
belonging. Such links underpin a 
number of the characteristics that 
support social sustainability, as 
low residential turnover, enhanced 
social networks; civic engagement, 
and quality of life and wellbeing 
identified in the literature review. 

3.3 The nature of 
landlord-tenant links 

In 80.8% of the backyard 
households, all members were 
related to landlords. In 12.5% 
of cases, only certain members 

shared familial connections with 
landlords. In 6.7% of cases, no 
such association was reported; 
45.8% of the backyard respondents 
claimed to be backyarders primarily 
to maintain familial ties. This 
confirms the tendency for Coloured 
landlords and tenants to be related, 
following Morange (2002: 13), 
Carey (2009: 18) and Lemanski 
(2009: 473). Lemanski (2009: 
479) theorised that, in Cape Town, 
many landlords as previous shack 
dwellers sympathised with the 
destitute, providing rentals as a moral 
imperative described by Gilbert et 
al. (1997: 141) as the antithesis 
of “classic landlord behaviour”. 

Results revealed that 93.1% of the 
landlords provided IBRs motivated 
by compassion and moral obligation, 
whereas 2% cited financial 
motivations, thereby reaffirming low 
cash rents. The 55.8% of tenants 
who contributed rent, paid a mean 
of R253.43 monthly. Tenants who 
did not pay cash rents contributed 
towards water and electricity costs 
(27.3%), home maintenance (9.9%), 
or domestic help to landlords (4.1%). 
Cramer’s V test for the nature of 
the landlord-tenant relationship, in 
terms of familial connection, and 
motivation for engaging in IBRs, 
yielded an effect size of 0.415 
(p=0), as a strong medium effect 
and practical visible significant 
association. Financial motivations 
were strongest where landlords 
and tenants were not related at all, 
yet compassion/social motivations 
dominated, regardless of the nature 
of the landlord-tenant connection. 
As nearly all landlords and tenants 
were related, cash rents were very 
low and landlords motivated by social 
obligations, a case could be made 
to define their relationship not as 
a rental arrangement, but merely 
as the manner in which extended 
family members are accommodated 
in informal extensions. 

However, findings support inclusion 
under the informal rental umbrella, 
as the majority of backyard dwellings 
housed autonomous households 
almost unilaterally expected to 
contribute monetary or non-monetary 
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assistance. Thus, it is suggested that 
the term IBR be widely applied to 
include related tenants and landlords, 
even when their arrangements are 
not premised solely on traditional 
rental terms, as supported by 
Rubin & Gardner (2013). In the 
case study, these informal rental 
arrangements contributed towards 
self-reliant, organic communities 
that demonstrate harmony and 
co-operation, places of sharing 
(Lategan & Cilliers 2013: 309), in 
which important social safety nets 
and social capital were manifested 
(Rubin & Gardner, 2013: 31) that 
arguably contributed to an increased 
sense of security for landlords and 
tenants. These supportive networks 
are tried in times of conflict. 

3.4 Evaluating the relationship 
between landlords and their 
tenants 

Evaluating the landlord-tenant 
relationship in terms of conflict 
showed that 86.4% of the landlords 
reported that landlord-tenant conflict 
was never an issue (or so rarely that 
it could not be recounted); only 7.8% 
reported conflict once a month, whilst 
5.8% reported conflict more than 
once a month. A substantial 75.8% 
of IB tenants reported that landlord-
tenant conflict has never been an 
issue (or so rarely that it could not be 
recounted); 10% reported conflict at 
least once monthly; 7.5% registered 
conflict more than once a month, 
whilst 6.7% conveyed landlord-tenant 
conflict occurring almost daily. 

Landlords thus reported lower 
levels of conflict, perhaps owing 
to their position of power, whereas 
tenants, as more vulnerable 
stakeholders, were more sensitive 
to disagreements. Cramer’s V test 
for the nature of the landlord-tenant 
relationship, in terms of familial 
connection and the prevalence of 
conflict noted by landlords, provided 
an effect size of 0.082 (p=0.847) 
and for backyard tenants an effect 
size of 0.148 (p=0.510), showing a 
practical non-significant association 
in both cases. Results thus show 
that the nature of the landlord-tenant 

connection was not a significant 
predictor for level of conflict.

Figure 5 conveys that landlords 
and tenants experienced sources 
of conflict differently, with the 
exception of ‘threat of eviction’ as 
a low source for both parties. For 
all variables, excluding ‘alcohol 
and substance abuse’, backyard 
tenants reported higher levels of 
related conflict than landlords. 

Backyard tenants may register 
increased levels of conflict 
regarding service access, because 
tenants are reliant on the access 
granted by landlords and are more 
disadvantaged by hindrances 
thereto; are more sensitive to 
payment disputes as tenants are 

responsible for prompt payment and 
held accountable; and overcrowding, 
because of the small size of most IBR 
structures and the need to venture 
outside into a yard shared with other 
tenants and landlord families. 

A total of 38.8% of the landlords and 
60.8% of the tenants opined that 
IBRs impinged on their private space 
in the yard. A Phi test comparing 
feelings of limitations on private 
space in the yard, due to IBRs for 
landlords and backyard tenants, 
yielded an effect size of -0.219 
(p=0.001), with backyard tenants 
more inclined to experience a lack of 
private space in the yard compared to 
landlords along a negative gradient. 

Figure 5: Comparing sources and prevalence of conflict for 
landlords and informal backyard tenants

Source: Lategan, 2017

Figure 6: Terms negotiated in rental agreements (%)
Source: Lategan, 2017
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3.5 Conflict resolution and 
rental terms 

Data revealed that 66% of the 
landlords had never sought 
mediation from RHTs to resolve 
landlord-tenant conflict, whilst 14.6% 
were unaware of the existence of 
RHTs or other formal channels. 
For backyard tenants, 87.5% 
had never approached an RHT, 
although some had approached 
other mediators. Anecdotally, 
the majority of the respondents 
seemed to confuse tribunals with 
unofficial mediators such as religious 
leaders, implying that the number 
of respondents who had not used 
tribunals may be much higher. 

Results reflected that Oudtshoorn 
provided no local RHT. Serious 
cases were generally referred 
to George, a town located 59km 
away (Gold, 2015). No formal 
representative body such as a 
backyard dwellers association or 
similar advocacy group could be 
identified in Oudtshoorn to lobby 
on behalf of IBR stakeholders 
or intervene in disagreements 
– speaking to a lack of political 
engagement as an important 
denominator in sustainable 
communities identified earlier. 

The local housing department 
sometimes acted as mediator, 
providing rental agreement templates 
to capture rental terms in writing. 
Respondents rarely entered a rental 
agreement with a written contract. 
In addition, 4.2% of the rental 
agreements were formalised on 
paper; 82.5% were negotiated orally, 
whilst 13.3% did not discuss rental 
terms beforehand. The prevalence of 
oral and the absence of agreements 
may reflect the dominance of 
familial bonds and subsequent 
complacency and trust that rendered 
a negotiated agreement obsolete.

Notwithstanding the general 
absence of rental agreements, data 
revealed that backyard tenants 
had occupied IBRs for a mean 
of six and a half years, reflecting 
relative tenure security. Where 
agreements had been negotiated, 

the terms and frequency of inclusion 
are captured in Figure 6.

Power dynamics in the negotiation of 
these terms varied from case to case, 
but landlords and backyard tenants 
were generally in full agreement 
and support of conditions included. 
Figure 6 illustrates that terms of rental 
remuneration, followed by conditions 
of service access took precedence 
in rental agreement negotiations. 

An aggregate 93.33% of backyard 
respondents claimed access to 
electricity, sanitation, piped water 
and refuse removal accessed via 
landlords, indicating relative equality 
of condition in service access 
between landlords and IB tenants and 
distributive justice in the appointment 
of resources. Thus, benefiting 
many more impoverished citizens 
from the formal services provided 
to previous housing beneficiaries 
– advancing social justice.

Rules on tenant behaviour and 
eviction procedures were included 
in less than half of the negotiated 
agreements, resulting in ambiguous 
conditions conducive to disagreement 
and conflict (see Figure 5). Conflict 
was commonly attributed to poor 
communication between landlords 
and tenants (Captain, 2013) and 
the effects of several social ails.

3.6 Alcohol and substance 
abuse, crime and safety

Alcohol and substance abuse is 
common in Bridgton/Bongolethu 
for residents of formal dwellings 
and IBRs. In general, alcohol and 
substance abuse may be emblematic 
of life in poverty or ascribed to a 
socially imbedded predisposition 
(Hendricks et al., 2015: 100; Zweig 2015: 7; 
Lesch & Adams, 2016: 167). Given 
the homogeneous profile of 
respondents, dominance of familial 
connections and comparable 
household incomes proven, the 
article posits that there may be 
a marginal difference in levels 
of alcohol and substance abuse 
among landlords and backyard 
tenants. Backyarders are not 
necessarily more prone to such 
vices, due to their housing conditions 
(Captain, 2013). However, challenges 

related to alcohol and substance 
abuse may be concentrated where 
many impoverished individuals 
congregate, as facilitated by the 
increased population densities 
introduced by IB infill in the case 
study (Cameron, 2015; Lategan & 
Cilliers 2016: 20). Furthermore, IB 
structures are regularly occupied by 
illegal alcohol vendors who contribute 
to the problem-drinking crisis 
(Lesch & Adams, 2016: 169). No 
such vendors were identified in the 
sample. Following Figure 5, alcohol 
and substance abuse were cited as 
a foremost cause of landlord-tenant 
conflict. For an East London case 
study, Bank (2007: 17) suggested 
that a culture of drinking in a yard is 
often determined by the landlord. 

Where alcohol and substance 
abuse are present, the proximity 
in which stakeholders live in 
IBRs often incites and increases 
tension (Figure 5), exacerbating 
the probability of violent and non-
violent crimes (Captain, 2013). Of all 
backyard tenants, 76.7% reported 
feeling secure in their backyard 
dwellings pertaining to their own and 
the safety of their possessions. Such 
opinions are significant, considering 
that 43.7% also rated crime as a 
daily concern. For landlords, the 
figure was 31.4%. A Phi test for 
backyard tenants’ perceptions of 
feeling safe in their dwellings and 
respondents claiming crime as daily 
concern provided an effect size of 
-0.230 (p=0.012), as a small inverse 
effect, with those feeling safe in their 
backyard lodgings slightly more 
inclined to report crime not being a 
daily concern and vice versa. A Phi 
test for alcohol and substance abuse 
as source of conflict among backyard 
tenants and crime as an issue of daily 
concern presented an effect size 
of 0.320 (P=0.096), as a practical 
visible significant association 
or medium effect. Thus, where 
alcohol and substance abuse were 
problematic, backyard tenants tended 
to report crime as a daily concern.

Alcohol and substance abuse may 
hold additional penalties for safety 
and security. Elsewhere, backyard 
dwellings have been described as 
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hidden (Parnell & Hart, 1999: 367; 
Turok, 2012: 22), leaving vulnerable 
tenants such as women and 
children to face several injustices 
(Bank, 2007: 226). In the case 
study, alcohol and substance abuse 
has been linked to child sexual 
abuse, as inhibitions are lowered 
and abusers are provided with 
abundant opportunities (Captain, 
2013), as multiple tenants of both 
sexes and all ages cohabit in 
cramped dwellings (Meth, 2013: 
547) with limited privacy. IBRs 
presented a mean of 1.87 (s=1.053) 
rooms per structure, commonly 
divided only by curtains or furniture. 
Backyarders are further vulnerable 

to electric shocks and fire-related 
injury or death (Wire, 2015). 

3.7 Fire threats and other 
backyard hazards

Results showed that 80.8% of the 
backyard respondents had access 
to electricity and 77.5% were 
serviced by informal connections. 
As a result, electric fires commonly 
occur. Fires were also attributed 
to candles, gas stoves, impromptu 
heating devices and cigarettes, 
aggravated by a lack of knowledge 
on responsible fire ignition and 
extinction and negligence under 
the influence of drugs and alcohol 
(Case, 2015; Wire, 2015). Fossil 

fuels being inexpensive alternatives 
to electricity present indoor air 
pollution, fire and poisoning risks, in 
which children are again vulnerable. 
IBRs fuel fires when constructed 
from highly flammable materials 
(Meth, 2013: 546; Shapurjee & 
Charlton, 2013: 662). The use of 
timber in 97.5% and cardboard in 
16.7% of the IB structures in the 
case study posed significant risks. 
8.3% of the IB respondents had 
experienced house fires in the past.

Oudtshoorn experiences 
approximately 60 house fires in 
formal and informal dwellings 
annually, of which approximately 68% 
are ascribed to IBRs (Case, 2015). 

Table 2:  Framework synthesising literature review and case study findings

Concept Components according to 
definition Application according to case study

Verdict towards social 
sustainability

Contributes Detracts

So
ci

al
ly

 s
us

ta
in

ab
le

 c
om

m
un

ity

Diversity of current and 
future residents

Mix of residents of different ages – intergenerational equity. 
Homogeneous racial and language profile.
No international migrants encountered; foreign migrants reported as IB tenants elsewhere in 
Bridgton/Bongolethu.

Fair opportunity to access 
basic services

High levels of service access for tenants.
Access dependent on obliging landlord-tenant relationship.
Limited conflict related to service access.
IBRs disseminate benefits of service access and formal neighbourhoods – distributive justice. 
Shared service access – equality of condition. 
No discrimination against IB tenants in terms of service access.

Stable, safe and secure 
environments

Most of the tenants regard residences as safe and secure.
Stable environment – tenure security.
More residents per yard – safety and security.

Conducive to good health

Poor quality structures pose health threats.
Highly flammable structures.
Hazardous informal electricity access.
Health dependent on service access and quality.
Potential for sexual and physical abuse.
Feasible increase in alcohol/substance abusers per yard/area.

Live out their entire lives
Many homeowners are pensioners and long-term residents supported by tenants.
Evictions threats not considered.

Support in cohesive 
networks

Familial bonds and long-term residency provide support.
Limited conflict. 
Rentals motivated by compassion and social obligation.

Promote civic and political 
engagement

No backyard dwellers’ associations/other representative bodies identified.
IB tenants attend local churches/schools/community events. 
Unity in challenging circumstances – social cohesion.

Shared sense of place IBRs as integral components of neighbourhood/community identity. 

Quality of life and wellbeing

Arguably improved quality of life/wellbeing compared to informal settlements.
Informal backyarders accepted as community members – sense of social belonging. 
Lack of privacy/space in yard.
Rental income/other contributions; affordable rental accommodation. 
IB renters attend civic institutions – partaking in public life. 
Locations in established communities provide access to facilities in proximity. 
Safety/security augmented through eyes on the yard. 
Structural inefficiencies; potentially cumbersome service access – uncomfortable. 
Family connections strengthened/expanded. 
Low conflict, positive relationships.
Increased population densities, alcohol/substance abuse, electrocution, fire and infection 
risks pose health concerns. 
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The resultant fatalities average 
approximately eight persons per 
annum in Oudtshoorn, with many 
more treated for burns and smoke 
inhalation (Case, 2015). Blazes 
may ultimately result in widespread 
damage in Bridgton/Bongolethu, 
given the location of structures 
behind main homes that may allow 
fires to develop to an advanced 
stage before they are noticed 
(Case, 2015), echoing warnings 
by Zweig (2015: 6) for a Vredendal 
study. Fires may spread rapidly, given 
the dense proximity of structures. 

3.8 Health impacts and IBRs

Articulating the connection between 
health and IBRs in the case study 
proved challenging. Patients who 
visited local clinics and the District 
Hospital did not disclose residential 
circumstances. Consequently, 

distinctions between landlord and 
tenant patients could not be drawn 
from records (Douwse, 2013).

Regarding perception, results 
indicated that 61.2% of the landlords 
and 50.8% of the IB renters believed 
that backyard tenants are ill more 
often than members of landlord 
households. Anecdotally, respondents 
seemed to regard the word ‘ill’ as 
referring only to serious and terminal 
conditions. Wire (2015) confirmed 
that Oudtshoorn’s low-income groups 
tend to downplay ‘trivial’ illnesses 
such as colds and flu, evidenced 
in the low number of such cases 
treated by local healthcare facilities. 
These illnesses worsen before the 
patients seek medical assistance.

IBRs may have health impacts for 
both trivial and more serious illnesses. 
For example, damp and draughty 
conditions impact on respiratory 

ailments such as TB (Douwse, 2013). 
In relation thereto, 62.5% of the 
backyard tenants reported structures 
that were not watertight and 35% that 
dwellings were not ventilated. A Phi 
test for structures reported watertight 
and structures reported ventilated 
provided an effect size of 0.244 
(p=0.008), as a lower medium effect. 
Thus, structures reported watertight 
presented a small likelihood of also 
being reported ventilated. Structures 
reported not watertight were more 
often ventilated than structures 
reported ventilated were watertight. 
A Phi test for backyard dwellings 
reported watertight and backyard 
tenants reporting getting ill more 
regularly than landlords delivered 
an effect size of -0.237 (p=0.10), as 
a lower medium effect, indicating 
that where tenants were described 
as more ill than landlords, there was 
some likelihood that structures were 

Concept Components according to 
definition Application according to case study

Verdict towards social 
sustainability

Contributes Detracts

So
ci

al
 c

oh
es

io
n

Socially fair, united 
in shared interests, 
circumstances and identity; 
functional

Community united in shared socio-economic circumstances/survival struggles.
IBRs provide support to make homeownership feasible.
IBRs well-established and integrated in community. 
IBRs often provide only accommodation option – scaffolding functionality of other aspects of 
daily life.

Positive social relationships Amiable/low-conflict landlord-tenant relationships.

Within a bonded network
Strong familial/kinship bonds – extended network.
Long-term residents – networks imbedded within community. 

To flourish in solidarity
IB tenants and most of the landlords remain disadvantaged – survive, rather than flourish. 
Sense of solidarity reinforced by similar levels of income.
Many IBR units identified and growth in Rose Valley – thriving sector.

So
ci

al
 c

ap
ita

l

Participating in social 
networks and civic 
institutions

Strong social networks based on familial bonds produce social capital. 

Trust that accommodates 
reciprocal exchanges, 
mutual support and 
collective action

Trust – lack of written/oral agreements. 

Conflict mostly resolved internally.

Achieve communal 
objectives United/ supportive relationships, shared survival goals. 

Attractive public realm Poor quality environment – aesthetic qualities marred by IB dwellings.

Adequate housing
Contested term, IB tenants enjoy tenure security, shelter and basic service access.
Most of the IB structures physically inadequate.

Accessibility to services/
facilities/green space/
employment

Potential backyard greenery occupied by IBRs.

Sustainable urban design No provision for IBRs in township layout.
Neighbourhoods Sense of neighbourhood.

Enclosure
Courtyard arrangements.
Increased security by addition of tenants.

Mixed tenure Ownership and rentals.
Appropriate density Increased densities.
Sustainable transport 
networks More centrally located – marginally shorter distances to travel.

Mixed land use No commercial/small-scale industrial IB structures encountered – opportunities presented.

Source: Own construction, 2019
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not watertight. Contagious diseases 
may further be spread by the proximity 
in which backyarders live, potentially 
aggravated by the lack of internal 
walls (Zandrews, 2013; Wire, 2015). 

When illness affects backyard tenants 
and they seek medical assistance, 
healthcare practitioners have testified 
to sympathetic bonds between 
landlords and tenants in Oudtshoorn, 
even when unrelated, evidenced 
when foreign migrant tenants fall 
ill and landlords accompany them 
as interpreters (Wire, 2015).

4. SYNTHESIS
To reflect on the theory-practice 
application of social sustainability 
and IBRs, key elements of social 
sustainability, socially sustainable 
communities and related concepts 
defined in the literature review 
were considered in relation to the 
case study. Table 2 dissects each 
definition and links each phrase/
term directly to the Bridgton/
Bongolethu case before categorising 
each example as either contributing 
to, or detracting from the social 
sustainability concepts provided. 

Table 2 expounds and unpacks the 
definitions provided in this article’s 
literature review, broadening 
understanding through application 
and exemplification. Two main 
deductions may be made from 
Table 2. First, according to the 
definitions provided, Bridgton/
Bongolethu’s IBRs contributed 
towards social sustainability based 
primarily on supportive networks 
constituted by familial connections 
between landlords and backyard 
tenants that provided high levels of 
access to basic services. Secondly, 
features of the physical environment 
and particular social problems 
present in, but not restricted to IBRs 
detracted from the ideals of a more 
socially sustainable community. 
The aforementioned is discussed 
in more detail under Section 3. 

5. CONCLUSION 
This article considered several 
aspects of social sustainability and 
tangential issues such as social 

cohesion and social capital in the 
IBR sector through the lens of the 
Bridgton/Bongolethu case study. 
The literature review underscored 
the complexity and multifaceted 
nature of social sustainability and 
socially sustainable communities, 
stressing that the ideal of 
sustainability may be an ever-
changing mark never to be fully 
achieved. As such, misunderstood 
and under-researched practices that 
may already enhance sustainability 
prospects, must be investigated and 
supported and negative features 
addressed. In focusing on Bridgton/
Bongolethu, this article addressed 
the deficit in research focused on 
the informal rental contexts of smaller 
towns and the prospects they hold 
in terms of social sustainability.

Although this study did not track 
the growth in IBRs in Bridgton/
Bongolethu, the substantial 
number of IB units observed and 
the newly established Rose Valley 
extension indicate a flourishing 
housing subsector. IBRs continue 
to thrive as landlords and tenants 
support the sector in unity, each 
fulfilling important roles of support 
in an impoverished community. 
Whereas other studies have noted 
that familial connections between 
landlords and tenants do exist to 
varying degrees, especially in larger 
cities and metropolitan areas, this 
article shows that familial links 
between landlords and tenants 
are a leading feature of the sector 
in the case study. It is feasible to 
suggest that many IBR markets in 
smaller towns across South Africa 
may present similar connections 
and that familial ties should be 
considered as representing at least 
a proportion of IBR relationships 
in larger cities. The significance of 
familial connections is demonstrated 
when case study findings are 
considered within the framework 
provided in the preceding synthesis. 

The framework evaluation 
demonstrated that IBRs in Bridgton/
Bongolethu support many of the 
social sustainability indicators 
captured. Without repeating 
Table 2, the most significant of 

these are identified as the close ties 
established between landlords and 
their backyard tenants; mutually 
supportive and relatively conflict-
free landlord-tenant relationships; 
mixed and secure tenure; feelings 
of safety; excellent access to 
basic services; rentals provided 
motivated by compassion or social 
obligation; low residential turnover 
and multigenerational bonds, 
and IB tenants being accepted 
and included in the community. 
These deeply rooted connections 
enshrine a sense of solidarity, 
shape cohesive social networks, 
build social capital, improve quality 
of life and sense of wellbeing, thus 
enhancing resilience. Whilst positive 
attributes have been identified in the 
IBR market elsewhere, even where 
familial bonds were not dominant, 
familial connections embed such 
features more widely and deeply 
within the community based on 
relationships of reciprocal trust. 

Investigating IBRs through a 
social sustainability lens and 
recognising the impacts and 
scope of familial connections 
is significant when intervention 
strategies are contemplated. 
The case study affirmed the need 
to support IBRs, oppose eradication 
objectives and consider national 
and local interventions from a 
strong social and not necessarily 
economic perspective as previously 
attempted. There is thus, a call for 
sensitive strategies that account 
for connections that surpass the 
traditional roles ascribed to landlords 
and tenants in conventional formal 
rental arrangements. Intrusive 
and disruptive interference must 
be avoided in favour of nuanced 
approaches that facilitate the 
functioning of certain IBR markets 
as social/family-based institutions 
and not market-led enterprises. 

The Bridgton/Bongolethu case 
study also highlighted negative 
attributes (Table 2) that detract from 
quality of life, a sense of wellbeing 
and a more socially sustainable 
community: the quality of informal 
structures posed health risks; 
informal electricity connections and 
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fire and electrocution hazards; use 
of fossil fuels, and certain social 
concerns, including alcohol and 
substance abuse, women and 
child abuse. These negatives may 
require targeted, context-appropriate 
interventions at community level 
to mitigate risks and improve living 
conditions. Providing a range 
of detailed recommendations 
falls beyond the scope of this 
article, but results should offer 
guidance towards supportive 
interventions that capitalise on 
existing contributions and address 
challenges towards more socially 
sustainable communities.
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Mining and community in South Africa: From small 
town to iron town

Edited by: Lochner Marais, Philippe Burger and Deidre van Rooyen

Published by: New York: Routledge, 2018

Reviewed by: Prof. Juanee Cilliers
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Mining has dominated the development in South Africa for over 
a century. Although the South African economy is no longer 
dependent on the mining industry, this book clearly indicates 
that the mining industry still plays (and will continue to play) an 
important role in the social and economic fabric of the country.

Mining and community in South Africa reflect on the challenges and 
opportunities related to the mining sector within the South African context, 
debating contemporary issues from an interdisciplinary perspective.

Reference is made to a broad range of complex matters that have 
received hardly any attention to date, including the local impact of mining 
on unemployment, adequate housing provision, inequalities, business 
development, well-being, governance and broader planning approaches 
entwined in fragile municipal finances, changing social attributes, and 
impacts on the physical environment. The broad scope included in this 
book makes it a suitable contribution for a diverse range of disciplines.

The authors’ expertise contributes to the interdisciplinary discourse and 
academic dialogue on mining towns and the transformation of such small 
towns into iron towns. As a point of departure, a comprehensive historic 
overview is provided on the development of the mining sector in South Africa, 
the transformation of this sector over the past decade, and the impacts of such 
transformation on numerous sectors and departments. These developments 
within the mining sector are also discussed in context to related economic 
and social developments, and in context to spatial impacts. As a result, 
issues as to how to plan simultaneously for both growth and decline are 
debated within the broader context of sustainability and resilience-thinking.

Context-based evidence is continuously provided by means of case 
studies and scenario-setting, providing a valuable contribution to translate 
academic literature into practice. The content provides a critical analysis 
of the mining sector and current realities experienced in South Africa, and 
progresses interdisciplinarily to conclude on governance, environmental, 
housing, and business challenges as a direct result of mining activities.

The book successfully documents the interaction between mining communities 
and local communities and explains the complexities of community 
development in a mining town from diverse interrelated perspectives. The book 

emphasizes the highly contentious 
notion of community sustainability, 
as applied in mining towns.

The pertinent contributions 
of this book include:

• Documenting the transformation 
that took place in the mining 
sector with regard to social 
dynamics (increased numbers 
of contract workers, new 
inequalities, government 
responses) and related 
planning approaches (economic 
diversification, mining-town 
development and changes in 
production methods), and the 
role of economic power. 

• Reflecting on the Postmasburg 
case study in an attempt 
to bridge the South African 
literature gap concerning 
the effect of mining growth 
and transformation.

• Considering the effect of mining 
and government relations 
of spatial planning, along 
with the dynamics of power 
relationships and collaborative 
planning approaches.

• Elaborating on different views 
regarding renting versus home 
ownership as sustainable 
solution for mining towns.

• Reflecting on staples theories 
within the South African context 
and discussing inequalities, 
labour markets and the well-
being of mining employees.

• Identifying areas of further 
research to substantiate the 
findings of the Postmasburg 
case study and to explore 
different scenarios, the potential 
of changing land uses and 
planning for the transformation 
of the mining sector and 
related impacts.

Ultimately, this book captures the 
essence of the impact of the mining 
industry within the local South African 
context and emphasises the 
important role that mining plays 
(and will continue to play) in the 
social and economic fabric of the 
country. The content and message 
of this book is well supported by the 
arrangement of the book and the 
quality of the scholarly apparatus. 
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Special Issue SACPLAN and Town and Regional Planning Journal 
Call for papers 

The Land Question in Southern Africa: Planning and  
Built Environment Perspectives

The land issue is still making waves across Southern Africa with South Africa being the latest focus of dispute. A storm 
of emotional arguments was fuelled by the recent announcement by the South African government to investigate the 
amendment of Section 25 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa to allow for expropriation of land without 
compensation. President Cyril Ramaphosa in his 2019 State of the Nation Address said that “We will support the work of 
the Constitutional Review Committee tasked with the review of Section 25 of the Constitution to unambiguously set out 
provisions for expropriation of land without compensation.” The issue has divided South Africans and politicians with some 
fearing South Africa will be the next Zimbabwe and others hoping for a long-awaited new dawn. Regardless of one’s position 
on the expropriation of land without compensation, it is certain that the proposed changes will have far reaching implication 
for planning and the built environment. Already, this policy uncertainty has curtailed investment in agricultural land, yet 
promises to release well located land for affordable housing.

The Town and Regional Planning Journal together with SACPLAN, are dedicating a special issue of the journal in 2019 
to explore this topic. This call for submissions invites academics, researchers and practitioners with keen interest on land 
questions in South Africa and on the African Continent to submit papers. This special issue is to cover issues such as:

1. The role of urban, rural and regional planning in respect of land reform.
2. Land reform policies: what can we learn from international experience?
3. Land reform implications for the built environment.
4. Land reform, housing and sustainable settlements.
5. Land, livelihoods and food security.
6. Compensation, confiscation: land, the rule of law and the economy.
7. Land reform and spatial equity: youth, equity, youth, women and indigenous people. 
8. Implication of Land Reform on natural resources and biodiversity. 
9. Land reform readiness and sustainability: capacity, technology and innovation.
10. Societal politics of land reform: traditional land governance, collective tenure and informal settlement.
11. Any other issues that has relevance on land questions in South Africa.

Provisional timelines for writing:

Submission deadline: Draft papers: 28 June 2019

Papers under review: July-August

Comments send to authors: August – September

Author revisions of peer-reviewed papers: October 2019 (two weeks)

Special issue published: December 2019

More information on the journal and guidelines on the formatting of papers can be found on the journal https://ezproxy.
ufs.ac.za:8578/content/journal/sm_town or http://journals.ufs.ac.za/index.php/trp/index
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CALL FOR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST FOR THE JOURNAL EDITOR: 
TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

We are seeking expressions of interest to join the Editorial Team and become the Editor of 
Town and Regional Planning (ISSN 1012-280), if possible, as from 1 January 2020.

Criteria for applicants:
• Expertise and experience in the spatial planning domain. 
• Publication record of an appropriate number of articles and/or books (including previous publication/s in the Town 

and Regional Planning journal).
• Experience of editorial work on a scientific planning or related journal.
• Being a reviewer for international peer reviewed journals.
• At least a PhD qualification and/or a senior research position with equivalent experience in research and scholarship.
• Enthusiasm to undertake the Editor role, but ensuring recognition of all aspects of the reality of the role and the 

work involved.
• A commitment to do the editorial work for at least ten years.

Responsibilities:
The key role of a journal editor is to promote scholarship in spatial planning, whilst also promoting the 
journal as a significant journal to publish in. The editor will need to encourage new- and established 
authors to submit articles and ensure a reliable panel of expert reviewers. The Editor is also responsible 
for offering feedback to reviewers when required and ensure constructive feedback to authors.

In terms of responsibilities:

• An editor should endeavour to be a leader in the urban and regional planning-field as it will support journal 
development, presence and standing within the local and international community.

• Is fully responsible for the academic quality of the journal and the regular on time publication thereof.
• To improve the quality of the journal and to improve its accreditation worldwide.
• The Editor is responsible for judgement regarding which articles do not fit in with the journal or are not scientifically 

sound and to reject them. In this regard the Editor can consult with the Editorial Associates. 
• Provide guidance to authors on improving their articles before assigning it for review.
• To identify reviewers for each article, contact them to confirm whether they will be willing to do the work. This work 

can also be delegated to the Editorial Associates.
• To engage with an institution or other bodies to provide the finance for the working of the journal.
• To give an indication of when this person can fill this position and have the financial support to publish this journal at 

least twice a year in June and in December (this is negotiable with the selection committee of the Editorial Board).
• As an Editor, you will liaise with the following groups of people on a regular basis: i) the publisher, ii) the authors iii) 

the reviewers and iv) the Editorial Board. 
A Letter of reference must accompany a comprehensive academic Curriculum Vitae and be 
submitted by email to: ernst.drewes@nwu.ac.za not later than 31 July 2019. 

Correspondence and enquiries may be lodged to Prof Das Steyn (Journal Editor) 
and/or Prof Ernst Drewes (Chairman: Editorial Board).

- Prof Das Steyn: 078 440 9104 / SteynJJ@ufs.ac.za 

- Prof Ernst Drewes: 018 2992 3543 / ernst.drewes@nwu.ac.za

Note: This is a voluntary role for which there is no remuneration. Individuals who are interested should be 
able to undertake the role on that basis and be able to commit time to the role on a regular basis.
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derde persoon geskryf.

•	 Voornemende outeurs moet ‘n elektroniese kopie van ’n artikel 
in MS Word formaat (oorspronklike word deur die outeur bewaar) 
voorlê deur dit per e-pos aan te stuur. (sien epos adres onderaan).  
Woordverwerking moet so eenvoudig moontlik gehou word om 
aflaai en bladuitleg te vergemaklik.

•	 Enige artikel toepaslik vir stads- en streekbeplanning, reeds 
taalversorg in ’n gemaklike skryfstyl, duidelik uiteengesit, 
word verwelkom.

•	 Die Redakteur behou die reg voor om veranderinge indien nodig, 
wat betref die styl en aanbieding, aan te bring.  Sou aansienlike 
wysigings voorgestel word, sal die artikel eers na die outeur 
terugverwys word.

•	 Kopiereg word aan die outeur(s) by aanvaarding van ’n 
artikel oorgedra.

•	 Titels moet kort en bondig en in beide Afrikaans en Engels en in die 
ander taal, indien van toepassing, verskaf word.

•	 Opsommings (nie meer as 150 woorde) moet aan die begin van 
die artikel in Afrikaans en Engels aangebied word.  U mag ook ’n 
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behalwe met redakteur anders gereël.
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bv. (Healey, 1997: 201-202).
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Collaborative planning.  London: McGraw-Hill.

•	 Afkortings moet vermy word, buiten in die geval van aanvaarde 
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op A4 papier moet ook verskaf word.  Duidelik leesbare teks en 
aanwysings is noodsaaklik.

•	 Besonderhede van die oorsprong van ’n artikel moet aangedui 
word, soos byvoorbeeld in die geval van ’n referaat wat by ’n 
kongres gelewer is.  Artikels word net vir keuring oorweeg indien 
vergesel van ’n verklaring dat dit in geheel of gedeeltelik nie 
elders  vir publikasie voorgelê is of reeds gepubliseer is nie.

•	 Artikels word anoniem beoordeel.  Dus moet teks en opskrif sonder 
skrywer se naam of adres wees (op aparte vel).  Outeurs kan die 
name en adresse van tot drie persone (nie aan hulle eie instansies 
van werk verbonde nie) wat geskikte beoordelaars is, voorlê.  
Indien moontlik sal een hiervan gebruik word.

•	 Outeurs wie se artikels geplaas word sal elk twee komplimentêre 
kopieë van die betrokke uitgawe van die Tydskrif vir Stads- en 
Streekbeplanning ontvang.

•	 Artikels moet vergesel word van die volledige titel, kwalifikasie en 
affiliasie, adres, telefoonnommer, faksimilee en e-posadres van die 
betrokke outeur of outeurs.

•	 Neem kennis dat ‘n publikasieheffing van R200 per bladsy op die 
artikels wat gepubliseer word, betaalbaar is.

•	 Artikels kan gestuur word aan:

The Redakteur
Stads en Streekbeplanning
Universiteit van die Vrystaat
Posbus 339
Bloemfontein, South Africa
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NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS OF ACADEMIC AND SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES

•	 Town and Regional Planning publishes articles in Afrikaans or English 
or any other official language.  The desired length for an article is 
between 4 000 and 8 000 words, double-spaced in third person.

•	 A copy of the typed article must be submitted (authors keep the 
original) in electronic format (MS Word) forwarded via email (see 
address at bottom). The format must be kept as plain as possible for 
extracting and printing purposes.

•	 Articles on an applicable topic in town, urban and regional 
planning, well presented, written in any easy style and already 
proofread, will be considered for publishing.

•	 The Editor reserves the right to alter articles where necessary with 
regard to the style and presentation to bring it in line with the 
journal.  If the referees propose large-scale changes, the article will 
be returned to the author for alterations.

•	 Copyright is transferred to the author(s) when an article is accepted 
for publication.

•	 Titles must be short and concise, but informative.  Supply suitable 
headings and sub-headings where necessary.  Titles must be 
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•	 For sections and subsections use Arabic numbers with full stops in-
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•	 Source references in the text must be in the Harvard style of 
referencing. i.e. (Healey, 1996: 201-202).
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proposed experts will be asked to act as a referee.

•	 Authors will each receive two complimentary copies of the edition 
of the relevant number of the journal.

•	 The article must contain the title, qualifications and affiliation of the 
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before an article is published.
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